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ABSTRACT 

 
 This qualitative case study examined a single phenomenon that of a decade of public 

school reform efforts via legislated takeover in an urban poor minority school district, 1999-2009.  

The Harrisburg School District  (HSD) is situated within the Capitol City of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania and educates one of the highest rates of poverty and minority populations in the 

country.  The HSD has the lowest student achievement scores in the state, despite 10 years of 

restructuring efforts, a legislated state takeover given over to Mayoral control, increased funding, 

and leadership reorganization. A contextual critique of political and sociological factors was 

conducted, illuminating an overview of conditions, events and retrospective perceptions. 

 Two types of data were collected, documents and participant interviews.  Documents 

collected included: media sources, legislation, community postings, district and Department of 

Education documents, university studies, student achievement data, cases studies conducted 

during the 10 year era, and literature related to individuals that had involvement in the 

governance of the district.  25 individuals were interviewed to obtain their perceptions of events 

across the decade.  Respondents represented those of high to low governance, employees and 

community members.  Documents and impressions were analyzed through both a circulatory and 

constant comparative method.  Timelines, chronologies and perceptions were merged, 

converged, deconstructed and reconstructed producing continuum themes of hope and despair 

and back again. 

 Results revealed three eras:  1) A period of Great Expectations, 1998-2001, prior to and 

during the early takeover, where community involvement was active, test scores were beginning 

to rise and state support with increased funding was available; 2) A period of Rough Terrain, 

2002-2008, the disillusion and desolation of the takeover, where constituents were uninvolved, 

funding improvements not realized, and participants expressed oppression, disenfranchisement, 

and allegations of powerful elites making profit;  and 3)  A period of Rising Hope, 2007-2009, the 

metamorphosing of the takeover, where community involvement in the politics of ousting the 

more than 2-decade incumbent mayor produced hope in the change that was coming, making 

conditions more tolerable.  Despite efforts, student achievement remained the lowest in the state.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This qualitative case study captures a decade of state to mayoral takeover educational 

reform efforts in the Harrisburg School District (HSD) exploring the retrospective actions and 

impressions of participants in order to discover possible explanations and underlying causes 

behind its continued student failure.  Despite 20 years of restructuring efforts and a gamut of 

government and leadership interventions, increased funding, systemic reorganization, student 

interventions and state to mayoral takeover and control, this impoverished urban district located 

within the state capitol of Pennsylvania (PA) did not flourish.  

This dissertation will follow the typical format of qualitative case study research as noted 

in the following references and in class notes from Dr. Corrinne Caldwell, Maxwell (2005), 

Merriam (1998), Piantanida, M. and Garman, N. (1999) and Yin (2003).  It opens with an abstract, 

followed by introduction, literature review, methodology and procedures discussion, and 

conclusions.  Delineated below is the chronological list of specific and sequential sections of this 

dissertation I) an introduction with a statement of the problem and purpose of the study, research 

questions and definitions, limitations and delimitations, study significance and theoretical base; II) 

a review of the literature across discipline threads and chronology via an integrated conceptual 

development revealing genres of literature related to theoretical constructs and frameworks, 

present research, gaps in research, and related empirical studies; III) a delineation of the 

methodology and procedures that were utilized in this  multidimensional qualitative study design 

which also includes descriptions of the role of the researcher, population and sample selection, 

data collection, data analysis, method(s) of verification, ethical issues, and possible outcome(s) of 

the study as integrated with the literature; IV) description of research findings and analysis;  and  

V) summarization,  conclusions and recommendations. 
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Statement of the Problem 

 

 The need for Public School Educational Reform (PSER) in America’s public schools has 

been discussed throughout the literature for the past two to three centuries.   The concept is not 

new; however, over the past three decades, literature, research, mandates for improved public 

school accountability measures and data collection related to student achievement, particularly in 

schools servicing high percentages of urban minority and poor students (at risk students), have 

soared (Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Debertin, 1996; Gross, M., 1999; Gross, S., 2007; No Child Left 

Behind [NCLB], 2001; Schlechty, 1997). 

 According to Gross, S. (2007), “business and federal intervention into education is at an 

all time high.”  The media is flooded with stories about PSER debates, student achievement 

statistics, and campaign promises.  For the past 3 decades, with ever increasing intensity and 

duration, this priority focus can be evidenced in:  1) Local, state and national political elections; 2) 

Local and state court rulings related to school governance, state takeovers and the 

constitutionality of state education laws; and 3) State Supreme Court rulings of inequity in 

educational finance and/or educational opportunity in 40 out of 50 states complete with 

restructuring court orders (Castagneto, 2004, see Appendix A; Elmore, 1997).  This fervor has 

won elections and built private sector economic fortresses with political ties (Vana, 2002; Whittle, 

2005); such as private and charter schools, for profit organizations aimed at school privatization, 

and publishers of educational programs that match “state standards”, are “research based” and 

“guaranteed to increase student achievement” (NCLB, 2001 and Northwestern Regional 

Educational Laboratory [NREL], 2006).  The strengthening and addition of national educational 

associations and commissions for educational research, governors’ summits, and national testing 

centers, continue to grow in number and membership.  A panorama of national and state laws, 

regulations and governmental control procedures, interventions, research and practices, local 

districts’ adopted procedures, and publishing and private company endeavors that impact every 

public school system in the country has swept the nation.   
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 Educational reform of public schools continues with debate, debacle and conflict as tax 

dollars and politicians become increasingly more involved at the state and national levels.  State 

and federal governments collect vast amounts of student statistics annually where additional 

demographic variables are added to the database yearly. Ironically stated in a chapter entitled, 

Poor Ideas for Reform by Berliner and Biddle (1995), opinions and actions for what to do with 

poor performing schools are fueled by special interest groups, prejudices of legislators and many 

influential constituents with ideological perspectives frequently purported by those of affluence 

and political power.  Schlechty (1997) infers that this perspective holds the assumption that all 

students in public schools deserve the same education as the elite.  This influence and control by 

those of political power and the elite, may in fact be burying the very voices of the people the 

school system serves. Maxcy (1995) indicates that this very phenomenon may actually be 

creating “failure of restructuring [that] has resulted from reformers overlooking the polyvalue basis 

of all patterned social life” (p. 2).      

  Berliner & Biddle (1995) predicted this increase in the utilization of performance 

indicators and accountability, which would mean, ”that the efforts of local schools are to be 

controlled through state or federal mandates” (p. 195).  This regulatory policy prediction came to 

fruition within what appeared to be minutes of their publication. The years 1995-1997 saw a peak 

in state and/or city school takeovers (Wong, K., Shen F., Anagnostopoulos, D. & Rutledge, S., 

2007) as a legislated school reform strategy.  At one point, over 700 schools in the U.S. were 

under government control during the 1990's - generally for bureaucratic, managerial and fiscal 

accountability issues (Cuban & Usdan, 2003; Wong, 2003). 

 Legislated state and or mayoral takeovers became a PSER trend for academic 

accountability purposes in 1995 and increased through 2000 (Brandt, 2007; Cuban and Usdan, 

2003; Green and Carl, 2000; Kirst and Bulkley, 2000; Wong and Shen, 2001, 2005).  By 2001, 

"24 states allowed state takeovers of local school districts...in the case of 'academic bankruptcy' 

or woefully low performing schools (Wong & Shen, 2001, p. 4). The Education Empowerment Act 

(EEA) of 2000 was passed in 23 states permitting state control of schools whose performance 

demonstrated 50% or more of achievement scores in the lowest “quartile on the state’s reading 
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and math tests in the two most recent school years” (Rhim, 2005a, p. 2).  One year later, 2001, 

the NCLB was passed (federal legislation tying test scores, graduation rates, and curriculum to 

standards with state takeover and privatization as end results for those districts showing the 

lowest scores). By 2006, the Maryland state legislature enacted the first NCLB prescribed state 

takeover, the Baltimore city schools (Brandt, 2007).  Yet, with the exception of Chicago, Boston 

and Philadelphia, results have been marginal or inconclusive at best, and in some cases, test 

scores have declined (Kirst & Buckley, 2000; Green & Carl, 2000; and Wong & Shen, 2001, 

2005). 

Evidence of political, economic and socio-psychological factors is at play in mandated 

reform efforts and governmental takeovers of schools demonstrating low achievement.  The 

schools of children who are marginalized - at risk, economically disadvantaged and minority 

populations - are the schools demonstrating the lowest performance, typically those in urban 

settings.  They are therefore the schools designated for take over by dominant political groups, 

state governance and or for profit corporations.  These schools are being controlled with “high 

stakes” players at the helm and are described by Rhim (2005b) as operating under “a state-driven 

restructuring [process] requiring the commitment by the state to dictate the particulars and 

thereafter monitor implementation” (p. 25).  While such take over is occurring, according to Rhim, 

(2005ab) the commitment and monitoring is not.  Less and less community decision making is 

reported as states assume control of schools in trouble; including loss of the democratic process 

of resident elected school boards).  For profit corporations have become involved under the 

Republican politicizing of privatization, school vouchers, school choice systems, “fail proof” 

materials vendors, etc., while Democrats urge for a more “democratic” reform - representative of 

the parents and students served. Particularly alarming, the schools designated in need of 

improvement are of the cultural backgrounds that have been deemed the most at risk for 

academic success, the marginalized.  Under this type of takeover, concerns arise that the schools 

are being manipulated at the hands of high stakes players and leaving out the voices of the 

people, the actual members of the community it serves. 
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  As new initiatives and laws are forced upon our low performing schools, questions arise 

by many that would suggest that capitalistic and political ventures have been occurring in an 

effort to gain corporate access and personal wealth from school finance:  1) Are we wasting 

precious time?  2) Are we penalizing our children’s academic development by political debate and 

debacle?  3) Are we spending, spending, and spending on products and corporations that are 

getting richer while ultimately limiting the real resources that at risk students need?  

 While conflict and debate abound, urban poor, at risk students, continue to produce low 

performing scores in national tests of achievement despite the NCLB prescribed governmental 

takeover, charter schools, vouchers and or privatization (National Education Association [NEA], 

2006).  These very institutes appear to be searching for solutions and have, thus far, produced 

questionable/marginal and or inconsistent results, particularly for at risk youth - for whom, 

supposedly, the laws were designed (Brandt, 2007; Cuban & Usdan, 2000; Kirst & Bulkey, 2000; 

and Wong & Shen, 2001). The children of these schools continue to demonstrate low 

achievement, their parents typically have no voice and NCLB prescribed tactics have not, for the 

most part, demonstrated school wide turnaround (Center for Public Education [CPE], 2006; Great 

City Schools Report, 2004; and those above).  A snap shot of the political and socio-

psychological elements of a school district that meets this description is called for in order to 

provide a clearer picture of what is occurring with the public schools of our marginalized youth. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

 

 The purpose of this case study is to assist the educational community by providing a 

clearer picture of what may be occurring with at risk and low performing public schools who have 

been under state to mayoral control.  This case study will provide a snap shot, via contextual 

analysis, of the reform and restructuring efforts instituted in a single urban poor and 

predominately minority school district, the HSD, situated in the Commonwealth’s capitol city in 

central PA.  It is designed to review impressions of reform initiatives and processes that occurred 

across a 10-year contextual framework, 1999-2009, pre and during state takeover with assigned 
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mayoral control.  The analysis is based on a collection of political actions and socio-psychological 

interviewee impressions - representative voices of governance, employees and the community; 

and the review of documents and statistics.  The study will conclude its chronological review with 

the fall of 2009.   

 The HSD was selected for several reasons.  Over the past decade, it has undergone 

significant changes ranging from the elected school board hiring and ousting of a nationally 

searched and reform minded superintendent (Mills, 2008), to state legislated assigned mayoral 

control (Goodrich-Small, 2009; PRNEWSWIRE, 2001; EEA list 2001-2002), concluding with 

reported continued low test scores (EEA annual report 2008-2009; Kohn, 2009; Zahorchak, 

2009).  Furthermore, HSD’s citizenry meet the demographic conditions discussed above, a 

predominantly at risk low-income population who continues to have low student achievement 

despite NCLB end result suggested takeover strategies. The selected district fits the pattern of 

the problem described in the section prior - political takeover of a small urban school district 

consisting of a traditionally marginalized and high minority population located in the capitol city of 

PA, the hub of state politics.   

 The demographic characteristics of the HSD are similar to, if not more disadvantaged 

than, most urban school districts across the nation.  Likewise, it is making limited PSER progress.  

According to Johns (2009), HSD ranks last in achievement among PA’s school districts and its 

citizenry has a 93% poverty rate; the highest rate of poverty found in any school district in the 

state of PA.  HSD has a 96% minority population (Johns, 2009; Kohn, 2009).  In a Pennsylvania 

State University (PSU) demographic analysis in 1990, HSD had the highest percent of single-

family households out of the 500 school districts in the Commonwealth.  Nearly all students 

educated by the HSD are therefore considered at risk students using the criteria of economic, 

minority and marginalized status.  Student achievement scores have received frequent media 

attention and have demonstrated little to very small gains, certainly not significant when 

compared to other schools in the state.  Achievement has consistently ranked amongst the lowest 

out of the 500 school districts in the state for the past 10 years or longer (EEA annual reports 

2005-2008; EEA list 2001-2002).   
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  HSD has received extensive media coverage and has had direct and indirect ties to both 

state and national political leaders and accountability education legislation.   During a literature 

search in the fall of 2009, over 11,000 articles had been Internet published about this small urban, 

at risk, school district located within the capital city of PA.  Media and or state coverage has 

included law suits, changes in governance, reports of school violence, reports of failed 

governance, turmoil and restructuring, reports of continued low and or declining student test 

scores, financial and resource issues, student graduation and drop out rates, and charter and 

alternative school progress.  Articles have made direct and or indirect inferences linking HSD to 

the George Bush and George W. Bush Administrations, the former national Secretary of 

Education, and the Edison company, one of the largest school privatization corporations in the 

country (Answers.com, 2010; Bishop 2002; Fletcher, 2001; Hand, 2003; Indiana University of PA, 

2003; Legislative Journal, 1999 and 2000; Mezzacapa, 2005; Rhim, 2005ab; Vana, 2002; 

Wikipedia, 2010: Tom Ridge and Eugene Hickok; Whittle, 2005).  

  Despite nearly 15 years of media coverage, political, educational and corporate focused 

reform and restructuring assistance, it is reported that the district has not succeeded despite one 

of the final interventions prescribed by the NCLB for consistently low performing school districts - 

that of governmental takeover.  One begins to question how so much political attention from 

governors, secretaries of education, expert state education agency consultants, nationally 

renowned privateers, and the ultimate NCLB prescribed intervention, state and or city takeover, 

has produced so little progress.   

 Questions that have been raised by those somewhat familiar with the events of the HSD 

include:  How and why did initiatives occur?  Who was involved in the decision-making and 

governance process?  What were the impressions and involvement of the various stakeholders 

during the planning, initiation and implementation phases?  Why are those who were involved in 

the governance of the district reporting that things did not go well or that things did go well?  And 

finally, my questions related to these are:  1) Is there a contextual pattern over time that can lend 

itself to determining how the efforts faired? And 2) Can we learn from the HSD PSER efforts in 
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order to better ensure success in the future for this district, as well as, generalize the results to 

other similarly failing or struggling districts in the nation.  

A closer look at this district’s dynamics is warranted in order to examine the context of 

reform in the HSD over the past 10 years and examine the impressions and participation of HSD 

constituents in the restructuring and decision making process.  

 

Research Questions 

 

 The purpose of this study is to determine and critique the socio-historical-politico factors 

related to HSD PSER events and initiatives across a 10 year contextual period, 1999-2009, which 

includes the time period pre-takeover and during state takeover - which was assigned to mayoral 

control.   A chronology of socio - historical data will be developed via the collection of documents, 

governance and student achievement data and clustered or paired with data collected regarding 

constituent impressions, themes and patterns in an effort to answer these questions:   

 1. How did constituents, including community members, employees and politicians 

perceive the impact of state takeover and mayoral control of the HSD? 

 2.  How do community members describe their involvement in the HSD over the past  

 decade?   

 3.  What were the perceptions of the constituents as to the status of conditions within the 

 school district over the past 10 years?  

The impressions of PSER initiatives conducted by the HSD from 1999-2009 will be 

analyzed via the collection and analysis of interview data of participant perceptions and 

documents through the lens of critical theory:  power, governance, politics, leadership, and social-

psychology in an attempt to determine HSD reform perceptions and did the reform faired well, 

producing positive and lasting change.  
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Definitions and Acronyms  

 

 Listed below is an alphabetized list of acronyms and annotated definitions that have a 

specific meaning to this project. 

AYP – Adequate Yearly Progress as specified in the NCLB, which must 

incorporate specified measures, related to attendance, graduation rate, 

test participation, and academic performance (Rhim, 2005b).  Each year, 

an increased, pre-set, percent of proficiency is required. 

BOC – Board of Control.  The local governing board assigned when a school is 

labeled as an empowerment district and has been taken over by state 

control.  Two districts in PA have had a BOC – HSD and Chester Upland 

School District (CUSD) since 2001; while 9 other districts started with 

empowerment status in 2000.  In the BOC assigned districts, the elected 

school board may make no decisions other than passing the annual 

budget; they have no other policy, programmatic or voting privileges.  

The BOC has all other governing power.  It is a state appointed board 

with the exception of Harrisburg. As of the writing of this document, the 

BOC of HSD is comprised of five mayor appointed members and two 

members appointed from the elected school board.  From 2001-2005 the 

district’s BOC was a 5-member board all appointed by the mayor. In 

2005, this changed to the present BOC configurations when the EEA 

was reauthorized.  HSD is unique for PA; i.e. the BOC is mayor 

appointed, while the other districts that have been taken over by the 

Commonwealth are state appointed. 

Community – residents of the district who are community members both 

individually and/or in organized community groups, parents and students. 

Constituents – all members or stakeholders related to HSD including:  parents, 

teachers, support staff, community members, administrators, 
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Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) representatives, congress, 

governing boards, students and business partners. 

EEA -  the Education Empowerment Act.  An act authorized by the 

Commonwealth in 2000, permitting state takeover of consistently low 

performing school districts.  This act granted the state extensive authority 

to intervene in school districts not demonstrating academic growth.  The 

EEA outlined criteria for identifying failing school systems and specific 

actions that must occur in failing schools.  In PA, a district was identified 

as an empowerment district if more than 50% of its students were in the 

bottom quartile on the PA state assessment program in reading and 

mathematics. This legislation in PA was an extension to previous 

legislation that permitted the state control of districts in PA that were in 

fiscal distress.  The EEA was reauthorized in 2005 and is set to sunset, if 

not reauthorized in 2010. 

Initiative – any reform activity specifically attempted as a change or “something 

new” that promises to produce increased student achievement scores.  

Initiatives are implemented, and in this case a part of restructuring.  

NCLB – No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, federal legislation that actually 

reauthorized and revised the Elementary and Secondary Education and 

districts to identify and restructure chronically low-performing schools via 

setting and monitoring state AYP benchmarks. Although NCLB does 

establish mandates for restructuring, parameters and “how to’s” are left 

to the Commonwealth and or local education agency (LEA). 

Restructuring – “a process initiated to substantively change the governance, 

operation and or instruction of public schools or districts identified as 

failing” (Rhim, 2005a, p. 1). 

SBDM – site based management or school based decision-making is the shifting 

of decision-making authority from central school administration to 
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individual schools and their communities. SBDM’s purpose is to make 

teachers more professionally engaged and satisfied by bringing them 

into the school’s decision-making structure. SBDM evolved into school 

community councils in which inner-city parents called for community 

control of schools in urban settings.  SBDM models include teachers, 

parents, administrators, and secondary students  

 

Delimitations and Limitations of This Study 

 

 Delimitations of this study will be described in terms of restricting or permitting 

generalization; in other words, will this study permit findings to be generalized to reform efforts in 

other districts, and how might generalization to such be restricted by the selection of this 

particular case study. 

 This case study may restrict generalization due to a variety of political and demographic 

factors, many as described above.  The district is a small urban school district where the 

demographics of the population it serves may be too disadvantaged to permit generalization.  

Poverty, minority rates, and the percentage of households run by single parents of the children 

attending the school system are among the highest in the nation; while the district itself is located 

in the Capitol City of PA.  The location of the district, in and of itself, may also present some 

unique political factors that may or may not exist in other urban schools. 

This case study may permit generalization based on student demographics and 

achievement scores as indicated in the prior section.  With the initiation of the NCLB or state 

sponsored school takeovers both the CPE (2006) and the 2006 NEA reports indicated, 

respectively, that little to no increases in student achievement have occurred in school districts 

servicing at risk youth. They have also indicated that at risk school districts continue to report high 

staff turnover rates.  In this respect, HSD is not unique; i.e. its largely at risk population, 

administrative turnover (Goodrich-Small, 2009) and student achievement scores appear to be 

similar to that of other urban poor minority school districts - little to no gains, despite reform 
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efforts.  Each of these possible generalizations will be considered in the analysis and conclusion 

of this case study. 

Limitations of the study, due to the logistics surrounding the study, similar to that stated 

above in the restrictions section, may occur.  This school district was selected due to the nature 

of the severity of the conditions, the logistical distance of this district to my residence, my 

personal relationship with residents of the community and my professional background with this 

district, my former employer. 

 

Significance of the Study 

 

 The critical examination of the political and social context of HSD reform initiatives was 

selected for this specific case study in an effort to review and delineate restructuring imperatives 

that may have created or limited student success in this mayoral controlled district.  It is via this 

qualitative socio-political case study of HSD, a school district that possesses similar qualities 

(poverty, urban, minority, highly political, etc.) to that of other districts with similar failure rates, 

which are frustrating politicians, educators, and reformists at a national level, that I will attempt to 

review this context, underlying perceptions, retrospectives and cause effect relationships as they 

correlate to events, constituent impressions and student achievement scores.   

 The HSD has undergone more than10 years of reform changes, many of which were 

implemented to increase student achievement.  Yet, these same initiatives have not fared well for 

the HSD.  Governmental support, nationally, for many of the initiatives that were implemented is 

evident; however, not found to be successful for this district.  Popular restructuring programs had 

been referenced as successful in other localities by corporations (NREL, 2006), the government 

(House Education & the Workforce Committee [HEWC], 2004, led by Republican Chairman, John 

Boehner – now Speaker of the House, 2011) and several states’ Department of Education (DOE) 

(websites).  Results are readily discussed and reported by the school leaders in districts who 

demonstrated positive results.  Research and data has shown that many of the initiatives that 

were implemented have had good results in other public school systems; but not in HSD.  Why 
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have these often research based and politically supported changes provided little increase in 

student achievement for this school district over the past 10 years?  Could this be the same case 

for other similar districts?  What is missing?  What might some of the issues be? 

 By researching HSD, I am hopeful that actions that are necessary to successful reform 

can be determined; as well as, discover why, despite governmental takeover and additional 

funding, this district failed to get out of Corrective Action II (EEA report 2007-2008; Piccola, 

2009).  The findings of this study may provide a significant insight helpful to public school reform 

in other similar districts across the nation. 

 

Theoretical Base 

 

 The selection of a theoretical base for this case study resulted in a large literature search.  

One integrated possibility was that of intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation as related to 

organizational systems, which included my research of leadership and management theories and 

motivation theory.  Some of the theories and works reviewed had been derived from Alderfer, 

Maslow, McClelland, Rotter and Vroom.  I also considered social reproduction, resistance 

theories, political and power theories leading me to review the works of Apple, Aristotle, Bourdieu, 

Domhoff, and Marx.  Yet, not one of these theories, on their own, seemed to capture my primary 

concern:  that of political power and control over a school district that was at risk, filled with 

typically marginalized individuals where attempts were being made to transform this social 

institution for lasting positive change and not appearing to be successful.  This led me on a 

search for theories, if out there, that integrated politics, domination, inequalities, psychosocial 

inquiry and ideas for lasting social transformation.  What I found was the lens of critical theory.  

Shapiro and Gross (2008) stated that the utilization of the ethic of critique should   

lead to the development of options related to important concepts such as 
oppression, power, privilege, authority, language, voice, and empowerment… 
[This ethic is] inherent in critical theory and critical pedagogy [and] is aimed at 
awakening all of us to inequities in society and, in particular, to injustices within 
education at all levels (p. 25).  
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 Prior to this, Woyshner, Watras and Crocco (2004), referenced John Dewey; ‘education 

is a regulation of the process of coming to share in the social consciousness; and the adjustment 

of individual activity on the basis of this social consciousness is the only sure method of social 

reconstruction’ (p. ix).  My core desire for this research was further understanding of the people of 

Harrisburg, and hopefully other urban public school districts in the future, and their struggle with 

education.  

 What I discovered was the lens of critical theory/education. Critical theory merged the 

areas that I knew needed to be studied, lending a complete picture of the realities of public school 

reform takeovers from the voices of the people.  Critical education tenets had the potential of an 

end result that I believed was essential, awakening the social consciousness of the power bases 

so that new possibilities might be explored that could assist with the social reconstruction of our 

decaying public schools in urban centers, and in the long run, of course, help our children via a 

system of sustainability.  

To date, rarely have public education reform initiatives been examined via the lens of 

critical or a political social contextual analysis.  Likewise, documents and case studies have not 

attempted to apply this type of examination to the socio-political variables possibly influencing the 

progress and or operational processes of poor, urban, predominantly minority, school districts.  

During a dialogue with Dr. Steven Gross in 2008, it was indicated that this rarity is due to the fact 

that the use of the critical theory lens involves far too much time and personal investment 

because it requires a look at many factors: politics, community, impressions, power, listening to 

the voices of all people, etc.  Most researchers have not had the time or the resources to be able 

to locate all of these rich sources of information.   

In 1993, Horkeimer described critical theory as the study of the interplay between 

philosophy and social science via an interdisciplinary empirical social inquiry of a variety of 

disciplines surrounding the given situation:  politics, domination, history, culture and socio 

psychological constructs (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy [Stanford], Critical Theory, 2005).  

It was my opinion that in order to truly understand why efforts at HSD did not demonstrate the 
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success desired, given the PSER complexities and demographic information described above, a 

socio-politico contextual critique was necessary.  

Critical theory was selected as the predominant area of theoretical study; i.e. it presented 

a framework for the analysis or critique of socio-political systems in a holistic manner, via not only 

the context of existing laws, powers, governance and quantitative variables but also the 

sociological and cultural reactions and actions of the people during and after these events.  It 

provided a framework for the examination of both internal and external variables that may be 

related to school reform success or failure.  This framework permitted a multidimensional 

approach to the evaluation of school reform initiatives.  

The nature and complexity of the sample studied, required critical examination.   

According to early critical theory scholars, one must review numerous variables and theories 

related to politics, domination, history, and culture, in order to determine the social realities via a 

critical and holistic analysis of social research (Stanford, 2005).   Initial evidence suggested that 

all such dynamics had come into play within the HSD.  Findings may be tied to a failure to 

establish a transforming level of community involvement; thereby, creating continued tension and 

cultural resistance despite the “good intentions” of the political and economic power attempts that 

controlled and surrounded the citizens and students of this district.  

This type of multidimensional critique had not been conducted to date on HSD, and 

provided some insight that will promote effective prescriptions for the improvement of educational 

systems that will positively impact student achievement and success.  In order to do such, a 

thorough review of the dimensions of critical education theory, the application of such in the form 

of PSER studies and a review of power and education policy constructs was conducted. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 
 This chapter was driven by the need to know the present day national context of school 

reform, large scale studies and theories that support community involvement in school reform 

decision making/implementation as a means to increase overall student achievement, and 

existing theories that integrate politics and the community to improve a social institution, a public 

school system. This required a review of how reformers organize for real and lasting change 

above and beyond the NCLB requirements (standards, curriculum, assessment to drive 

instruction, etc.) and a review of existing research that paired governance and community 

involvement with public school change.  

 This review investigated present political and governmental realities related to PSER, 

intervention trends related to laws and successful urban systems, studies that evidence systemic 

reorganization factors for possible PSER success as integrated with community involvement and 

or participation in school governance, and related studies or gaps that may be found in 

educational research.  Furthermore, a complete review of the tenets of critical theory and 

methodologies endorsed for this type of research was examined. 

 Kraft (1993) supported an empirical analysis of educational reform through the lens of 

critical theory and stressed that a part of that analysis must be a balanced framework that 

examines not only the elements of critical research, but also, the consideration of student scores, 

laws and positivistic factors; the context in which education must operate today, within the 

objective parameters that have been governmentally set as necessary in the development of 

effective urban PSER.  Following many readings, including Kraft, Peters, Freire and Young, to 

name a few, Apple (2010) appeared to support critical analysis as related to examining the 

interrelationship of politics, economic factors and the realities of life in order to determine the "lay 

of the land and the ideological terrain" (p.7) to increase understanding of educational systems.  

This review incorporated empirical research findings related to present day PSER 

initiatives, government data collection and information, legislation and policy structure, highlights 

of reform initiatives and a theoretical framework to consider while completing this political socio-
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psychological inquiry of the HSD.  It served as a scholarly review of research authorities in the 

area of critical theory, its postulates and potential methodological processes in an attempt to get 

at the real truth, realities. 

Critical theory was selected as the predominant area of theoretical study as opposed to 

other theories; i.e. it presents a comprehensive framework for the analysis and critique of socio-

political systems in a holistic manner via not only the determination of the positivistic context of 

existing laws, powers, governance and quantitative variables but also the sociological 

impressions, reactions, and or actions of the individuals these events impacted.  Literature related 

to outcomes of specific singular interventions such as curriculum, standards, organizational 

models, etc. were not selected in isolation for this review; as these items present a single end 

result of a specific intervention versus a broad picture of contextual factors and interplay with 

school reform actors.  The works not selected were uni versus multidimensional and not 

appropriate for this case study.   

Contemporary critical theory frameworks encouraged an analysis of historico-politico 

context and conversations with those who have frequently been deemed voiceless and 

powerless, typically the at risk, marginalized populations: minorities, those of low socioeconomic 

status (SES), or people of color, as a result of the governance patterns of the dominant society 

(citations from Apple, 1986 and Bourdieu, 1977; Apple, 2010; Cole-Henderson, 2000; Freire, 

1970, 1974b; Giroux, 1997; McDonald, 2003; McLaren, 2003).   Critical theory provided a 

framework for the examination of both internal and external variables, as well as an outlet for the 

voices of the people who were impacted by the events.  This framework permitted a 

multidimensional approach to the evaluation of school reform initiatives versus a more traditional 

or positivistic one-dimensional approach.  

Throughout the post-NCLB passage era, very few quantitative or qualitative research 

studies were found that integrated successes or failures of systemic PSER with sociological, 

community or cultural based components, particularly focusing on non-student participants of at 

risk school districts themselves.  Apple (2010) also contended that: 

 much of the literature on educational reform exits ...in something of a vacuum. It fails to 
 place schooling sufficiently in its social and political context... [thereby], preventing us 
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 from focusing on the real social ideological and economic conditions to which education 
 has a ...profoundly intricate set of connections (pp. 7-8). 

 
The majority of research to date on PSER has been positivistic and quantitative in nature, 

evaluating actual student achievement scores against new programs and or assessments.  

Anderson (2003) noted the same in his extensive educational reform literature review and found 

that very little research had been conducted as of 2003 to determine the influence of policies or 

leadership on student achievement.  Yet, in 1998, Torres stated, with hope, that the rise of critical 

education studies had moved “into the center of today’s [1998] debates on curriculum, testing, 

governance, teacher training, educational finance and virtually any meaningful educational 

problem” (p. 2).  Based upon the literature researched over the past decade, such has not 

happened; i.e. fewer humanistic, political-sociological and or critical educational studies have 

been located since the passage of the NCLB in 2001. The only studies obtained that were related 

to such, were prior reviews of research or theoretical perspectives from the 1980’s and 1990’s 

which stressed the need to expand this field of educational research further.  

        The works selected for this review can be characterized into three main categories: 1) 

Governmental regulations and data collection aimed at providing a contextual background of 

today’s governmental determinants of successful or non successful schools; 2) Qualitative 

conclusions of reform interventions tied to student achievement, to provide a glimpse of touted 

initiatives, community involvement, and common language of topics or interventions that may 

come up during the data collection phase of this case study; and 3) Critical scholarly works and 

suggestions leading toward the development of a framework for reform analysis that attempts to 

look at the complete picture through the context of events while giving a voice to those who are 

disenfranchised.  This literature review explored these three categories respectively. 

 

Category 1: Governmental Regulations and PSER Data Collection 

 

This section holds its ideological roots in positivism and represents the examination of 

education in relation to political components, legislation, court rulings and national or state funded 

organizations of school district reported data, regarding:  educational regulations, student 
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achievement scores on state or nationally normed achievement tests, demographics, budget and 

finance, staff development, curriculum and national standards and possible government induced 

sanctions.  The United States (U.S.) and state Departments of Education (DOE) and other 

national commissions and coalitions have reviewed these accountability factors and have rated 

each public school in the U. S. across the mandated reporting indicators. This data is a matter of 

public record and is therefore, easy to obtain (ex: Great Schools websites and DOE per state 

websites).  Governmental data collection on effective/ineffective schools originated shortly after 

the passage of the Civil Rights Act. A brief look at the Effective Schools Movement as the 

foundation of legislation and school reform focus is warranted. 

 The Effective Schools Movement's early roots arose out of the civil rights movement; i.e. 

amongst educational researchers and practitioners came a quest to determine whether or not low 

performing schools, typically poor, urban, minority students, were underachieving as a result of 

resource inequities (Lake Forest, 2012; Lezotte, 2012; Mace-Matluck, 1987).  Early on, studies 

indicated that inequity of resources in the schools was not found; however, the by-product result 

was a belief, by many, that children in these environments were performing at low levels as a 

result of their backgrounds (Mace-Matluck, 1987).  In efforts to dispel this myth, Ron Edmonds 

has been noted as the leader of what began as research to find effective schools, represented by 

poor, minority populations that were performing at average or above levels (Cuban, 2003; Lake 

Forest, 2012; Lezotte, 2012; Mace-Matluck, 1987). Once effective schools from these 

environments were located and found to be achieving at adequate levels, Edmonds and 

thousands of other researchers and practitioners across the country and in some cases 

internationally, set out to find what the correlates were in those given successful districts that 

effectuated positive student outcomes. "A rhetoric of high expectations 'all children can learn'... 

[and] a template of effective practices" emerged:   "clear goals, high academic standards, raised 

expectations for student achievement, frequent assessment, etc." (Cuban, 2003, p. 3).  By the 

1980's, 7 correlates that continued to present day included: 1) instructional leadership, 2) clear 

and focused mission, 3) safe and orderly environment, 4) climate of high expectations, 5) 
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frequent monitoring of student progress, 6) opportunities to learn and increase student time on 

academic task and 7) positive home school relations (Lake Forest, 2012; Lezotte, 2012). 

 Over time, and thousands of research studies, including many large scale urban studies, 

nearly every state DOE in the U. S. developed processes and guidelines based on these 

correlates which have evolved and expanded (Lezotte, 2012; Mace-Matluck, 1987).  Following 

hundreds of pilot studies with empirical research, "in the 1980's, the Elementary and Secondary 

Schools Act required schools to embrace Effective Schools Programs" and in Goals 2000 these 

correlates were sought in "an intense national quest for creating uniform 'good' schools" across 

the nation (Cuban, 2003, p. 4).  Financial national and state support and utilization of the Effective 

Schools Correlates has been located in several U. S. DOE sponsored institutes and ventures, 

including the Center for Research on the Education of Students Placed at Risk (CRESPAR) 

which began in 1994 (Marshard & Colton, 2012) and ended in 2004 (Lake Forest, 2012); a grant 

permitting research to continue across the country - initially a collaborative between Johns 

Hopkins and Howard Universities (Marshard & Colton, 2012).   The influence of the Effective 

Schools Movement and its evolutionary lines are traced in education research, policy and 

practice, continued across the decades, and its correlates are considered elements of sound 

educational practice today. 

Research was located regarding school reform and the incorporation of governmental 

data collection resulting in statistical reviews and conclusions related to the need for and 

evaluation of school reform.  These documents included the publication of nationally recognized 

poor student success factors; such as, below basic student achievement, drop out rates, student 

attendance, low SES, minority backgrounds, etc., and have been made available to the public 

due to legislated accountability reporting requirements enacted at the national, state and local 

levels (NCLB, 2001; Rhim, 2005ab).  Due to the legislated nature of governmental data collection 

and PSER mandates, Category 1 is divided into two parts which provide the historical context for 

this proposed study:  a) PSER in Government and b) Studies Related to the Success of 

Mandated PSER Initiatives as Paired with Governmental Data Collection. 
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Public School Educational Reform in Government 

 

Poor achievement results in America’s public schools reached the national lime light 

during the 1980’s under the Reagan administration, with the publishing of a Nation at Risk in 

1983, and the Secretary of Education, William Bennett’s, nationally televised visit to the Chicago 

public schools.  Bennett declared the Chicago public school system to be the worst in the country.  

Since such time, the topic of school reform in the United States (U. S.) has been at the forefront 

of national and state political elections and in mainstream discussions promulgated via the 

technological boom in the media industry (Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Cizek, 1999; Elmore, 1997; 

Gross, 1999; Schlechty, 1997). 

  Beginning approximately 5 years prior and continuing for 2 decades thereafter, state 

Supreme Court decisions found that 80% of our nations’ public school system operations were 

unconstitutional due to either rulings of inequity of state funding distribution and or educational 

opportunity (Elmore, 1997).  Between the 1970’s and 2000, 40 states’ educational systems had 

Supreme Court inequity rulings delivered; thereby, establishing court ordered statewide legislative 

changes and public school reforms demanding improved programming and increased 

accountability to student achievement (Elmore, 1997; Castagneto, 2004).  In most cases, these 

state rulings resulted in new requirements mandated and or facilitated by both state and national 

legislation. A few examples include:  The Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) of 1990, The 

1996 New Jersey (NJ) Comprehensive Educational Improvement Act, Goals 2000, developed by 

state governors as a President Bill Clinton initiative (Elmore, 1997), and The Education 

Empowerment Act of 2000 authorized in 23 states (Rhim, 2005ab), including the Commonwealth 

of Pennsylvania (PA). 

At approximately the same time as the publication of A Nation at Risk, President Ronald 

Reagan was preparing for his second presidential campaign and his platform vice president was 

George Bush.  Texas, George Bush’s state, and Illinois, where in 1983 Secretary of Education, 

William Bennett’s educational media blitz occurred, were the first two states to receive such 

educational inequity rulings followed by court orders and mandated reform in the late 70’s and 
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early 80’s.  For the presidential Ronald Reagan and George Bush campaigns the topic of 

improving education became prime territory, “ripe for the picking”, enabling them to gain public 

attention and, in the end, win the elections.  This time period and these actions are considered 

the birth of an era of educational reform promises in political campaigns and debates in national 

political arenas evidenced in presidential and state campaigns to this day (Berliner & Biddle, 

1995; Castagneto, 2004; Cizek, 1999; Elmore, 1997; Gross, 1999; Schlechty, 1997). 

 The media blitz, campaigning and election winning also gave way to a surge in large-

scale public school systemic restructuring kits and companies for profit entering into the business 

enterprise of education.  The business of education seemed profitable to many, often critiqued as 

a means to power or economic gain (Apple, 2010; Elmore 1997; Fowler, 2004).  New coalitions 

for educational reform began and developed rapidly, many with political ties.  An entrepreneurial 

spirit was on the rise with educational publishers and privateers as early as the late 80’s (Whittle, 

2005). The educational bandwagon was on a roll.  It was winning elections, able to determine the 

use of tax dollars, enthralling the public in the media - making money for the media outlets, and 

filling the pocketbooks of those who joined in the private educational business, frequently without 

consulting educational specialists or school communities (McGinn, 2003).  Simultaneously, state 

and mayoral takeovers as a reform strategy to improve managerial and leadership accountability 

was beginning and moved to a mechanism of reform to increase student achievement.  

 At the state and local levels, "throughout the 1990's a number of mayors assumed 

control, ... viewing the problems as managerial and bureaucratic" (Cuban & Usdan, 2003, p. 6).  

Wong & Shen (2001) affirmed, that mayoral and or state takeovers were a "high profile policy and 

political issue" (p. 4).  In 2003, they noted, " by the 1990's, mayors in several big cities, [many] 

with gubernatorial support, decided to lead the public school system (p. 5). "City decay led 

mayors, civic leaders and business executives ...to harness the future of their cities to improving 

schools...and making urban school performance were, these reformers believed, major changes 

in district governance and leadership (Cuban & Usdan, 2003, p.1).  These "reforms tied changes 

in leadership to what happened in classrooms" (Cuban & Usdan, 2003, p. 1).  Wong (2003) 

determined, "reasons offered to justify state takeovers":  1) "reasonable responsibility to popular 
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dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of local school bureaucracies; 2) "state takeover is viewed 

as a mechanism for...financial and academic accountability in failing school systems"; 3) "state 

intervention is... promoted...[as] structural reform of public schools; and 4) "mayoral 

takeovers...have both the will and ability to overcome problems facing city schools" (p. 97) 

 Wong & Shen (2001) reported, "research on the effectiveness of state takeover strategy 

is lagging behind the pace of policy and practice" (p. 10).   This gave impetus to 3 studies 

researching the effectiveness of takeovers worthy of mention:  

1) Wong & Shen (2001) examined 14 school districts with comprehensive takeover [HSD 
included], but selected only 4 for their study (HSD not included).  Findings reported 
takeovers:  a) "tend to hold schools and students accountable to system wide standards" 
(p. 5); b) have the "capacity to reduce institutional fragmentation" (p.7); c) have reduced 
"per pupil expenditures" (PPE) in Chicago, Boston and Compton (p. 21); d) tend to be 
more successful when they use both state assessments and national normed 
achievement tests (p. 22); and e) demonstrate modest if any student achievement gains 
(with the exception of Boston and Chicago) (p. 6). 
 

2) Cuban & Usdan (2003) studied 6 urban takeovers and concluded:  a) two "common 
elements are the loss of school boards influence...and the increased involvement of 
business leaders in urban school governance" (p. 7);  (b) "each city had its own unique 
context and political culture" (p. 7); c) inconclusive findings across the country in 
takeover/governance/control as a form of leadership creating increased student 
achievement (p. 9); d) political fragility exists in some school districts under mayoral 
control due to changing of mayors or school superintendents that "quickly altered and 
even dismantled reform structures and strategies" (p. 11;  e) results may be 
"compromised fatally by what is perceived by...teachers and administration as a 
dysfunctional top down strategy...characterized by influential political [and] 
business...leaders " (p. 12);  and f) sustainability concerns exist with this type of reform - 
"shallow roots" - related to political leadership changes and lack of the "essential support 
and leadership and principals," viewed as "a fundamental issue" (p. 12).  
 
3) Wong, K., et al. (2007) created a data base of mayoral and state takeovers across the 
country from which to draw present and future empirical research and study to determine 
the effectiveness of this type of reform in relation to organization of the control, 
operational processes within schools and classrooms and its consequences for student 
achievement (p. 2).  Results noted to date:  a) 'new style' mayors emerged in the 1990’s 
exerting strong leadership and a form of integrated governance that when done right 
increased student achievement by focusing the organization "on student performance 
and is characterized by building district level leadership and civic capacity" in the 
"community", permitting a "'coming together in an effort to solve a major problem'" (pp. 2, 
3, 13, 24); b) 'old style mayors' were less successful - "sought to dole out school jobs 
without public scrutiny", "emphasized patronage in jobs and contracts" and demonstrated 
a "lack of performance accountability"  (p. 2, 7); c) "successful mayors are adopting a 
'politics of partnership'" (p. 7) and understand the "critical importance of coalition building" 
(p. 50); and d) state legislators play a "critical role" in "mayoral control" (p. 49) and are 
"funding of a greater portion of the district revenue" (pp. 8-9).   
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On the national front, at the start of the decade, the NCLB Act of 2001 was promoted by 

the President George W. Bush Administration and was enacted into legislation.  This act was the 

first of its kind for the United States (U.S.) and set demands and goals for the education of all 

students in kindergarten through the 12th grade (K-12).  This legislation required all states to 

develop statewide standards, assessment, and school improvement plans in an effort for all 

students to make adequate yearly progress (AYP).  For school districts, this is measured by 

averages of overall student attendance, dropout and graduation rates and state system of 

assessment district student test scores.  This legislation was the first regular education federal 

law requiring specific goals and targets related to accountability measures for increased student 

achievement (HEWC, 2004; NCLB, 2001; NEA, 2006: Rhim, 2005ab).  Should a district not 

receive a positive AYP rating within the prescribed amount of time, the NCLB requires a ranking 

of school improvement status with eventual takeover or reconstitution as an end result.  In PA, 

schools not reaching federally set achievement parameters are ranked in School Improvement I 

and or II with requirements, followed by Corrective Action rankings of I and or II (PA EEA annual 

reports 2005-2008).  The worst ranking is Corrective Action II, which if maintained for two years 

can result in complete reconstitution (Rhim, 2005 ab) or state takeover of the district via such 

efforts as:  state governance, school board appointments by the state (not the elected school 

board), privatization, firing staff and re-staffing, vouchers, and or conversion of public schools to 

charter schools as a means of reform (New Jersey Education Association [NJEA], 2005). 

The demands of meeting the NCLB requirements by 2014, the sunset of the act, are 

quite high.  Percentages of improvement per year must be achieved across the federally 

designated academic areas.  As such, standards and assessments per state were developed with 

curriculum to match the standards and the national requirements.  State reporting and state 

legislation as to the achievement goals and processes or lack thereof had to be developed with 

monitoring systems put into place.  Regular state reporting to the federal government on the 

NCLB targets is reported annually.   A direct consequence of such has been an inadvertent 

reduction in educational theoretical type studies; as there has been little time for educational 

researchers to serve as much more than consultants to districts attempting to meet these 
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demands.  Educational research across the past decade has not appeared to produce anything 

new; examples of which will be discussed in future sections.  

  Public school education has encountered a 30-40 year increasing search for 

accountability and increased student achievement, as can be evidenced in the literature, media, 

and acts of national and state legislative bodies (Berliner & Biddle, 1995; Castagneto, 2004; 

Cizek, 1999; Gross, M., 1999; Gross, S., 2007; Schlechty, 1997).  School reform, stated below 

and represented as similar to those privateers and coalitions discussed above 

has been at the authority of state governments by issuing a bewildering array of 
new policies …[and] more often or not, they have not asked public school 
educators for input into these reforms. Instead, they [the policy makers] have 
defined educators as a major part of the problem rather than as professionals 
qualified to offer solutions and have sought input from business leaders (Fowler, 
2004, p. 3).  
 

The ties between politics, government, business leaders and social factors have been 

drawn (Apple, 2010; Fowler, 2004, Young 1989, to name a few) and have continued for three to 

four decades. McGinn (2003) argued that this can only occur when the political context or “the 

campaign target of the time” is a ‘mainstream’ central focus of concern by the public; a 

phenomenon that continues today as a means to win elections and make policy.  

Governmental takeovers or reconstitution of school districts, which do not meet NCLB 

criteria, occur and will be increasing in the future.  To date, there does not appear to be 

conclusive research that would ensure that state government and or privateers would 

successfully complete effective district wide public school reform leading to increased student 

achievement, particularly in at risk districts (CPE, 2006; NEA, 2006). In the next section, results of 

student achievement related to the mandates of PSER since the passing of statewide or national 

reform legislation will be reviewed. 

 

 Public Schools Educational Reform Initiatives Paired With Governmental Data Collection 

 

Fowler (2004) suggested that education "policy evaluation" is essential in the 

determination of whether regulations in education have met their goal (pp. 304-305).  Apple 

(2010) recognized the need for education policy analysis integrated with its international 
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globalization and economics (p.1).  Works were selected in order to develop a global conception 

of how student achievement, paired with government regulation, is fairing. Documents were 

located pairing school reform and state prescribed data collection resulting in large-scale 

statistical reviews and conclusions. Many works gathered data across numerous states and 

thousands of students.  Documents included overall student results and also referenced largely at 

risk populations with poor student success factors: below basic student achievement, high drop 

out rates, low student attendance, low SES, and minority backgrounds, etc. - typically the 

characteristics of marginalized populations described by the critical theorists.  These documents 

are available to the public due to accountability reporting requirements enacted at the national 

and state levels (NCLB, 2001; Rhim, 2005ab; etc.).   

The main source of statistical data for these works came from demographic and test 

score data banks collected by the state and or federal government or related coalitions.  Caution 

will need to be used when reviewing these works based on the affiliation(s) of the researcher(s) 

conducting the six sections described below in chronological order:  The Great City Schools 

Report, The House Education and Workforce Committee Report, Public Schools Educational 

Initiatives Report, The National School Boards Association Report, The Education Next Report 

and Others.  

 

The Great City Schools Report (May, 2004) 

 

This study reported student score results across the nation paired with NCLB 

parameters. The council responsible for this report is located in Washington, D. C. and presents 

itself as “the nation’s voice for urban education” (p. 1).  The population sample included 60 of the 

nation’s largest urban public schools and represented an overall 77% minority rate and a 63% 

poverty rate (notably better rates than HSD).  This analysis demonstrated that students in these 

school systems made substantial gains in statewide math and reading assessments since the 

enactment of the NCLB of 2001.  Each state’s overall assessment scores ranged from a 1-7% 

improvement rate since the passage of the NCLB, an estimated 3% increase per year.  Results 
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were considered a notable significant increase, and were released in time for the re-election of 

the President George W. Bush administration. 

In contrast to these findings, the Center for Public Education (CPE) published a 2006 

study noting that the schools reported in The Great City Schools Report had increased state wide 

focus on improving test scores for many years prior to the passage of the 2001 NCLB and had 

shown the same yearly rate of improvement both pre and post the NCLB passage (CPE, 2006). 

Additionally, the schools selected were from many different states and measured each 

individual’s state assessment linked to each individual state’s pre-determined learning objectives 

and pre-assessment activities. This made comparisons to each other impossible; i.e. not all 

students in all urban districts across the country were given the same test and there was no 

national normative data to support each individual state’s system(s) of assessment.  

Further, the CPE results demonstrated that NCLB prescriptions, solely, produced 

questionable results for at risk populations; finding that the urban schools focusing on effective 

leadership and accountability measures produced significantly increased achievement of at risk 

students prior to NCLB, and continued to improve at the same rate, post NCLB.  Positive 

outcomes were reported related to NCLB - the ability of the law to hold high standards for 

teachers and increased accountability for student achievement in states where such had not been 

happening prior (CPE, 2006 and NEA, 2006).  Both CPE and NEA indicated that NCLB itself had 

not produced significantly increased student achievement results in the urban at risk populations 

studied in The Great City Schools Report. Leadership and accountability focus were suggested 

as the primary factors responsible for improving student achievement.  

 

 

The House Education and Workforce Committee Report (October, 2004) 

 

Produced the same year as The Great City Schools Report, prior to the President George 

W. Bush re-election, this large-scale study paired the new educational legal requirements with 

student achievement.  The National House Education and Workforce Committee (HEWC), under 
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the President George W. Bush administration, and headed by John Boehner (the current Speaker 

of the House), produced a fact sheet based on the analysis of student test scores across the 

nation by examining averages per each individual state.  With this research, the HEWC claimed 

that statewide assessment results showed increased student achievement across the country, 

when looking within each state’s individual average score, since the passage and implementation 

of NCLB. The committee concluded that NCLB was working and making a positive difference for 

America.  Again, claims need to be qualified, as each system of state assessment was different.  

While conclusions were made about nation-wide improvement, only 4 states out of the 50 were 

cited for improvements in this study.  The states cited and percentage of increase between the 

state test administrations of 2003 and 2004 were reported as follows: Delaware (7%), Ohio (7%), 

Maryland (13% for English Language Learners) and Illinois (11%) (pp. 1 - 2).   

 Likened to the findings in the 2006 CPE report, each of these states had accountability 

requirements similar to the NCLB for years prior to the enactment of this law.  These four states 

had mandated adoption and/or development of standards, curriculum, state assessment systems 

and prescribed remedies or sanctions for distressed districts between the years of 1988 and 1997 

(Castagneto, 2004); and were well on their way, at the time that this study was conducted.  Again, 

this study reviewed the results of state designed tests.  As discussed in the Great City study, 

differing state assessments really cannot be compared from state to state because they are not 

nationally normed and are different.  The results of the HEWC findings must be considered with 

caution due to the presidential and congressional affiliation the study had, the utilization of state 

assessments versus national normed assessments, and that the four states cited were already 

doing NCLB type things years prior to the Act’s passage.  

 

The Public Schools Educational Initiative Report (December, 2004) 

 

This document is a website published report and was completed by me in December of 

2004.  While it is unusual for the author of a dissertation to include her own works in her case 

study literature review, I selected this because of the vast amount of governmental data collected 
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on PSER initiatives and paired with student achievement across eight states, which has an 

overall linkage to this study.  Some of the findings have been referenced in sections throughout 

this document and a brief synopsis or summary of the overall 2004 report is called for.  Appendix 

A contains the references and studies cited, more than 70 documents.  

The eight states selected for this 2004 report were the states that had state mandated or 

court ordered reform requirements and also produced the greatest amount of accessible PSER 

related research data available at the time that the literature review was conducted:  Arizona 

(AZ), Illinois (IL), Kentucky (KY), Maryland (MD), New Jersey (NJ), Ohio (OH), Texas (TX) and 

Vermont (VT).  Most of these states had state Supreme Court rulings of inequity and, therefore, 

mandates for reform.  Some states had more specific requirements than others.  Hundreds of 

research studies, statistical documents and state reports, were analyzed across five variables:  1) 

finance, 2) governance (including evidence of local community governance), 3) staff development 

and teacher participation, 4) curriculum and instructional activities integrated with assessment 

and 5) student achievement scores.  Findings per state were reported across the five variables, 

with reference linkages.  

Three states showed improvements. Two out of the eight states demonstrated substantial 

gains in student achievement, KY and MD, and one state was demonstrating trends toward such 

gains, IL. The other five states, AZ, NJ, OH, TX, and VT had either inconclusive findings or were 

found to have had issues with significant follow through of mandates, long range planning, 

unsupportive organizational structures to support the mandates, accountability and litigation 

concerns.  In AZ, OH, and VT, debate, determining who was at the helm, and lawsuits thwarted 

forward movement.  In the case of NJ, the troubled schools were identified, the Abbott schools, 

who received much additional funding and had pre-kindergarten education requirements. The 

results as a whole were unsuccessful and references indicated that a cohesive and strategic plan 

for the distribution and utilization of the funding was not in place. At the time of the 2004 report, 

further laws and strategic procedures for NJ showed that attempts were being made to develop 

further initiatives to alleviate this difficulty. In the case of TX, results were inconclusive based on 

the works collected.  
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All eight of the states examined in this literature review possessed, in varying degrees, 

similar components related to reform, as determined by their state’s governance parameters: 1) 

funding restructuring, 2) statewide assessments tied to standards, 3) regular accountability 

reporting to the state, 4) staff development integration with goals, standards, assessment and 

proven research based curricular adjustments, and 5) state taker over authority as warranted.  

Three out of the eight had the addition of community-based decision making as a requirement (IL, 

KY, MD). Community governance mandates for these three states included the provision of 

school based councils or site based management composed of internal and external school 

community members that would assist with the decision making, planning, integration, support 

and/or the actual implementation of district and school goals. These three states appeared to 

have the most significantly increased student achievement scores across the board including 

their scores for at risk populations.  

 

The National School Boards Association Report (2006) 

 

A civil rights educational study was completed at Harvard University and funded by the 

CPE, a division of the National School Boards Association (NSBA) that paired student 

achievement scores with government mandates.  Based upon statistical analysis of the 2002-

2005 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) testing scores, following the 

implementation of NCLB, findings indicated that the NAEP nationally normed student 

achievement test scores of poor and minority subgroups showed only small growth in math and 

no growth in reading when comparing test results across a 15 year period, 1990-2005.  In 

addition, conclusions indicated, “there continues to be no sign of the narrowing of the 

achievement gaps” between at risk and mainstream student populations, post NCLB (p. 1).  This 

study concluded that while some states evidenced improved state wide assessment scores, 

specific for each state as NCLB required, for at risk populations, this increase was not evidenced 

in the results of nationally normed achievement tests, which can be compared with each other, 

such as those published by the NAEP, The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS), The California 
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Achievement Test (CAT), and the Terra Nova, to name of few.  It should be noted that while the 

NCLB requires states to give statewide assessments, and practice assessments with standards 

and curriculum to match, these assessments have been proven to be very different from state to 

state (CPE, 2006).  As such, students across states are presented with very different learning 

activities and concepts that may not match national standards for achievement. These results 

indicate that the NCLB mandates did not have a significant impact on increased student 

achievement for at risk populations as assessed by nationally normed achievement tests.   

 

The Education Next Report (April, 2009) 

 

The final work selected for this section, comes from Education Next (Offley, 2009).  While 

it is not a large-scale study examining student scores against new legal requirements, it was 

selected because I believed I needed something more current than 2006 for this review.  Further 

studies from 2007 and 2008 were considered but none were as large scale as the first four 

discussed above.  This final work out of Stanford reviews two differing positions as to whether or 

not the NCLB governmental mandates are directly increasing student achievement in the U. S.  

Two authorities in the field, Chubb and Ravitch, have opposing opinions.  Chubb, Chief Education 

Officer of Edison Schools, argues that:  1) national goals are better than a “hodge podge” from 

state to state (p.1);  2) student achievement has grown since the 1990’s and was furthered by the 

NCLB; and 3) the accountability focus of student achievement and data collection is a good thing 

and “shines a bright light on student performance” (p. 2).  Ravitch, a historian of education and a 

research professor of education at New York University (NYU), on the other hand, argues that:  

1) NCLB is a “fundamentally flawed legislation” (p.1) of sterility and rigidity…2) 
meager gains in achievement [have occurred and]… the gains registered on 
NAEP since the enactment of NCLB have been unimpressive…(p. 2); and 3) 
[NCLB is forcing education to focus] …solely on basic skills [and not preparing 
students]…to compete with students from high-performing nations in the world 
(p. 2).   
 

And so, once again, uncertainty exists as to whether or not the new governmental required 

educational parameters, in this case the NCLB, increased student achievement. 
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 Others (2007-2010) 

 

 Many coalitions and reform interested national associations representing a host of 

educational governance units and /or research pairing student achievement statistics, theories 

and educational ideas, have increased in number and membership over the past 30 years. 

Associations with the largest amount of research were reviewed:  The Academy for Educational 

Development (AED), The Center for Collaborative Education (CCE), The Center for Public 

Education (CPE), The Coalition of Essential Schools (CES), The Institute for Research and 

Reform in Education (IRRE), and The National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE).  

A review of findings since 2006 by these research divisions demonstrates continuing 

inconclusiveness about whether or not NCLB reform mandates have been effective.  This is 

particularly true for at risk urban school districts.  

Based on the research and studies cited above, governmentally mandated requirements 

and interventions have not demonstrated significant impact on increased student achievement, 

on their own, particularly for at risk, urban, poor, minority, populations like that of the HSD and 

others reviewed in this section. The results of these national studies appear to be inconclusive, 

inconsistent and appear to support the philosophical underpinnings and political allegiances of 

the coalitions that the research group, financier or publisher represents. If there were a real 

success catcher for our at risk urban youth, we would know about it many times over.  Success 

could not be determined conclusively, even in the nationally funded large-scale studies. 

  

Category 2:  Statistical Conclusions of Selected Reform Interventions  

 

This section reflects the examination of coalition and/or government sponsored data 

banks by researchers, or other federally funded projects, where the results and or agency 

conclusions have been categorized into cluster comparisons of types of schools and student 

demographics across such variables as race, minority status, gender, SES, neighborhood, district 

wide population variables, test scores, curriculum, governance types, geographical region, etc.  
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Based on correlations, arising from this quantitative data, predictions have been made - from 

which interventions and strategies have been suggested or heralded as being effective.  Nearly 

all PSER educational empirical studies, utilize this type of data to determine the effectiveness of 

an educational intervention, and most public school systems in the country select from these 

sources when they are adopting updated programs or curricula tied to state standards and or 

requirements.  The determination of success or failure of these interventions is based upon 

whether or not student test scores increased or decreased following the intervention(s) 

(Anderson, 2003).  It is from this category of educational research that program recommendations 

are most frequently made, publicized, and acclaimed. 

For the purposes of this case study, it is essential to review literature regarding common 

PSER initiatives, allowing consideration of common reform interventions that may come up during 

the data collection phase of this case study.  A Google search produced research studies and 

articles related to the use of test score and demographic statistics as tied to specific common 

reform interventions, programs and initiatives.  A review of common reform interventions is 

essential to begin to develop an understanding of what may or may not be important factors to 

PSER, as all states are presently operating under the same overarching scientific research based 

interventions requirements, as set by the NCLB of 2001.  In addition, the HSD has access to the 

same research based intervention data banks as do the other public school districts and state 

education departments.  Some of the more common terminology or strategies found in this 

section may be introduced into this case study during the data collection phase via documents or 

participant and informant information.  It is important to have a general understanding in order to 

better interpret the data collected. Awareness of some of these strategies will enable me to 

provide to provide understanding of the participants of this study as they share information during 

their interviews. 

 Most program specific interventions under PSER initiatives have been employed based 

on thoughts and ideas stemming from the evaluations of governmental statistical data banks.  

These references contain research data, quantitative in nature and positivistic in ideology, 

conducted at the request of coalitions, political or public agencies, organized when education 
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began to receive increased political, public and media attention.  While empirically assessed 

progress of these programmatic interventions on varying populations of students were found, the 

studies usually reflected a specific curricular type of intervention or instructional strategy only.  

Little empirical research has been conducted to date on entire systemic district wide restructuring 

formats or on the impact of governance and or leadership tied to impressions of the community 

represented in the specific school(s) being studied.  The works cited in this section were primarily 

about single interventions in which the determination of success or failure was based upon 

whether or not student test scores increased or decreased following the intervention(s). Examples 

of this category of studies include brief listings and descriptions of researched based sources of 

curricular changes initiated for reading, writing, math, and literacy; specific instructional strategies 

recommended based on empirical research, including reduction in class size; charter school and 

voucher programs and state, mayoral and/or privatization takeovers and leadership and 

community related studies. 

 Due to volumes of research on PSER based interventions available, the studies selected 

for Category 2 highlight the most frequently utilized and or publicized initiatives and review 

research related to local district and school based governance reforms, such as forms of SBDM 

and community partnerships, both reform initiatives recommended by proponents of critical 

pedagogy and critical race theory (Mayo 2004; Senge 2000).  While the majority of studies 

located are intervention specific, I chose to focus primarily on reform based community 

involvement in local school and district restructuring efforts for the following reasons:  1) it is an 

area that has not had a significant amount of empirical study available and is not widely 

prevalent, but is prevalent enough that a few states have mandated it, indicating that there is 

some acceptance of such governance reforms in some political circles; 2) it is supported by 

critical educators, permitting the participation of all constituents, including those most frequently 

silenced, the urban poor minority; and 3) community involvement findings reported in the section 

above, indicated that the greatest amount of increased student achievement occurred in the 

states that utilized some mechanism of school based governance and leadership or a model of 

school community participation. 
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 The works selected and contained in this category have been divided into three parts: 1) 

highlights of highly publicized reform interventions, 2) research works on school or SBDM 

councils and 3) research and studies on school-community partnerships. 

  

Highlights of Highly Publicized Reform Interventions 
 

 Intervention specific reform initiatives and their positive effects on raising student 

achievement have been identified and can be located throughout the literature with increasing 

frequency over the past 30-40 years.  Publishers, marketers, educational research and/or political 

coalitions have funded or requested studies of educational materials that would meet the 

legislated demand for scientifically research based strategies and programs that have 

demonstrated increased student achievement.  This section will serve as a brief overview of 

common resources and data of promising research based interventions and initiatives. 

 Numerous studies and data bases were located on the internet permitting schools to 

access strategies, methods, programs, curriculums and or materials that have demonstrated 

significant research based student improvement results, touted as proven to increase reading, 

math, writing, and literacy scores. The Northwestern Regional Educational Laboratory (NREL) 

(2006) was selected due to ties to many states and at the recommendation to states from the 

national Department of Education (DOE).  This website provided a detailed listing of programs 

that have been approved by state and national DOE’s for obtaining the greatest student impact 

on increased achievement test scores.  This web listing contains links to each program and 

continues to be updated regularly.  The links provide an explanation of the intervention, empirical 

results, governance support, and publisher information.  Examples of a few of the programs 

contained on that website that I include:  America’s Choice by the NCEE; Community for Learning 

by Margaret Wang of Temple University; Core Knowledge by E.D. Hirsch, Jr.; Different Ways of 

Knowing by the Galef Institute; The Direct Instruction Model by Siegfried Engelmann and the 

Scientific Research Associates; High/Scope Primary Grades Approach to Education by David 

Weikert; and Talent Development Middle School by Johns Hopkins University.  Each of these 
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programs has demonstrated increased student achievement for given populations as determined 

by empirical research, as well as others contained on the website (NREL, 2006).    

 A brief review of the literature related to scientifically proven means by which to increase 

student achievement was conducted.  A summary of the present literature, recommendations and 

highlights of these presently touted instructional programs and or strategies include:  a balanced 

literacy approach to learning, the mastery of phonemic awareness to facilitate reading instruction, 

FastForWord, teacher instructional coaching and support models, inclusive education for special 

needs youth, differentiated instructional models, Learning Focused Schools (LFS), student 

assessment tied to skills based learning; authentic, summative and formative assessment 

combined with traditional assessment, co-teaching and teaming, thematic teaching, student 

learning centers, reduction in class size and diagnostic prescriptive teaching via direct instruction 

models for skills mastery.  While this list is not all-inclusive, it does highlight some current trends 

and research that are available for review related to promising instructional strategies, programs 

and or curricula.  A further look at specific instructional interventions and strategies is not 

warranted at this time due to the nature of the contextual and the holistic as opposed to specific 

focus of this case study. 

 Other commonly publicized and studied reform intervention and research topics include: 

the effectiveness of or recommendation for charter schools and voucher programs (Patterson, 

2004; Rhim, 2005ab; Whittle, 2005), the success of or potential for state or mayoral takeovers 

(Castagneto, 2004; Edge, 2000; Giroux, 1998; Rhim, 2005, ab), and the effects of privatization 

(Giroux, 1998, NEA, 2006; Rhim, 2005ab; Whittle, 2005).  These three areas have received much 

support by many Republican political leaders at the national, state and local levels, as evidenced 

in political campaigns and publications.  Findings on these privatized types of educational models 

appear to be inconclusive.  While some researchers and organizations have found these 

initiatives to increase student achievement, others have found student achievement scores to be 

maintained at the level or rate of the public schools or, in some cases, decreased scores (NEA, 

2006; Patterson 2004).   
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 The examination of the tenets of effective PSER leadership and management 

organization or restructuring in effective urban schools continues to be recommended by many in 

the PSER field, especially in the targeted area of community involvement as integrated with 

school management.  Such recommendations have stemmed from the works of Cotton, Levine, 

Purkey, Rosenholtz, Smith, Taylor, and Weber (Cole- Henderson, 2000), as well as those 

previously cited. 10 years following Cole-Henderson, who reasserted those who came before her, 

Apple (2010) implied continued support for education "relational" (pp. 8,14) studies of this type, 

integrating the social, political and economic reality (p.15) by understanding those "below" (p.8) to 

get at "the realities that make it so hard to change education" (p.7).  Little exists today on the 

impact of leadership, state/local policies and governance related to student-increased 

achievement when integrated with community perspectives and or participation. 

 The above provided a brief sketch of scientific research based resources and strategies 

frequently referenced and utilized by school districts attempting to improve student achievement 

and follow NCLB guidelines.  As discussed in the introduction of this category, research on 

governance intervention involving community participation has been selected, as critical and 

urban educators support it.  Community participation in governance is mandated by a few states.   

Community involvement in school reform is specifically related to this case study integrating 

community impressions and action during the past decade of school reform focus in the HSD. 

 

Works on Site Based Decision Making (SBDM) 

 

This section, reviews specific interventions, recommendations or initiatives related to 

community involvement in school governance as a part of PSER.  The works selected for this 

section had urban sample sizes across varying regions in the country.  Some were studies 

conducted by national commissions, others by educational researchers.  I would have liked to 

include more works in this section; however, research to date on such is sparse, despite school-

based management having been embraced by most large urban school districts in the country 

from 1985 - 2000 (Ryan, 2001). 
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Cole-Henderson (2000), Howard University professor, conducted a literature review and 

academic achievement statistic comparisons with the leadership and organizational structure of 

effective urban schools for the Center for Research on the Education of Students Placed at Risk. 

(CRESPR).  Cole-Henderson's works evolved out of the correlates researched by thousands 

involved in the Effective Schools Movement.  The sample size included 62 urban schools with 

high poverty and minority rates.  Via analysis of survey results, paired with student achievement 

scores, she found that the most effective urban schools had the presence of nine organizational 

or structural variables: 1) school-site management (SBDM), 2) administrative leadership, 3) staff 

stability, 4) curriculum articulation and organization, 5) staff development, 6) parental involvement 

and support, 7) school wide recognition, 8) maximized learning time and 9) district support (p. 

78).  She concluded that these nine variables produced “a relatively stable educational 

environment distinguished by low teacher and student mobility and substantial parental 

involvement” (p. 88).  She further stated that 

these schools were also characterized by their clear mission statements, strong 
leadership, collegial climate and continuous commitment to improvement, factors 
necessary for retaining and ensuring quality personnel (as per Rosenholtz, 
1985)… Additionally, the schools appear governed by a competent cadre of 
experienced instructional leaders, whose efforts are shored by the involvement of 
parents and other stakeholders in school governance as members of Site Based 
Management (SBDM) teams (p.88). 
  

Cole-Henderson supported the utilization all 9 of the above characteristics to demonstrate 

effective school improvement.  She suggested,  

(following her review of the works of Beck & Murphy, 1996; Comer & Haynes, 
1991; and Levin & Eubanks, 1992) [that] little direct evidence suggests that 
SBDM [alone] can improve the academic achievement of large numbers of 
children; [but] that it has been shown to facilitate more effective communications, 
establish a sense of direction and give stakeholders a greater sense of 
ownership in the schools (p. 89).   
 

While Cole-Henderson viewed SBDM as an essential component of the PSER process, she did 

not view it in isolation, rather, one element essential to completing the full complement of 

activities or processes leading to school reform success.   

Three governmentally funded studies reported by The Education Commission of the 

States (ECS) in 2001 achieved results similar to those described in Category 1.  When schools 

and/or districts utilized a SBDM system of local governance, the outcome was increased student 
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achievement.  A brief synopsis of each of these studies is provided:  1) In the first study, data was 

collected from KY and from IL which compared each state individually to their variety of SBDM;  

2) In the second study, 14 schools in Chicago were studied, those with SBDM type of systems 

demonstrated the highest achievement gains; and 3) The third study compared results of the 

influence of SBDM on increased student achievement in Chicago, KY and Southern California. 

The results of these three 2001 ECS studies indicated that SBDM, in all locales reviewed, 

positively influenced teacher training experience, teacher and community empowerment, 

collaboration, school climate and student achievement (ECS, 2001, April-May). 

 Three other notable research studies demonstrated that increased community 

involvement created improved student achievement and school conditions: 1) positive change at 

the school, community, district and state level was determined in a study of five school 

community groups in Chicago and their activities creating positive outcomes in their school 

environment (Gold, E., Simon, E., & Brown, C., 2002); 2) climate and student achievement in 

Malta were significantly changed in the schools via a “parent empowerment project” that enabled 

parents to be participants in the discussions and planning of their schools through a process of 

transformative action - problems were resolved, decisions were made and social commitment for 

school support was achieved by the group (Mayo, 2004); and 3) school achievement improved 

when teachers and students worked together to create new educational communities based upon 

a review of information conducted across the U.S. which supported a balanced approach to 

school reform: normative, technical and political dimensions working together to create new 

educational communities, and that the sustenance of such can lead to positive school reform 

(Oakes, J. & Quartz, K., 1995).  

Brown (2001) identified some contrasting research on SBDM’s in the mid and late 1990’s 

related to whether or not effective SBDM’s (on their own) improved student achievement.  At the 

time of his study, only five states had mandated SBDM requirements; however SBDM operations 

were located across the U.S. and in Canada, Australia and Europe.  Brown reviewed the 

progress across these locales and concluded that “most studies have found no relationship 

between SBDM and student academic achievement; yet many of the programs and studies 
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provided useful information about schools that practice shared decision making” (p.1).  Brown 

cited numerous studies that provided inconclusive results on the effectiveness of this form of 

governance in producing a direct relationship to achievement scores; rather he viewed the 

benefits of such in relation to politics, parent support and improved positive school climate.  

Basically, similar to Cole-Henderson, he viewed a SBDM type of involvement as an important 

piece to school reform, but not in isolation in its ability to raise student achievement scores.  

Briggs & Wohlstetter (2003) completed a School Effectiveness and School Improvement 

study and concluded that SBDM is a "standard feature of many current reforms" and that 

research "synthesis from major SBDM studies" showed improved instructional programs and 

higher levels of student learning.  Briggs & Wohlstetter identified 8 elements of schooling that 

were associated with successful SBDM:  vision, decision making authority, power, knowledge and 

skills, information, rewards, leadership and resources (pp. 351-372).  An earlier Robertson and 

Briggs (1998) study examined SBDM in 22 case studies, an attempt to describe the process 

through which SBM can lead to school improvement via the facilitation of effective school 

leadership. They found successful SBDM's created an effective school culture and had leaders 

that ensured: all constituents have an opportunity to participate in school level decisions, that a 

vision regarding desired outcomes should be utilized to guide operational changes, and that the 

process of change should be monitored to better identify problem areas, permitting corrective 

action to be taken (pp. 28-57).   

Brandt (2007) completed a case study of mayoral control in which she compared the 

achievement results and organizational processes of Philadelphia and Chicago to that of other 

state and or mayoral controlled urban districts.  Her findings were similar to those of Wong and 

Cuban. In addition, she encouraged the designation of a plan and suggested,  

"the new controlling body should inform and engage the community in some decision 
making in order to assuage to loss of local control and voting power...A community's 
dedicated involvement in school operations characterizes schools that show progress, 
and schools [under takeover] with school achievement rarely show similar engagement" 
(p.22).   
 

These conclusions correspond to those of Wong, et al. (2007) who stressed the 

importance of community engagement and coalition building by mayoral leadership in the take-  
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over districts who demonstrated improved student achievement. 

These elements and some discussed prior were illustrated in Castagneto's (2004) 

discussion of effective educational governance models. Figure 1, An All Stakeholder's Approach 

Strategic Planning Model, was suggested as a process that used PA's Strategic Plan 

requirements to create cohesive governance and student achievement gains.  The process 

effectuated ongoing planning by all constituents to improve climate, organizational and student 

performance and represented a student learning focus vision tied to the district's mission and 

goals parameters. Figure 1 showed all constituents represented on a district-wide team, and 

subgroup work, with administrators and community represented co-chairs, reported horizontally 

and vertically with students, teachers, administrators, parents, business partners, etc.  Public 

input went to and from the community, with ongoing strategy teams, implementation community-

to-board presentations, targeted funding and progress monitoring.  All budget, curricular and 

implementation decisions were directed through this process and ongoing evaluation of the 

effectiveness of each occurs.  The committees were ongoing and met regularly in subgroups and 

the larger group.  Castagneto (2004) reported: 

Formalized Strategic Planning is essential.  It is from strategic planning that the 
mission, vision, goals, listed by priority (the who, the when and the what) can occur.  
Members on the strategic planning team need to be all stakeholders...as well as, 
members from the Chambers of Commerce/business community and student body.  
When all stakeholders are involved in the planning and implementation, the commitment 
and the focus of 'the student as priority' or student centered learning can be firmly 
established and goals [which are common goals] promulgated.  Each strategy will be 
prioritized and will be provided with a one-year planning phase to be used for research, 
action plan development, cost analysis and to present findings to the board periodically.  
When the implementation stage is nearly ready, funds, budgeting and training will need to 
be board approved for financial reasons.  It is through strategic planning with teaming 
and community updates/presentations, that 'district wide' aligned goals can be met and 
progress measured.  Periodic board/community communication about plans implemented 
and progress measured are reported.  The 'Strategic Plan' is an outstanding vehicle for 
communication and objective/markable growth (p. 5). 
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 Figure 1. An All Stakeholders Approach: Strategic Planning Model 
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By 2009 and early 2010, no new SBDM studies were located.  Information that was 

located included three January 2010 entries indicating that KY (KDE, 2010) and TX (Education 
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Service Center, 8 & 15, 2010) were continuing to mandate SBDM; KY as it was and TX continued 

the SBDM with regular revisions over the years. The latest two TX SBDM documents located 

included a power point presentation from the DOE on SBDM how to’s and a checklist for the use 

of SBDM in district planning, decision making and as a part of the school improvement teams 

(NCLB required) planning process.  The TX articles were designed to educate public schools and 

perfect, or hold more accountable, the SBDM teams and their processes; while the KY entry was 

merely stating the legal continuation of SBDM.  The fact that these two, 3-4 decades of reform 

powerhouses refreshed and continued to mandate the SBDM process, indicated continuing 

support for community action and involvement as a vital component of effective school reform. 

Overall, based on the information contained in this part, the use of SBDM when it stands 

on its own does not appear to directly increase student achievement.  However, in all 11 of the 

studies discussed above, related studies in Category 1, and in those states that continued to 

have mandated local school governance/partnerships, greater student achievement was 

obtained, provided the other NCLB requirements were also present (standards tied to 

scientifically based curriculum and assessment proven to increase student achievement, regularly 

obtained assessment levels utilized to drive student instruction, and systems of accountability). 

While the mandate for SBDM’s is presently found in only a few states (Castagneto, 2004; Brown, 

2001), the support for such and the positive outcome on student achievement gains is 

noteworthy, including in districts under state and or mayoral control.   

 

School-Community Partnerships -“Authorities in the Field” Recommendations 

 

 Many educational researchers and coalitions in the field have supported the concept of 

school-community partnerships as a form of PSER governance, as cited above and below.  Their 

support has been garnered by both research and experience. In this part, their arguments were 

strong and incorporated the themes of power, transformation, ethical responsibilities, morale, 

politics, the progression of school reform and ultimately student achievement, with particular 
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emphasis on urban schools.  This section will discuss a few works and their restructuring and or 

programmatic recommendations.  

 In an educational abstract, based on a study conducted in IL, Crowson & Morris (1990) 

stated, “school restructuring should result in a more balanced local education agency 

characterized by decentralized and centralized control. Leadership balance [is essential in reform 

and] comes from the integration of school district and community norms and values” (p. 1).  While 

this study may have occurred near the beginning of community governance as a part of school 

reform, this concept was further supported by the well-known works of Schlechty (1997), Senge 

(2000), Warren (2005) and Zmuda, Kuklis & Kline (2004), to name a few.  

 Schlechty (1997), in Inventing Better Schools, referenced the works of Senge and others.  

Schlechty was instrumental in the KY reform efforts related to authentic teaching and assessment 

and community involvement in the planning and decision making process for making meaningful 

PSER.  He stated, “To change the system…[and] make any lasting change…[the educator must 

examine and determine] shared beliefs, commitments, meanings, values, and traditions [of the 

population they serve]. … Change merely by the command will not make change” (p. 135).  

Schlechty’s pedagogical recommendations require “considerable congruence between what 

students and teachers [and the community] want and need” (p. 144). Schlechty supported the 

need for community governance involvement for effective PSERs.  In 2010, SBDM’s continued to 

be mandated as a part of local school governance in KY public schools.  Schlechty provided a 

diagram promoting understanding of a community collaborative type of model for governance (p. 

251), which can be viewed in Figure 2 below.   
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Figure 2.  Community Involvement Organizational Model - A Two Step Process 

________________________________________________________________ 

Step 1 - Steering Committee 

 

 
 
Step 2 – Teams for planning 
 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 In Figure 2 (Schlechty, p. 251), a steering committee was made up of representatives of 

all of the groups. This steering committee set the parameters for the district.  Teams at each level 
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then worked on the goals set with members from each of the groups.  Community input was 

sought in a two-way direction for all teams.  By operating in this capacity or one similar to such, 

communication was incorporated across all people and all levels; thereby, creating an 

organizational model to effect communication which has been found to produce improved PSER 

and student achievement.  

 Schlechty’s diagram in Figure 2 is representative of an “all stakeholders” approach to 

decision making that may lend itself to effective PSER as described in many of the studies and 

discussions entered into this literature review (p. 251).  His table simulated organizational 

community governance models of communication that were in place and similar to those success 

stories described in this literature review (CCE, IL, KY, MD, Malta, Sao Paulo, TN, etc.); i.e. 

collaboratives, cultural circles, and committees representative of all constituents for that locale 

(parents, teachers, students, university and business leaders, etc.) and experts in public 

education were all given a voice in the development of educational happenings and activities in 

the given school district.   

Prior to writing, Schools that Learn (2000), a book providing studies, research and 

recommendations for successful urban school initiatives, and after writing the Fifth Discipline 

(1990), a book dealing with the establishment of schools as learning organizations, Senge (2000) 

assisted with reform efforts in the public schools of Memphis, TN by creating SBDMs and school 

partnerships with universities, hospitals, and other agencies (p. 300).  The predicted success of 

the Memphis school reform was also referenced in Schlechty’s work listed above; i.e. he noted 

trends toward positive change integrating the importance of community governance with reform 

efforts.  The majority of recommendations in Senge's (2000) book supported the continuation of 

like or similar reform efforts.  He supported the educator’s complete understanding of the reality 

and language of the students and communities they serve (p. 143).  He viewed “schools as a 

community” (p. 133) and persisted with the concept that educators must “educate with dignity” (p. 

118) and respect.  He further cautioned educators to be wary of their verbal as well as “non-

verbal language” which can result in the affirmation of students’ existing self-identity with that of 

ignorance; i.e. “his poor performance is [now] public knowledge” (p. 144).   He supported parents 
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and community partnerships in school decision-making and reform and developed what he called 

“cultural circles for open dialogue and planning” (pp. 133 and 210).  Senge (p. 460) referenced 

the PSER’s in KY and the development of their family resource centers [for districts that have 

20% or more of their population with low SES status (Castagneto, 2004)].  He believed that all 

stakeholders should be a part of the process of transformative action in schools, and teachers 

and students are “co-creators of learning” (p. 178) - “transformative pedagogy” (p. 210).  While 

Senge did not state the ideology or theory from which he has derived his tenets, these tenets are 

that of critical education and will be discussed in Category 3.  As of 2010, Senge worked for the 

Sustainability Consortium, providing resources and training “to achieve the sustainability results 

we all aspire to… [and states and continues to reinforce that the key to institutional sustainability 

of positive change is in essence] to work together…through collective action” (Wilhelms, P. & 

Senge, P., 2010, p. 1). 

 In Transforming Schools:  Creating a Culture of Continuous Improvement, Zmuda, et al. 

(2004) emphasized the importance of collective group agreement when developing PSER 

initiatives via conversation and dialogue in order to gain a shared vision, core beliefs, vision of the 

school culture, school improvement planning and staff development.  The authors took the 

discussion of collective discourse further; i.e., they state that “continuous improvement is not 

reliant on a fixed concept of success; rather, [a] constant striving to do better” (p. 29).  This 

statement indicated that once PSER has occurred, the patterns of communication, planning and 

exchange must continue and adapt.  Zmuda, et al. further described the differences between 

incompetent and competent school systems and stated that in incompetent systems, leaders are 

dealing with a “perceived reality”; while in a competent system, leaders discuss problems and 

beliefs with constituents as friends, and base their decision(s) on what the reality is (p. 46).  To 

develop these decisions, the authors suggested dialogues, conversations, and reflections both 

individually and amongst the collective group (p. 46) in what they call “focus groups” (p. 71).  The 

objective of the group is alignment of beliefs, findings and their vision of what it will look like in the 

end (pp. 82-85).  The authors referenced the works of Abbott, Elmore, Fullan, Schlechty, and 

Senge, to name a few; and discussed the importance of dialoging about how to use data and 
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conduct data analysis related to student scores and prescriptive methods (pp. 87-104) - 

“dialoging [about data and prescriptions] among teachers and administrators is paramount” (p. 

105).  Further dialogue, reflection, and conversation via focus groups should also be conducted to 

incorporate governmental mandates, such as: curriculum development, curriculum alignment to 

state standards and other measures for accountability (pp. 106-181).     

 The Center for Collaborative Education (CCE) (July 2006) described works in support of 

school improvement via utilization of community partnerships.  They completed several studies 

and updates about parent involvement and the transformation of the NYC and other city public 

schools over the past 20 years.  A video panel discussion sponsored by the CCE in 2006, 

entitled, NYVoices, stated that the NYC public schools were taken over by the city mayor in 2002. 

Under the Mayor, the district’s operations included a business model with 34 parent councils 

advising the Chancellor.  These councils grew to include not only parents, but community and 

business partners as well, advising on budgetary control, standards and curriculum.  The video 

panel, NYVoices, and the CCE (July, 2006) described the works of parent and community 

councils in Chicago, Boston, KY and NYC, in a positive manner. They indicated that these four 

city public school systems were making steady positive student achievement gains in schools that 

had community councils and partnerships as a part of school governance. 

 Other educational scholars and researchers also supported the role of community 

participation in the school decision-making process.  In their discussion of professional ethics for 

school leaders, Shapiro & Gross (2008) supported community decision-making and involvement 

versus educational administrators making solo managerial decisions in public schools.  Shapiro & 

Gross referenced the works of Elmore and Furman, to name a few.  Likewise, Jones (1997) 

completed a literature review, concluding that a positive link existed between teacher morale and 

student learning when teachers and community participation was a part of school decision-

making.  A concept further elaborated upon by Warren (2005). 

Warren (2005), in an excerpt contained in the Harvard Educational Review, discussed 

urgency “for a community-oriented approach to urban education reform” (p. 2), expounding upon 

its key essential reasons while citing the works of Rothstein, Briggs and Mueller, Kozal and 
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others.  His framework for understanding school-community collaboration cited a number of 

critical contributions that this approach to urban education can make to school improvement:  

1] improves the social context of education so that children come to school better 
able to learn; 2] fosters parental and community participation in the education of 
children; 3] works to transform the culture of schools… 4] holds school officials 
accountable for education gains, and 5] helps to build a [community represented] 
political constituency for public education (p. 2). 
   

 He discussed a concept that the urban student’s school experience is “one of isolation and 

disconnection from the neighborhoods…. [which] reflects …a weak and fragmented social fabric 

constrained by low resources and confined by a stifling set of bureaucratic rules; thereby, creating 

isolation and alienation within the school itself for the teachers, parents and the community it 

serves”.  He encouraged the use of the social capital of the community and the “benefits of trust, 

cooperation and collaboration” to confront “issues of power”.  He stated that “the lack of 

power…lies at the core of poverty and racism [and] plays a key role in community decline and 

school failure”.  He implied that “powerful elites” hold the power of public urban schools and that 

the populations of urban schools are “captured populations”.  He argued that community 

involvement and a building of “both social capital and relational power” will hold promise “for 

building a political constituency for urban school reform” (pp. 1 - 6). 

 In this section, partnerships as a recommendation by educational leaders in the field 

were presented and encouraged (Crowson & Morris, CCE, Jones, Senge, Schlechty, Zmuda, et. 

al., Shapiro & Gross, and Warren).  Again, as in the other studies in this literature review, 

community involvement, dialogue, conversation and planning, as processes related to the 

development and implementation of lasting and effective school reform initiatives, appeared to be 

vital to PSER success.   

Despite numerous state reporting requirements, mandates under the NCLB and recent 

state legislation enactments, few states have implemented this joint partnership type of 

requirement.  This very point causes one to question whether Warren’s premise as described has 

had any influence.  Might political powerbases that are non-community based be on the rise in 

the area of school improvement - a concept implied by Apple (2010) and warned by Young 

(1989)?  Could this dynamic be the reason why no research could be found in the field over the 
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last 5 or more years demonstrating a positive correlation between student progress and 

community partnership in school governance?   

While perhaps this may be the case, and certainly there is a cause to examine such in 

the future, some common findings appeared in all works and recommendations cited above: 1) 

satisfaction ratings related to climate, morale and community political power in urban settings 

appeared to be higher when SBDM governance models were in operation, and 2) overall student 

achievement demonstrated greater increases when SBDM or community participation in 

governance was a part of the total package along side the legislated reform best practices. 

 There appears to be disparity between the political positivistic mandates of those in 

educational power and what has been found to be successful in PSER by the educational 

authorities in the field, particularly in the area of citizenry, dialogue, reflection and joint planning.  

This divisive relationship appears to create further alienation and disenfranchisement of the very 

population that these political mandates and presently elected officials are designed to serve.  

According to critical educators, these dialectical engagements are the key elements necessary to 

developing contextual understanding, which can then be followed by the collaborative 

development of PSER initiatives; a process that is essential to positive and lasting social structure 

reform and change for our schools.  These concepts are the foundational constructs of critical 

theory as applied to education, critical pedagogy. 

 

Category 3:  Critical Education Theoretical Foundations, Studies and Policy 

 

The works selected are largely theoretical and qualitative in nature and typically require a 

holistic utilization or examination of historical - political context and social inquiry versus the 

intervention correlational studies given credence by those in educational power, such as many of 

those sampled above.  Critical research, from a positivist’s perspective (the perspective 

discussed above, contained within the governmental parameters for education and the present 

day authorities over education), may appear highly subjective, due to its lack of quantitative or 

statistical student data in achievement outcomes - the focus of reputable research by those in 
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present educational power.  Positivists often describe critical research as subjective and non-

reliable as the data collected is in the form of interviews, observational notes, and internalized 

thematic analysis by the researcher. Studies that tie PSER to community governance or 

impressions of the residents are difficult to find. An understanding of how to get at this, the voices 

of the people, and how to complete the critical analysis prescribed for this type of qualitative case 

study will be essential. 

 Works described in this section are grounded in the belief that truth can only be gained 

when a complete and holistic view of all disciplines is taken and critically analyzed for a given 

situation, with the goal of such being to end societal injustices.  Critical theorists argue that when 

impressions of the people involved are ignored and only positivistic type of data are utilized, a 

true picture of what is going on is not represented and that only a true picture via a critical 

analysis of the specific situation could potentially lead to possible successful and sustainable 

solutions (Carspecken, 1996; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2005; Thomas, 1993; Walford & Massey, 

1999; and others discussed later).  Apple (2010) called for a critical "relational" (p. 8) analysis of 

"the realities" (p. 2) of "focusing on the real social, ideological and economic conditions to which 

education has a dialectical and profoundly intricate set of connections" (pp.7-8).  Kraft (1993) and 

Anderson (2003) urged the critical educator to examine both the positivistic and political 

parameters set forth within the situation, and the social inquiry component, in order to get a true 

picture and understanding of the context of the topic being studied. This array of divergent views 

and perspectives comes to the table via the act of data collection and critical analysis creating 

shape and coherence to PSER (Darder, Baltodano & Torres, 2003, p. 35). 

 Foundations for this case study will require a brief review of critical theory origins, the 

works and studies of the "father of critical education", Paulo Freire, critical educators pre and post 

Freire, tenets of critical theory as applied to public education, power and policy development. 

Category 3 is divided into three parts: 1) a sampling of critical education’s origins, key players and 

postulates as applied to education; 2) PSER studies and organizational systems incorporating 

critical education suggestions and 3) the interrelationship between power and education policy.  
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Critical Education Origins, Scholars and Postulates 

 

This section will contain a synopsis of works by several contemporary critical educators: 

Darder, et al. (2003), Freire (1970, 1974a, 1974b, 1992, 1993), Giroux (1997), Mayo (2004), 

McLaren (2003), Peters, Lankshear, & Olsen (2003) and Young (1989).  Literature references 

about the Frankfurt Scholars, and the evolution of critical theory constructs in education (critical 

pedagogy), politics and power will be briefly discussed in order to develop the theoretical 

framework and background for this study.  

 Critical studies require the desire to eliminate social injustices and an understanding of 

the reality of a socio-political or socio-historical context via the examination of governance, power, 

history, and social responses to authority and/or domination.  This comprehensive reflection 

requires a multidimensional process and intense critical analysis in order to: 1) understand and 

delineate the historical and political aspects of a situation and 2) understand the socio-factors 

surrounding the situation, which is derived from conversations with those who participated in the 

experience(s).  Many critical theorists assert that the integration of these understandings sets the 

stage that can lead to two-way dialogues between agents of change and the institution’s 

constituents.  They assert that the collective of understanding and dialectical conversations 

permits the collaborative to “problematize” and generate ideas - the only way to develop the 

commitment, solidarity and confidence that leads to transformative cultural action and lasting 

institutionalized change (Darder et al., 2003; Freire, 1970, 1974ab, 1992; Giroux, 1997; Mayo, 

2004; McLaren, 2003; Peters, et al., 2003; and Young, 1989).   

Today’s public education has all of the components that make our schools “political 

historical institutions” (Darder et al., 2003; Freire, 1970, 1974a, 1974b, 1992, 1993; Giroux, 

1997).  Category 1 of this literary review, Governmental Data Collection, shows that:  a) the 

majority of schools in our country are presently undergoing legislated reform (80%), and b) urban, 

poor, minority districts have begun restructuring and have met with little to no increased success 

on national student achievement measures.  Category 2, Statistical Conclusions of Selected 

Reform Interventions, indicates that sociological methods of discourse and planning are keys to 
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successful school reform (ECS, 2001; Gold et al., 2002; Mayo, 2004; Oakes & Quartz, 1995; 

Schlechty, 1997; Senge, 2000; and Zmuda, et al., 2004).  This pairing of governance parameters 

with collective group conversation, discussion and planning, in order to create effective PSER, 

has been referenced in the SBDM and community partnership sections several times above. 

When such a pairing of politics and historical-sociological discourse via dialectical thought occurs, 

critical theorists consider this a virtual utopia, leading to true “transformative cultural action” 

(Darder et al., 2003; Freire, 1970, 1974a, 1974b, 1992, 1993; Giroux, 1997; Mayo, 2004; 

McLaren, 1988; Senge, 2000; Peters, et al., 2003; and Young, 1989).  Therefore, the ultimate 

goal of the postulates and processes asserted by critical theorists is transformative cultural action 

that will create true and lasting change in social structures; indicating that PSER can only truly be 

successful and sustained when there is a joining of all members of the school community in 

decision making. 

Senge (2000) described processes for the development of PSER initiatives as related to 

transformative action, stating that such initiatives should occur via open “dialogue about social 

events, curriculum, parenting, etc.” (p. 133).  Senge recommended cultural circles be utilized in 

school planning.  These dialectical premises were founded in the words of the critical theorists of 

old; and, later, connected with educational reform, teaching and learning by the works of Paulo 

Freire, “the most notable and influential critical educational theorist in the world” (Darder, et al., 

2003, p. 5).  

Pairing governance parameters with collective group conversation and dialogue in order 

to critique a social situation and effect positive social change occurred during the early to mid 

1900’s via the works of the Frankfurt Scholars, Adorno, Fromm, Horkeimer, Habermas, and 

Marcuse (Darder et al., 2003; Freire, 1970, 1974ab, 1992, 1993; Giroux, 1997; Mayo, 2004; 

McLaren, 1988; Peters, et al., 2003; and Young, 1989).  According to critical theory scholars, one 

must review numerous variables and theories related to politics, domination, history, psychology 

and culture, in order to determine the social realities via a critical and holistic analysis of social 

research. They assert that practices must be explanatory, practical and normative, and 
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deconstruct the problems with current social reality, by identifying the actors to change it, and 

provide achievable practical goals for social transformation.  

During the first half of the 20th century, critical theory focused on an interdisciplinary 

review of governance, pluralism and social justice via social inquiry and the comparison or study 

of “high culture” (the dominating class, those in power either socially or politically), politics and the 

masses.  The Frankfurt Scholars are responsible for this expansion.  When Fromm (a student of 

Freud, the father of psychology) joined the group, about mid-century, critical theory began to 

integrate the above disciplines with social, behavioral and psychological theories; as was 

occurring in contextual inquiry around the world at the same approximate time (motivational 

theory, social learning theory, Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, etc.). These Scholars 

conceptualized critical theory and encouraged the critical analysis of power, domination and the 

silencing of the marginalized via an interdisciplinary approach to social inquiry combining the 

ideology of politics with the practical aspects of power, governance, social and communal 

involvement - all with the ultimate goal of improving society.  They developed critical theory out of 

a need to view human behavior and social conditions within the context of culture, politics and 

history with the goal of righting injustices.  

The Frankfurt Scholars' major theories and tenets can be found and or extended in the 

present day literature: 1) an interdisciplinary approach to analysis across political, historical 

cultural and social variables is necessary to understand reality; 2) voices of “the people” need to 

be heard via dialogue; 3) knowledge is understanding of the self within one’s variable context(s); 

4) societal action occurs via dialogue and reflection and leads to social transformation; 5) control 

by the dominant class continues due to believed myths about the elite within the minds of the 

oppressed and visa versa; 6) the oppressed have been repressed and dominated and therefore 

do not have the language, confidence, nor background to alter or transform their oppressive 

situation via any type of democratic approach - it is impossible for them to participate in dialogue 

with the dominant culture; and 7) attitude, resistance by and the defensive behaviors observed in 

marginal or oppressed (poor or lower class) people is a form of survival, which in and of itself 

continues the perpetuation of the privileges of the dominant culture.  These premises continued to 
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evolve within other disciplines as well, including: critical political analysis, critical philosophy, 

critical political science, and critical education/critical pedagogy. 

Paulo Freire's educational works and others that followed used the foundational concepts 

of the Frankfurt Scholars. Acclaimed as the first critical educator, Freire furthered the tenets of 

critical theory, initially, as it applied to the teaching of marginalized populations; later, as tied to 

politics and public school systems reorganization, internationally. The following discussion stems 

from five books written by and about Freire and several literature reviews and articles (Apple, 

2010, Giroux 1983, Young 1989, McLaren 1988, Senge 2000, and many others). Freire continued 

the evolution of ideas, research, and practices of school reform for nearly 40 years. As many of 

his works are described below, you will see Freire entering in and out of the scene; i.e. as other 

critical educators furthered his earlier works, he read what they did and then, in turn, furthered his 

own conceptions and practices, and so on. 

 Freire furthered the works and studies of: 1) the Frankfurt Scholars as related to 

teaching literacy and systemic PSER; 2) Bourdieu as related to the predominant culture and 

linguistic capital perpetuating the social order and thereby creating social reproduction for 

generations, particularly for at risk populations; and 3) the works of Apple as related to the hidden 

curriculum, designed by the dominant class, also continuing the social order and social 

reproduction of at risk populations and still present in today’s public schools (Darder et al., 2003; 

Freire, 1970, 1974a, 1974b, 1992, 1993; Giroux, 1997; Mayo, 2004; McLaren,1988; Peters, et.al., 

2003; and Young, 1989).  Freire has been hailed as one of the 20th century’s most significant 

educators. His works can be evidenced throughout the world at university levels and in 

educational reform frameworks for instruction, governance, and curriculum (Mayo, 2004).  His 

works have served as the foundation for the development of: 1) critical pedagogy, now critical 

education, via the notable and ongoing works and research of himself, Apple, Giroux, Mayo, 

McLaren, Peters, Senge, and Young, etc., 2) critical race theory as applied to education from 

1998 to the present via the ongoing works and studies of Dunbar, Fernandez, McDonald, 

Solorzano & Yosso, and Torres, to name a few; and 3) critical discourse analysis via the ongoing 

works and analyses of Kincheloe & McLaren (2005), Mulderrig (2003 and 2006), Schiffrin, 
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Tannen and Hamilton (2005), Van Dijk (2005), Wodak & Meyer (2006) and Wodak & Reisigl 

(2005).  

 Freire’s works have been evidenced throughout the world, across races, and SES 

classes.  His theories and concepts have been examined and/or utilized to develop educational 

frameworks for instruction, curriculum and school organization at universities and schools around 

the world, including Harvard. Freire’s works have been influential in the following countries:  

Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Czechoslovakia, El Salvador, France, Germany, 

Guinea, Holland, Italy, Malta, Mexico, Nicaragua, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Tanzania, U.S. 

and Yugoslavia. He is consistently referenced in the works of critical theorists, critical educators 

and present day educational scholars, including Apple's recent work, Global Crises, Social 

Justice and Education (2010).  

During the 60's, 70's and 80's, Freire furthered critical education practices via application 

in research and teacher-to-student experiences with low SES students/families in both rural and 

urban regions, initially in South America, followed by works in Harlem, Harvard University, and 

other nations. What Freire found was the inability of those of low SES to access dominant 

society, power and its educational constructs due to language and self identity factors.  Freire 

noted many language differences between colloquial use of the poor and that of the affluent in 

any given society, regardless of race.  He depicted a phenomenon; in which there were two very 

different language systems, one used and understood by those of low SES and one used and 

understood by the elite.  He integrated self-identity, language, power and domination factors with 

behavioral observations that he witnessed, theorizing that the reactions and actions 

(defensiveness, silence, resistance, apathy, and attitude), were the result of a perpetuating cycle 

of domination and oppression; both self-promoted, and dominant society reinforced, for 

generations and generations.  Freire (1974) stated that 

perhaps the greatest tragedy of modern man is his domination by the 
internalization of myths that powerful social forces have created. Gradually, 
without even realizing the loss, he [man] relinquishes his capacity for choice; he 
is expelled from the orbit of decisions (p. 5).  
 

Generational marginalization continued due to the cyclical relationship of power/hiding 

information from the oppressed, self-identity and language. Freire demonstrated that domination 
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perpetuation occurs due to language differences/polarization of meanings associated with the 

vernacular and the sustained belief system(s) by each the upper and lower class.  Freire 

presented that although both classes spoke the same mother tongue, this phenomenon made it 

impossible for true dialogue, conversation, reflection and understanding to occur between the two 

groups. It is from this vantage that critical discourse analysis was developed; the analysis of 

language constructs in oration, media and policy that perpetuate the goals of those in power. 

Emerging from this era came further research on cultural resistance theories, the hidden 

curriculum, social reproduction (Apple and Bourdieu) and other critical education studies.  

The term critical pedagogy (1980's and 1990's) and critical education (pre-1980's and 

today) appear to be synonymous. This section will contain the works of several critical 

pedagogists; the most popular of whom are: Freire, Giroux, Mayo, McLaren, and Young. Based 

on the readings of these scholars and others, critical pedagogy can best be described as the 

application of the tenets of critical theory to teaching, curriculum and school operations or school 

reorganization.  Like critical theory, it focuses on a serious, holistic and contextual political 

analysis of the school situation: 1) a focus on hope through cultural transformation of schooling 

organizations, 2) a true listening and understanding of the voices of those who are not in 

authority, and 3) action toward progressive forward movement where both the authority and the 

community are engaged in a “with the people” relationship versus a  "to the people" relationship 

(dialectical transformative action). 

Critical pedagogy was identified as a consequence to the theoretical observations of 

Giroux (1983) whose major contributions were a new way to view schooling organizational 

systems through critical analysis and communal dialectical relationships. He extended the 

analysis of the patterns of resistance from individuals to the political and positivist practices found 

in education. McLaren, 1988, refers to this as a “drama of resistance” in the schools, concluding 

that it is an effort on the part of the student(s) to bring street corner culture into the classroom; i.e. 

students resist becoming worker commodities, when education is acting for the benefit of the 

politics of the market requiring students to hold only the dreams and images of what they are 
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reinforced to be by the dominant culture, society at large (Darder, et al., 2003, Kincheloe & 

McLaren (2003), Mayo (2004) and others).  

Freire continued Giroux's works by elaborating upon his own earlier theories of language, 

dialogue groups of all representatives, teaching and the noted behavior of the oppressed 

(resistance, attitude, denial and a perpetuation of sameness). Freire proceeded through 1997 to 

expand critical education practices integrating his sociological and educational findings with 

politics and governance and into the creation of improved educational systems and organizations. 

He developed public school organizational models incorporating all stakeholders and 

prescriptions for educational leaders; who he asserted were the agents of school transformation 

and were responsible for facilitating the conversion of resistance and defensiveness into roles of 

“change agents” (1992, p. 130). Freire prepared school leadership for this resistance, by urging 

educational leaders to transform this energy into cultural transformative action via a cooperative 

effort (Freire, 1992) establishing solidarity and a “broad coalition of forces for social change” 

(Mayo, 2004, p. 94) - done through mutual respect, a sharing of decision making and cultural 

immersion for true understanding of the realities of those being served in the educational system 

Freire’s (1992) PSER prescriptions included that all stakeholders should be joined in 

partnerships to effect public school transformation.  His prescriptions, with side notes of other well 

known critical educators, are described in this paragraph. Educational leaders are responsible for 

“unveiling opportunities for hope” (p. 120) and to know the syntax and semantics of the people 

they served in order to get a “read on their world” (p. 126), which is their reality.  Only by doing 

this, could leaders begin to truly understand, or gain “critical consciousness” of the population 

being served.  This consciousness McLaren (1988) translates into an ability to see the world 

more clearly – the relationship between what is going on in the world and what is happening to 

and within ourselves” (Mayo, 2004, p. 97).  Once this consciousness is developed, educational 

systems and leaders are to be responsible for keeping a balance between goals, direction and 

authority while actively demonstrating respect for and the participation of the population 

(community) (Freire, 1992, pp. 125-126), a two way dialectical relationship that Shor further 
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asserts needs to be a balanced relationship between ‘democratic authority’ and the direction of 

education with authoritarianism (Mayo, 2004, p. 104).   

Freire moved from the application of critical theory to individuals, behaviors of the 

marginalized, language and teaching, to that of educational structures, institutions and group 

dynamics (Mayo, 2004).  Freire later termed the mid to late 90’s government driven educational 

takeover as “cultural invasion” when pairing the analysis of politics in education and the views 

and behaviors of those of low SES, and, in some countries, based on demographic divides, race.  

Like Giroux, Young (1998), Shor (Mayo, 2004) and others, he viewed contemporary public 

education as having a positivistic framework riddled with power and politics; where the dominant 

class or those of “high culture” were truly manipulating the lower class or marginalized and 

oppressed.  He continued to demonstrate this belief through research and study. 

Freire’s studies supported the concepts of Bourdieu’s theories of social reproduction and 

Apple’s theories of the hidden curriculum, while the works of Bourdieu and Apple also supported 

the works of Freire (Darder et al., 2003; Mayo, 2004; Peters, et al., 2003).  He described schools 

as being laden with a hidden curriculum designed by the dominant class and structured to meet 

the needs of only those coming with cultural capital.  He asserted that curriculum development 

must be a joint venture following the protocol founded above and described below (Freire, 1992).  

Giroux’s works have been cited widely from 1983 - 2003 in the works of others, and he 

has written the forward in books of several contemporary emerging scholars, including Mayo 

(2004).  He is known for furthering the works of Freire, and Freire that of Giroux’s.  They are both 

noted for furthering the works of Apple, Bourdieu and the Frankfurt Scholars. Giroux’s constructs 

were further solidified by classroom studies and observations by McLaren and Mayo.  Mayo 

(2004) contends that by 2004, the culmination of works by Freire, Giroux, McLaren, Shor, Young 

and others demonstrated that critical education activity is always discussed in the context of 

power analysis and structural manifestations including social class analysis.  He asserted that 

pedagogical practice is, in and of itself, a political act.  
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PSER Studies and Systems Reorganization 

 

The works of critical educators were grounded in observation, analysis and experiences.  

Few examples exist that knowingly incorporate the tenets of critical education within public school 

wide systemic organizational reform. The researchers discussed above urge dialogue as the key 

to effective to lasting PSER, an all stakeholders approach.  This dialogue is: 1) a “two way 

nonhierarchical exchange of ideas” (Mayo 2004, p. 116), 2) a democratic process marked by 

active participation of all stakeholders, and 3) a listening to and involving the voices of those 

whom the educational system impacts.  Critical educators contend that public education lives 

within the politics, power, and the market ideology that perpetuates marginalization and non-

dialogue.  

 This part contains two types of works linked to critical educational studies. Two studies 

are student/classroom specific while the other two focus on school system reorganization, within 

four public schools. The first two, classroom observational in nature, have been replicated several 

times. Weis, Fine and Lareau (1992) and Earl and Kruse’s (1999) research were selected 

because they examine the critical constructs of traditional education in the classroom with 

observed silence in the students from low SES backgrounds. The researchers linked the 

traditional format of education to the lack of disadvantaged students’ achievement gain.  The 

other two selected were large-scale urban PSER restructuring initiatives chosen because they 

integrate critical education recommendations with public school systems reorganization, deemed 

by the educational experts as effective approaches to successful PSER.  These two large-scale 

urban studies demonstrated significant student achievement progress.   

 

Classroom Studies Supporting Continued Marginalization Theories 

 

 Weis, et al. (1992) studied the observation and impact of systematic exclusion that 

occurred via the traditional method of academic discourse within a classroom of marginalized 

students. Findings indicated that this style of teaching produced student silences that were 
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sustained and legitimized by both the teacher and the students.  This study supports the 

postulates and studies of the Frankfurt Scholars, Freire, and researchers discussed thus far; i.e., 

marginalized students are silenced and therefore cannot derive optimal benefit from their learning 

environment.  Critical educators postulates would suggest that the silence is produced as a result 

of several forces acting together: 1) student and educator generational beliefs in myths 

perpetuating oppression, 2) actual semantic differences making it difficult for true understanding 

to occur and for negative or wrong meanings to occur on behalf of either party further sustaining 

resistance and denial, 3) the inability of the educators and educational leaders to have a divided-

self or critical consciousness and 4) cultural resistance of the disenfranchised. 

Studies by Earl and Kruse (1999) confirmed the continuation of social reproduction and 

the hidden curriculum in America's public school classrooms. Observations were conducted in 

both predominantly low SES public schools and also in more affluent or mainstream public 

schools.  Studies showed that the students who came to school with the cultural preparedness 

(as described by Bourdieu) received their classroom instruction via the presentation of creative 

activities and dialogues with the teacher through which learning was introduced and achieved; 

while the students in predominantly low SES classrooms had drill exercises without discourse - 

paper/pencil tasks - worksheet upon worksheet (remnants of the laborer production assembly 

line).  On the basis of the above results and the literature research conducted, which included the 

works of the noted critical theorists and Fullan and Kozol, Earle and Kruse concluded, “students 

from lower class backgrounds come to school with a type of cultural capital that is often devalued 

by teachers and administrators.  Consequently, [these students] have trouble succeeding and do 

not have the academic accomplishments needed for success” (p. 135).  These studies supported 

the basic tenets of critical education; i.e. as a whole, creative activities with opportunities for 

discourse were provided in the affluent public schools, showing that the teachers identified with 

the students with give and take type of exchanges of dialogue while this did not occur in low SES 

population classrooms. 
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Urban Systems Reorganization 

 

 Research presented prior indicated that systemic restructuring efforts work best when 

additional SBDM’s or school - community - business partnerships are involved (Brown, 2001; 

CCE, 2006; Cole-Henderson, 2000; ECS, 2001; Gold, et al., 2002; Mayo, 2004; and Oakes & 

Quartz, 1995).  Two large-scale reorganization educational models and related research are 

described below. Both provide valuable information about PSER, SBDM constructs, while 

reflecting the basic tenets of critical education.  Each of these urban initiatives, occurring in two 

different countries, demonstrated initial signs of improved student learning, early, while still in the 

planning, development and initial intervention phases.  Unfortunately, in each case, political 

power plays occurred a few years into the venture leading to changed policies and administrative 

leaders, and the discontinuation of many organizational factors that were essential to 

sustainability of continued significant student gains and the effectiveness of the projects declined. 

Mayo (2004) contended, “one of the greatest contributions of Freire was his emphasis on 

the political nature of all educational activity” (p. 92).  And sure enough, after decades of 

educating, experimenting, being exiled, authoring and lecturing, Freire found himself in a 

government appointed position as head of the majority of public schools in Brazil - the PSER 

project of Sao Paulo which took place over a four year period, 1988-1992.   Freire (1992 and 

1993), Hiyake (2006), Mayo (2004) and Senge, (2000) are the main sources of the reporting of 

this project.   

As the Minister of Education for this project Freire became the head of planning, design 

and implementation for two-thirds, 67%, of Brazil’s public schools in 1988 (Senge, 2000).  Hiyake 

(2006) contends that the environmental, cultural and educational conditions of Brazil’s urban 

schools in 1988 were far worse than the decay, poverty, and violence noted in U.S. urban school 

environments today, and sites several examples of very poor education conditions occurring as a 

result of an educational administrative emphasis on the privatization of education with little funds 

for public education.  The schools of Brazil were declining, measured by educational achievement 

levels, parental involvement, violence and/or drop out rates.  They were in crisis, a very critical 
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state when Freire took over.  For 4 years, he laid the foundation for reform efforts based on his 

theories and teachings.  He developed collaboratives which were headed by steering committees 

composed of parents, teachers, students, government and business partners, universities and 

experts in public education: curriculum, professional development, building renovations, etc. 

  Hiyake, Mayo and Senge reported that Freire utilized the voices of all stakeholders in 

the planning phases of this project and generated transformative cultural action via the initiation 

and follow through of conversational planning sessions that occurred within the partnerships and 

school councils he established.   Dialogues, cultural circles and planning sessions occurred 

between and among constituents: inside and outside of school, with parent and community 

groups, universities, and governmental entities.  Freire emphasized  

the act of education is an inherently political process…the struggle against elitism 
and authoritarianism…[where] participation…must not be merely token or 
superficial, but instead, efforts must be made to ensure that people have input 
into the decision making process…. [He held frequent] pedagogical plenaries and 
other grassroots meetings (Hiyake, 2006, p. 3).  
 

He initiated school councils in each school that included: teachers, parents, staff, educational 

specialists and community members, holding the responsibility of elaborating and evaluating the 

school plans.  

 Freire noted success with these strategies, believing in an end result of institutional 

transformation and sustainability for the schools of Brazil. Yet, he was keenly aware that “political 

changes could lead to constant reversals in the educational direction in the city” (Hiyake, 2006, p. 

5).  According to the authorities, Freire brought revolutionary social movements and state 

agencies together to assist with the development of unity and solidarity in creating all partners as 

agents of public school change.  While Mayo (2004) called this Freire’s “broad coalition of the 

forces for social change” (p. 56), Senge (2000) referred to Freire as an educational revolutionary 

who “saw schools as political sites that either engaged people in informed political participation - 

for a stronger democracy and a better future… or prevented them from becoming engaged…. 

enabled or disabled by power and politics (p.  212). 

Within a short time, the implementation of these collectively planned early Sao Paulo 

initiatives produced positive results: 1) the numbers of students enrolled in the public schools 
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increased by 15.59% (many marginalized children had previously been unschooled, hundreds of 

thousands); 2) violence and destruction of the schools had begun to decrease; and 3) educational 

supplies were purchased and used in every classroom (Hiyake, 2006, p.2). While Freire was 

politically forced to leave prior to seeing the ultimate outcome of his efforts, early statistical results 

indicated significant positive change in the public schools of Brazil.  It was a rapid, four year, 

period of progression, PSER.  In 1993, he was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. This Sao 

Paulo “qualitative research study” (Mayo, 2004, p. 94) continues to be referenced to this day. 

The second PSER organizational restructuring urban schools project described briefly in 

this section occurred in Memphis, TN (Schlechty, 1997 and Senge, 2000).   Both authors 

described the utilization of an all stakeholder participation in school governance in an urban 

district composed of a 71% student poverty (Senge, p.  303) and 80% minority rate (Schlechty, p. 

239).  (Note that these rates are also better than that of HSD).  Perhaps readers are most familiar 

with the Memphis, TN, STAR Study of 1995. The STAR Study is most widely known for its 

research on class size reduction and its dramatic effects on increased student achievement (AFT 

Educational Issues, June 2003).  Senge, Schlechty, and Molnar (2003) discussed the changes 

that occurred in school governance: an SBDM type of joint governance that was instituted in 

many of the public schools within this urban center.  The STAR Study of 1995 in TN contained 

the main ingredients of critical education, similar to that begun in the IL, KY, Malta, NYC and Sao 

Paulo, as well as other public school projects discussed above and included school and 

community partnerships, SBDM councils, and cultural circles. Molnar indicated that this reform 

framework worked, and that early results in TN yielded significant student gains. Senge (2000) 

was also supportive, i.e., “results showed clearly that the district schools that adopted [shared 

governance models] performed better on the state assessments than the schools that didn’t” (p. 

308).  Notably, within the same school system, composed of similar demographics, differing and 

more positive results were achieved by students in those schools using community governance 

models, as opposed to those schools that did not. Results were similar to other works discussed 

above (Castagneto, CCE, CCS, Cole-Henderson, Gold et al., Mayo, and Zmuda et al.).  
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Schlechty suggested SBDM types of governance, similar to Figure 1, for all of the schools in the 

Memphis City School System.  

While both of these large scale urban PSER reorganization projects demonstrated 

increased student achievement initially; in both cases, political support for the leadership of the 

PSER changed  - ‘education as politics’ - a phenomenon noted by Freire and others in the prior 

discussion.  Therefore, longitudinal study of the successes achieved could not be conducted. 

Mayo suggested that reconstitution of Freirian pedagogy as integrated with work on PSER does 

not exist (Mayo, 2004), fearing the death of such studies. These works suggested that 

longitudinal critical education research might not be possible due to the enmeshed nature of 

politics and power in public education; thereby, supporting the need for continued empirical study 

on PSER when founded on the tenets of critical education. 

 

Power and Education Policy 

 

Political play was inherent in both of these large-scale PSER organizational initiatives 

and entanglement of PSER and politics was indicated throughout this literature review.  Morgan 

(1997) contended, "organizations are intrinsically political" (p. 154).  Individuals within 

organizations offer "different sets of interests, conflicts, and power plays that shape 

organizational activities" (p. 7). Morgan (1997) described 14 sources of power in organizations 

(pp. 170-199) and their uses for individual outcomes that benefit organizations and inherent 

misuse. The first five he described are implied in power and domination discussions of critical 

theorists above:  1) Formal authority - the right to rule (p. 172); 2) Control of scarce resources - 

keys to power (p. 173);  3) Using rules/regulations  - to control (p. 175);  4) Control of decisions - 

ground rules can manipulate the action (p. 178);  and 5) control of knowledge/information - 

systematic influence creating patterns of dependency (p. 179).   

While Morgan sees all organizations and interactions within and amongst individuals in 

an organization as a political act, Apple (2010) contended education was a political act.  Apple 

(2010), referenced the works of Freire, Torres and Peters, and stressed the importance of 
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viewing education reform "in its social and political context;" i.e. "education must be seen as a 

political act ...understanding education requires that we situate it... [within] unequal relations of 

power in the larger society and into the realities of dominance and subordination" (p.14).  This 

part holds two components: 1) a brief review of critical educators' thoughts on the influence of 

power and politics in education and 2) what authorities in the field have concluded related to 

education policy development.    

 

The Influence of Power and Politics in Critical Education 

 

Much has been said about the current state of educational affairs, political and elitist 

power plays in prior sections.  Kincheloe and McLaren (2005), referencing works above, 

described the intense concern critical theorists have regarding the need to acknowledge and 

understand the complexity of power in the sociopolitical world and its role in domination and 

ideological struggle. A review of these contexts is needed in order to develop public school 

systems that will change the present status quo of education. Darder, et al. (2003, pp. 86-87) 

discussed the works of Freire and Young who described our public school system as a 

mechanistic, anti-dialectical, traditional and positivist system that operates as a vertical 

authoritarian organization; thereby, fostering subordinate resistance preventing real change. 

Apple (2010) reflected,  "analysis [of education] in the U.S. [demonstrates] emerging structures of 

dominance ...that is partly interrupting...realities...at the level of policy and practice producing 

"oppressive conditions" (pp.5 - 6). He stressed, "social and ideological dynamics 

[are]...fundamentally restructuring what education does, how it is controlled" (p. 1).   

Others have described this phenomenon in stronger language.  Ladson-Billings & Donnor 

(2005) described power and domination in education - “colonial domination… [i.e.] this cultural 

obliteration is made possible by the negation of national reality, by new legal regulations 

introduced by the occupying power” (p. 285).  Griffith & Skinner (2008) further elaborated 

comparing the present state of affairs under the government run education system as that of “the 

Empire” (p. 6), a capitalist system.  McGuinn (2003) similarly described the “Iron Triangle” (p.1) 
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and Freire (1974) “the Large Estate… closed systems…decrees, and the ‘law’ of the master" (p. 

21). Apple (2010) referred to critical works in the literature as revealing "powerful understanding 

of the realities and histories of empire and post-colonialism, the interconnected flows of capital, 

populations, knowledge and differential power" (p.2) 

 The critique of power and politics seemed to run hand in hand with economics. In 1998, 

in a book entitled, Growing up Corporate, Giroux launched a critical analysis about the 

contradiction between the axioms of critical education and the state takeover type of PSER 

initiatives. He viewed such takeovers as positivistic, authoritarian in nature, power driven 

(McLaren, 2003). Young and McLaren’s more recent works and essays, 1988 - 2003, (Darder et 

al., 2003 and Peters et al., 2003) cited supporting evidence that the hidden curriculum, social 

reproduction, cultural capital theories, positivism and capitalism in education still exists in the U.S.  

Apple (2010) reiterated this, stressing the importance of "committed educators" "getting specific 

about what" we "can do to counter the relations of dominance and subordination" (Forward) and 

called for a serious critical analysis - a form of "critical scholar" integrated with real life (p.15). He 

further discussed the interplay between U.S. education, politics and economics in tandem with 

the rudiments of critical education, and reasserted  "Fraser's 1997 'call for a politics of 

redistribution'" (p.17), indicating an interplay between education policy and the market.  

 

Education Policy and the Market 

 

Works described above held that the U.S. present state of education is impacted by 

power, political plays and intimated economic advantage. The U.S. educational system operates 

under the constraints of a market ideology, self-interest and capitalism (Young, Peters, et al., 

etc.). This had been further demonstrated by McGuinn (2003) and Ladson-Billings & Donnor 

(2005) who referenced "policy monopolies" in education permitting the power elite to "control 

government " by being " influential...and particularly powerful in the area of education policy" 

(McGuinn, 2003, pp. 2-3). Giroux (1998) predicted that as commercial culture emerges, the 

language of the market becomes the substitute for the learning of democracy and warns of the 
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dangers of unbridled corporate models of schooling that will make maximum profits at minimum 

costs (Darder et al., 2003) - political vehicles used to encourage capitalism - corporations for 

profit running our public schools; once again creating a “drama of resistance” (McLaren, 2003). In 

the Darder et al., Freire, Mayo, McLaren, and Peters et al. works discussed above, and others, 

they described the traditional educational systems as having a market or capitalistic core 

dominated by those of high culture. 

This model of market versus democracy is discussed in Stone (2002), Policy Paradox: 

the Art of Political Decision Making. She asserted that in the market system, only the government 

can protect the people; yet, it is the government itself that permits the self-interest of capitalism, 

politics and profiteers versus public interest. Stone (2002) contended that two ideologies serve as 

the foundation for politics: 1) “the market” – based on self interest where people are 

buyers/sellers creating monopolies where protection for the people can only occur through 

government regulation - decisions of the powerful are made for personal reward (power, money, 

exchange of goods, etc.) and deliberate concealment occurs presenting actions that can be 

observed as an attitude of living for the moment with no long range planning; and 2) “the polis” - 

public policy and processes are derived by community consensus where passion is motivated by 

fairness and justice, and collective decision making is focused on the welfare of others through 

long term strategic planning.  Stone asserted that a social system organized entirely as a market 

exchange will not be able to provide all the social welfare that is potentially available.    

Taylor, S., Rizvi, F., Lingard, B. & Henry, M. (2002) described the ramifications of the 

market ideology or individualist culture of politics and indicates that in this type of ideology, 

political decisions are made, and then policy is created.  Taylor, et al. stressed the importance of 

critical political analysis as the essential element necessary for reform policies leading to 

progressive change, accentuating the increasing present managerial efficiency focus of public 

education, where policy processes substitute external authority for the expertise of educational 

practitioners, and 

teachers’ voices have been largely marginalized within this new structural 
framework for [educational] policy development …[Thus] new policy frameworks 
have been imposed on teachers who have been increasingly perceived as the 
implementers of policies constructed elsewhere and by other people (p. 98).  
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Taylor, et al.  (2002) urged change from the ideological culture of political 

economic focus in education to that of the broader goals of social justice; a formula that 

includes all constituents in the development of educational programs and policies 

rendering successful PSER.  Taylor, et al. (2002) stated, “policy is a process…not just 

text… [and] when it is in the context of the origination, it is dynamic; … [i.e.,] “political 

decisions are made, and then policy is created” (p. 23 - 25).  Her critical political analysis 

focused on context and the examination of “the antecedent and pressures leading to the 

gestation of a specific policy” (p. 45).  She suggested that policies must be reviewed 

through economic, societal, and political factors that are often used as policy rationales 

(p. 55) - written, discussed and sold as the imperative solution for a particular situation.  

Mulderrig (2003 and 2006) used a critical discourse analysis of two laws that were 

legitimized in England, the New Labour Britain Education Acts, 2001 Schools- Achieving Success 

and 2002 Extending Opportunities - Raising Standards. She concluded that teachers were not the 

social actors of educational policy change; rather, the recipients of such, determining the social 

embedding of underlying messages and dialogue that had occurred prior to the document 

creation by those in power. Mulderrig’s discourse analysis led to the conclusion that the State’s 

tactic of imposing unattainable targets was in and of itself a form of Sate control. She indicated a 

policy strategy, presented as a broadly marketed instrumental approach to education policy, 

which was in itself competitive and for self-advancement versus cooperation.  This broadly 

marketed approach to education is also contained in the EEA of 2000, the NCLB of 2001 and 

other U.S. state educational policy reformation acts; thereby perpetuating legalistic power without 

the acknowledgement of, or advice, from the social scientific community, educators, students, or 

citizenry.  

Specific trends in education policy with ties to possible political ideologies evidenced in 

PA were examined.  In Policy Studies for Educational Leaders, Fowler (2004), a secondary 

source using the works of Lowi, Gingsby, McDonnell, Elmore, etc., described the process of state 

governments asserting their authority over public schools for over a quarter century.  She 
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indicated that states have “issued a bewildering array of new policies” (p. 3) without requesting 

input from public school educators related to reforms; which in and of itself, creates 

“fragmentation of governance” (p.84) in school districts that leads to stagnation. Fowler described 

“three political cultures” (p.94), based on ideologies, across the U.S. and listed PA and NJ as 

having the politics of that of “an individualistic political culture” (p.98) - described similar to “the 

market” by Stone and rejected by the critical educators above.   

Fowler described the political culture of PA as that based on an “exchange of favors” that 

exists within “a system of mutual obligation” (p. 98).  From this ideology, the term the “party 

machine” (p. 98) is exemplified.  Individualistic cultures are most “susceptible to corruption” (p. 

98) and hold the development of education policy to a primary focus of remembering one’s 

political debts and paying them off - an exchange of favors type of system (similar to Stone’s 

explanation of the market).  In six out of 50 states, Fowler ranked individualist ideologies as the 

foundation for policy making, reporting typical political players or key actors in their usual order of 

power: 1) a particular legislator, 2) the legislature as a whole, 3) a governor, 4) the state secretary 

of education, and 5) special interest groups (p. 142). She contended that, in this political arena, 

citizens are definitely not equal; i.e., “the powerful have more influence on policy agendas than do 

the disempowered” (p. 185).  Fowler’s writings may provide insight into the discoveries about 

HSD and the impressions of constituents during the period of state induced mayoral takeover. 

 Apple (2010) reasserted a need for critical researchers to explore "the relations between 

the policies and practices that are taken for granted in education...[including] economic, political 

and cultural relations (p.15). He described processes of "localities and national 

systems...generate convergences and homogenization of educational forms...[that] are very 

visible in current education policies which privilege choice, competition, performance ...in a series 

of attacks on the cultural gains made by disposed groups" (pp.1-2). Apple (2010) implied 

interconnectedness between power, policy and economic gain, at the expense of those "below".  

 In Policy Studies for Educational Leaders, Fowler (2004, pp. 239-254) summarized the 

works of Lowi's three educational policy structures discussing economic/power distribution:  1) 

"distributive policies" that "take the form of subsidies, contracts and non-regulatory licensing" 
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where "distribution" of itself is "control to influence behavior."  Examples of such include 

educational grants where "political recipients focus their attention on the relevant government 

agency", implying that other things get ignored; 2) "regulatory polices" providing "licenses to 

practice professions/federal grant programs" and "preferred by most state governments" i.e. the 

composition of "the political actors pay a great deal of attention to each other... competing and 

seeking to find allies," presenting an "unstable" arena "filled with conflict," quick forming 

"coalitions" that "fall apart quickly," and much time spent on "bargaining and negotiating";  and 3) 

"redistributive policies" "'shifting resources or power from one social group to another'", the by 

product of which is "government control by altering or manipulating conditions of the environment" 

with a possible "economic goal that shifts resources/power usually by granting new rights to a 

large social group".  Redistributive policies are "controversial" and "cut closer than others along 

class lines", generating a "political arena" marked "with conflict". Fowler further summarized, 

"'policy instruments of mandates and inducements, a transfer of money/grants to agencies in 

return for the production of goods'" (p.253) that are "'capacity building for investment purposes', 

typically followed with a 'commitment contingent upon funding from the legislature'" (p. 253).   As 

such, new educational policies create "system change" and "'transfer official authority among 

individuals and agencies'" (p. 254). 

In summary, the critical educators discussed above have recommended future studies 

related to PSER and systemic district wide educational restructuring via an interdisciplinary 

contextual analysis of historico-politico and social factors.  Young (1998) and Kraft (1993) 

recommended a balanced framework incorporating the components of positivism and critical 

pedagogy for this type of study; while Mayo (2004), and Giroux (1998) suggested a need for 

further research to determine the critical contexts of PSER initiatives, capitalistic educational 

ventures, and the examination of domination as it applies to low SES populations and PSER 

successes.  Mayo further suggested critical examination of the context of politics paired with the 

views and impressions of the marginalized, necessary to understand realities and obtain a 

complete picture. This pairing of realities, also suggested by Apple (2010), of both sides has not 

previously been conducted in critical educational research studies, located to date. 
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The sections developed in this literature review provided a background for this case study 

across three distinct categories:  1) PSER related to government data collection and mandated 

PSER initiatives; 2) statistical conclusions of nationally recommended reform initiatives and 

SBDM or school community partnerships; and 3) theoretical frameworks focusing on critical 

education studies related to PSER and educational policy development. The information 

researched included law, governmental data collection, PSER intervention data, critical education 

initiatives utilizing community in the restructuring process, the tenets of critical education and 

constructs of education policy.  This literature was selected because HSD PSER initiatives have 

demonstrated limited progress despite numerous attempts at positivistic types of initiatives 

including high powered governance changes of the political nature and numerous PSER 

interventions; while the demographic nature of HSD’s SES and racial majority suggests that the 

tenets of critical education may be a factor in the present lack of progress, despite having 

invested large amounts of financial and political resources.  

Gaps in the literature indicated that a multidimensional analysis of the governance 

processes, actions and sociological factors that create the politico-sociological context for PSER 

success or failure needs to be examined.  This situational critique may provide insight as to why 

reform attempts at HSD were limited despite 10 or more years of reform efforts, high funding and 

support of the power elite.  The need for an interdisciplinary contextual review of the historical, 

political and social-psychological factors related to the PSER happenings in the HSD via a multi - 

method analysis of governmentally collected data, field notes and observations, and the voices 

and impressions of its constituents is warranted.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
 
 

 Chapter 3 is organized into sections that describe the actual process used in this HSD 

qualitative case study.  It will review the rationale, role of the investigator, a pilot study conducted 

in preparation for this research, the actual population and sample examined, data collected, data 

analysis formats and linkages, methods of verification, ethical issues and considerations, and a 

concluding anticipated outcome of this study with relation to theory and the literature reviewed. 

 

Assumptions and Rationale for a Qualitative Design 
 

 
 This HSD qualitative research case study reviewed governance changes, that of state 

takeover given to mayoral control, and impressions of reform and decision-making via a 

contextual analysis of politics and social inquiry responses and actions over a 10-year period, 

1999-2009.  The data collection occurred in several stages:  1) a review of public documents 

including student achievement across the era; 2) interviews of consenting participants across all 

three types of categories – those “in charge”, those who had to implement, and those who were 

community members; and 3) continued research on topics driven by participants, field notes, and 

informant information.   

 I selected a qualitative design to address the problems stated above in Chapter 2 and the 

research questions described in Chapter 1.   A qualitative design was necessary in order to get at 

the total picture of why and how things had or had not occurred as opposed to a quantitative 

design where selected intervention(s) are applied to a situation. Corporations, universities and the 

state DOE have conducted numerous quantitative studies and statistical derivatives of HSD 

student achievement to determine if specific reform interventions sponsored by HSD or the 

legislature have or have not been successful.  To date, the answer as to why the “media and 

legislature deemed failure” has occurred for more than 20 years, has not been addressed; 

despite several governance reorganizing efforts, state-to mayor-oversight, and millions of 

additional dollars from government and private funding flowing into the district during this past 
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decade.  Only a qualitative case study could determine the potential underlying causes and 

context of the perceived or real “failure to thrive,” through an analysis of political context and 

interplay between and amongst constituents via a qualitative inquiry utilizing documents, 

observational data and participant impressions.  To use quantitative or statistical analysis would 

be moot and redundant. It would only tell us that efforts have demonstrated minimal to no results, 

regardless of the interventions applied.  

A need to go deeper was, therefore, essential.  This design was conducted through the 

lens of critical theory, supported by those discussed in Chapter 2:  Apple, Carspecken, Freire, 

Kincheloe and McLaren, Massey and Walford, Mayo, Taylor, et al. and Young, to name of few. 

This qualitative case study will integrate the recommendations of the researchers and scholars 

discussed in Chapter 2 by providing a multi-method form of data collection and a multi-

dimensional analysis. It will a look at all the agents: those in authority, those forced to comply or 

implement, and those of the community.  This critical education case study was conducted via a 

“balanced framework” representing the voices of all sides, not just those of the marginalized 

populations that are traditionally examined in critical theory studies.  The need to construct the 

truth via this “voice balanced representation” was recommended by critical scholars for future 

educational case studies (Mayo, 2004; Kraft, 1993; and others). To date, a qualitative case study 

through the lens of critical theory as related to PSER via a review of the impression and 

retrospect across all representative constituents, and not only the disenfranchised, has not been 

conducted. 

 

Role of the Researcher 

 

 The study and activities required my adherence to the rules and ethics required by the 

Internal Review Board (IRB) and Temple University as well as the prescriptions for quality work 

made by critical researchers who require self-reflection, internal re-cognition and the ability to 

engage in conversation with those of the community that may not share the same cultural 

semantics or background as myself.  Based on Freire and followers’ teaching, it was imperative 
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for me to create a sense of trust with my participants via a prior established complete 

understanding of “community language,” meanings, semantics and phraseology, regardless of 

which group I was interviewing or associating with.   I had to call upon my expertise, experiences 

and background in order to meet these demands while balancing my study, findings and 

conclusions with the hope that by so doing, those of in present governance positions would be 

receptive to my work and conclusions, possibly leading to further research and future lasting 

change in urban education. Contents of this section will describe my actions related to IRB 

requirements, my background and experiences that enabled me to fulfill critical scholar 

requirements and my personal biases. 

 IRB requirements were satisfied. The protocols used and located in Appendix B were 

designed to provide confidentiality, two questions to reinsure that the participant was aware of the 

ethics and confidentiality statements they had signed and seven questions geared at being able 

to “get at” the 3 main questions of this study:  1) How did constituents, including community 

member, employees and politicians perceive the impact of state takeover and mayoral control of 

the HSD? 2) What was community involvement like in the HSD over the past decade? and  3) 

What were the perceptions of the constituents as to the status of conditions within the school 

district over the past 10 years?  

 All questions in the protocol were asked from the participant’s retrospect, perceptions or 

point of view, offering them a confidential voice and opportunities to tell their story and describe 

other areas of their choosing related to the protocol parameters.  The protocol began with an 

explanation of the study and confidentiality statements, an opening question for them to share 

about their background, and then specific open ended questions related to their perceptions of 

district status during their involvement, perceptions of decision making for the district during the 

era – including their own involvement, perceptions of conditions for groups, personal initiatives or 

awareness of others’ personal initiatives, perceptions of what they thought worked or didn’t work 

with opportunity for further elaboration, why they left or stayed in the district and thoughts that 

entered into that decision, and then opportunity to share more of their choosing. Subunit 

questions of interest for analysis purposes, but not directly asked included:  1) How and why did 
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initiatives occur? 2) Who was involved in the decision-making and governance process?  3) What 

were the impressions and involvement of the various stakeholders during the initiation and 

implementation phases? 4) Why are those who were involved in the governance of the district 

reporting that things did not go well? and 5) Is there a contextual pattern over time that can lend 

itself to determining how the efforts faired?  My personal goal was one large question.  Can we 

learn from the HSD PSER efforts in order to better ensure success in the future for this district as 

well as generalize the results to other similarly failing or struggling districts in the nation? 

 As indicated above, this study required the elements of an effective qualitative design 

viewed through the lens of critical theory, the “great integrator” for social, political and governance 

issues surrounding this study (see Chapters 1 and 2).  According to Maxwell (2005), the strengths 

of qualitative research lie in the information gathering process; i.e. it is an inductive approach that 

focuses on specific situations and people and has an emphasis on words rather than numbers.  

As such, this study constructed an unknown, the understanding of the meaning and reality of the 

situation via the participants’ perspectives and determined the context within which or from which 

the participants acted.  

The key was to access true understanding of the situation and to glean as much as I 

could via the voices of the participants.  In order to do this, I treated all interviewees with dignity, 

exhibited an open and flexible interviewing style and provided all participants with an “active 

listening self-identification type of approach” in order to create a conversational environment of 

trust.  This style of interviewing permitted the participants to share new information beyond the 

immediate questions on the protocol. They felt comfortable digressing into story telling or 

tangentially branching off to elaborate on what they felt, believed or critically thought.  

I relied on my personal and professional experiences and relationships throughout the 

study.   My personal and professional experiences permitted me to engage the participants in a 

trusting conversation, and some, those who were active employees of the district or the city, were 

afraid to share initially.  My ability to identify and empathize with each individual was crucial to this 

experiment.  This background will be discussed briefly below. 
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My life has been richly mixed with personal poverty and race or ethnic differences. I was 

born white, at the poverty level, and spent most of my life growing up in rural Pennsylvania with 

children of coal miners, farmers, and textile production workers.  I am familiar with teenage 

pregnancies (a product of one), mothers who did not complete high school, outdoor toilets, no 

heat in the home and stretching a pound of hamburger for a week to feed a family of four. I 

understood the mores and culturalisms behind poverty, a survival type of mentality.  Ages 9-13, I 

lived in an inner city having playmates and best friends of color and diverse backgrounds, of 

which I was oblivious.  It was white adults who informed me of this difference which I strongly 

refuted as any sort of difference at all.  I have been married twice, both to Latinos from inner city 

and mixed race backgrounds. My husband of the last 10 years is from the City of Harrisburg. My 

children self identify as Latinos. For a time we lived in Louisville, KY; then the 8th largest school 

district in the country where my children were bused into the projects.  I served as an active 

volunteer in the school and would attend the funerals of children’s’ fathers who had been shot in 

drug related crimes. Our children and grandchildren are intimately integrated with those of African 

decent whose families have been in the City of Harrisburg for several generations.  

 Socially, we attend church in both a protestant and Catholic Church in the City and attend 

barbecues, weddings and parties with families from the City of Harrisburg, etc.  I am familiar with 

the “ghetto” paranoia when whites and the affluent appear.  Early on, I had to erode that “white 

privilege” stereotype spoken and enacted against me, a survival attitude of necessity by those 

around me.  I have family and extended family involved in activities and mores that create a high 

rate of father absence, jail time for males in the family, drug use, etc.  My kids and grandkids refer 

to the City of Harrisburg, their city, as “ghetto” and defend, via understanding and close 

relationships to their peers and extended family members, the lifestyle.  

These personal and rich experiences enabled me to approach this research with the in-

ness versus the un-ness cited as essential by Ladson- Billing and Donnor (2005) and supported 

by many of the other critical theorists in Chapter 2.  These characteristics have enabled me to get 

the job done with promising effectualization and hopeful actualization for the future of our 

children. 
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My professional experiences demonstrate that I am able to incorporate the positivist 

practices and expectations of those in educational governance and those who must implement.  I 

know the laws and rules of the game inside and out.  I was the first female, along generational 

mother to daughter lines, in my family to graduate from high school. I obtained my Bachelors in 

Education, specializing in special education and minoring in psychology. I was able to hone in on 

my skills of working with diverse populations and individuals and learned the language of the 

establishment.  I later went on for my Masters of Science in Clinical Psychology focusing on 

school discipline, behavior management and cognitive restructuring where I provided therapy in 

goal setting, cognitive reconstruction and assertiveness training to address issues related to self-

concept, depression and anxiety via a prescriptive and Rogerian type of reflect back therapy 

while utilizing the identical cultural linguistics of the person(s) I was counseling. I had training and 

experience with active listening verbal and non-verbal techniques, analysis and charting of 

observational non-verbal data (gestures, tonality, etc.) and its relationship or dissonance to that 

which was spoken.  I obtained a Supervisor of Special Education Certificate and have specialized 

for 30 years in the area of special education and alternative education, working primarily with 

seriously “at risk” youth. I have worked in urban, rural, suburban, and prison settings.  I have 

served as a blue-collar laborer, a teacher, and an administrator of public education.  I have 

served on administrative top-level public school cabinets for 23 years. 6 of which were at HSD 

during the 10-year era being studied and 3 years during the implementation of KERA and 

SBDM’s in KY. I have worked hand in hand with state education department appointees, 

politicians, elitists, etc. in various attempts to improve public education for HSD and student 

achievement for our most difficult learners.  

I am confident that I have conducted this research project with a divided-self, giving life to 

what I know to be the true reality, seeing things as they really are from all sides: the dominant, 

affluent, or governance side, the worker side, and the marginalized side. I believe that my very 

brief description of my personal and professional life experiences places me in a unique position 

to represent such in this research design. 
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 While my “chameleon type of mode of operation” was used throughout this study, a 

caution regarding my personal biases must be dually noted as such could confound or nullify the 

conclusions.  These biases were checked and cross-examined over and over. During the data 

collection phase, I tried to remain neutral with my non-verbal behaviors so as not to cue or 

inadvertently prompt individuals. My behaviors and responses were careful in that I made all 

attempts to reflect back the tonality, semantics and conceptualizations of each individual 

interviewed and then obtained their approval on my take of what they were saying. In attempts to 

further provide caution in this area, I interviewed anyone willing that came from the HSD society. 

This was done in a conscious effort to prevent stacking of the deck. I wanted a cross 

representation of all sectors of the agency. I was very careful not to reinforce or elicit merely the 

responses I hoped for.  I was also keenly attuned to any necessary modifications of this study 

when unanticipated phenomena arose and adjusted readily.  I had to check my thoughts, 

analysis, research selections, etc., every step of the way, to prevent potential bias in my 

research. 

 
CUSD Pilot Study 

 
 

 In preparation for the HSD case study, I conducted five interviews using the same 

protocols across the same three groupings of constituents:  administration or governance officials 

(A), employees (E) and community members (C). It was the only other district in the state of PA 

who had similar characteristics to that of HSD: similar size, high poverty, high minority 

populations, EEA takeover in 2000, and for at least a 15 year period of time, CUSD and HSD 

alternated with the distinction of having the lowest test scores in the state. The interviews were 

conducted between October of 2006 and January of 2008. 80% of those interviewed were 

residents of CUSD during the period of time studied in the pilot. Thus this pilot created a 

perspective that stemmed from both professional and personal knowledge of the respondents.  

 The pilot was done for three purposes:  to familiarize myself with possible themes that 

may occur; to determine if the protocol direction during the interview process would get at my 

original questions or intent of the study; and to permit myself interviewing practice in a manner 
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which would permit dignity, trust and a sense of mutual personal identification. Results provided 

assurance that my protocols could lead me to the real perceptions and the voices of my 

participants and would derive the information needed for the purpose of the HSD study.  

 

Population and Sample  
 
 

 The population for the purposes of this case study was constituents of the HSD at some 

point of time during the era being studied, 1999-2009.  The study used purposeful selection for 

the sample:   

 1) Those who were contacted had some sort of involvement and or residency in the 

district during the era of review - criteria used for typicality for the setting/phenomenon being 

studied (Marshall, C. & Rossman, G., 2011 and Maxwell, 2005).  The setting of this case study, 

the period of 1999-2009 and the district itself, was case specific and data collected had to be from 

or of that locale and era.   

 2) Those contacted were of varying races/ethnic groups, genders, and status - to achieve 

heterogeneity in the population (Maxell, 2005) - the range of variation across race, 

employee/community status, and gender to ensure a reliable representation of the constituents 

during the era.  

 3) Those contacted supported good research recommendations of critical 

educators/theory (Maxwell, 2005) and included a cross representation of those of governance, 

"powerful elite," those somewhere in the middle, and those described as marginalized - a 

balanced approach, as described in Chapter 2 and supported by Apple (2010) - an inquiry of  "the 

above" and "below". 

 4) Those contacted could provide / illuminate reasons for perspective differences 

between individuals, settings, or timeframes (Maxwell, 2005). 

  More than 50 individuals were contacted. The original goal, not achieved, was to obtain 

10 from each of the subgroups. Only 25 were obtained; 10 from the administrative/high 

governance group, 9 from the employee group and 6 from the community group. 25 protocols 

were completed, while only 24 were transcribed and audiotaped. The last interviewee signed the 
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consent, but completed the protocol in the form of a survey and sent it to me. This respondent will 

be reported as 1 of the 25 from this point forward. The constituents had to be either residents of 

the community, employees of the school district or in an administrative or governance position 

overseeing the district during that period.  Governance, employees and community members 

were all selected so as to present a balanced framework and representation of the entire 

panorama of perspectives ranging from those in “high power” to those deemed marginalized by 

the critical educators discussed in Chapter 2.  

Access to the HSD itself was not obtained, as it was not necessary in order to complete 

the study as designed. In fact, this very lack of obtaining formal access via the district 

Superintendent and Mayor appeared to increase the trust factor on behalf of the participants and 

in their assurance of maintenance of the confidentiality of their participation. Of interest and 

further demonstrating this, 56% of those interviewed chose their interview site at my home, 

across the river and five miles from the city.  Of the subgroups, 100% of those in government 

elected positions requested that their interview be held on their turf, inside the City; while 100% of 

those from this group that were public school administrators chose to have their interview outside 

the geographic boundaries of the district. 78% of the employees selected their interview sight 

outside district boundaries, and 100% of community members, some of which held city positions 

under the elected mayor, did not want the interview to occur within city boundaries. Members of 

the employee and community groups mentioned that they feared those in authority. They 

mentioned on several occasions these fear related concerns and would couch some of their 

statements with “don’t tell anyone but” or “are you sure this is confidential” or “you won’t say 

anything will you”, etc.  

 Participants ranged from those in high-ranking federal and state government elected 

positions, to school district former and present administrators, teachers, and community 

members.  Participant membership per categorical group entry (role) in Table 1 included:  1) 

Administration - congressman, Board of Control members and school administrators; 2) 

Employees - teachers, union representation, psychologists, coordinators, and attorneys employed 

by the district; and 3) Community - parents and recently graduated students. Several individuals 
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had agreed to interview via phone, chatted about conditions at length while on the phone, 

scheduled interviews at their choice at my home, and did not show up. Two of these were 

scheduled twice with the same response, no show.  Upon follow up, these three individuals were 

apologetic and expressed that they were “afraid to talk or take part”.  These three employees 

indicated a fear of retaliation for participating. While key informants were welcome, not one 

individual recommended by an interviewee was willing to participate. Field notes were maintained 

on incidences described in this paragraph, and following each interview.   

 Not only did transcripts and tapes receive specialized coding to ensure confidentiality, but 

pseudonyms were also given to each interviewee. Table 1 demonstrates that out of the 25 

interviews completed, 40% were in the administrative governance category, 36% were in the 

employee category and 24% in the community category. More demographic and participant 

information can be obtained in Table 1. 
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Table 1:  Participant and Interview Demographic Information 
 
 
 

ID  DOI Role 99-09 Hrs. Pgs. Resident Age R G 
Jason 8/1/09 Community 1 6 era 19 h m 
John 8/15/09 Community 0.75 6 era 46 b m 
Yvette 8/16/09 Community 1.25 8 era 30 h f 
Rosa 8/30/09 Community 1 7 era 28 h f 
Tia 9/10/09 Community 1.5 11 era 19 b f 
Paula 1/2/10 Community 2 15 era 50 b f 
Janie 8/17/09 Employee 1.5 11 never 39 w f 
Joan 10/3/09 Employee 0.45 5 never 60 w f 
Sherry 10/5/09 Employee 1.5 10 pre-era 51 b f 
Mark 11/30/09 Employee 1.25 10 era 44 b m 
Celia 11/16/09 Employee 2 13 era 56 w f 
Jeff 12/12/09 Employee 1.5 14 era 51 w m 
Sara 12/28/09 Employee 1.25 12 era 59 b f 
Brad 12/30/09 Employee 2.5 17 never 61 w m 
Sandi 1/6/10 Employee 0.75 7 never 35 w f 
Helen 9/5/09 Administration 4 28 pre-era 43 h f 
Scott 9/16/09 Administration 1.25 13 never 58 w m 
Ted 11/3/09 Administration 1 8 era 58 w m 
Tom 11/8/09 Administration 2 14 era 46 b m 
Kate 11/19/09 Administration 3 15 era 61 b f 
Donna 12/19/09 Administration 0.75 6 pre-era 48 w f 
Don 12/11/09 Administration 1.25 12 era 58 w m 
Ruth 12/18/09 Administration 3.5 22 never 60 b f 
Ed 12/21/09 Administration 1.25 10 era 74 w m 
Leah   survey Administration 0.5 2 pre-era 49 b f 
	  
 
Legend:  
ID: Pseudonym  
DOI – Date of the Interview. 
Role - 99-09 – the predominant role the participant held during the 10-year period examined. 
Hrs. - length of time in hours that the interview took. 
Pgs. – number of pages transcribed from the interview audiotape. 
Resident – HSD residency during the era examined. 
R – race or ethnicity (h=Hispanic, b=black, w=white). 
G – gender (m=male, f=female). 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Table 1 shows members of three ethnic groups, Hispanic, black and white were 

interviewed within the constituent categories.  Out of the 25 interviewed, 16% were Hispanic, 40% 
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were black, and 44% were white. Ethnicity percentages of each of the constituent groups were as 

follows: 10% Hispanic for the administrative group, 40% black and 50% white; 0% Hispanic from 

the employee group, 33% black and 67% white; and 50% Hispanic from the community group, 

50% black and 0% white. No Hispanic employees were interviewed. No white community 

members were interviewed. For these final two groups, upon review of initial contacts, only one 

Hispanic employee was contacted, who declined participation.  No white community members 

were contacted, as none were known. This is likely due to low white representation in citywide 

demographics as a whole. 

Gender was noted. 60% of the population interviewed was female.  40% were male.  

Within categories, administrators were 50/50, employees were 67% female and 33% male and in 

the community 67% were female and 33% were male.  

In actuality, 76% of the 25 sampled had, at some point, been residents of the City of 

Harrisburg, while 56% remain active residents today.  Residency status for the administrative 

group indicated that 80% of the administrative participants had been or were presently city 

residents.  Of that group of residents, identified ethnicity was: 13% Hispanic, 38% black, and 49% 

white.  56% of the employees were residents with ethnicity identities of 60% black and 40% white.  

100% of the community participants were residents within the 10-year period being studied.  

The mean interview length was 1.5 hours. The average length of transcript was 10.9 

pages. Means for the groups were: administrative 1.85 hours and 13 pages, employees 1.44 

hours and 11 pages and the community 1.25 hours and 8.8 pages.  A total of 282 pages were 

transcribed directly from the 37.5 hours of interviews.  

This study’s population and sample provided rich data within the three constituent groups 

and demonstrated a balanced cross sectional representation of gender, race/ethnicity, and 

residency versus non-residency status.   Across all demographic categories, each individual had 

much to share and offer.  Each individual appeared very concerned about the HSD and was 

equally passionate “for the cause”.  They wanted someone to hear their story of hardship or 

insight with the hope of changing things for the better for the children’s’ sake, regardless of any of 

their positions in relationship to the study or the district. 
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Data Collection 

 

 Multiple methods of data collection for this study occurred across several venues. This 

was done in an effort to provide a rich amount of information from which to later draw 

comparisons, and produce valid analyses and themes.  The data collected included:  1) 

documents; 2) interviews; 3) field notes following interviews, event attendance, and occasional 

calls received from those interviewed; 4) additional research as topics arose from participant 

storytelling and 5) journaling as documents, research, themes, and patterns began to emerge and 

converge. These methods will be discussed below. 

 

Documents 

 

 The documents collected are listed in Appendix E and summarized in Table 2, Chapter 4.  

40 documents and resources were selected in an effort to access verification of timelines and 

events discussed by participants and to assist with the development of a historical chronology of 

community and political actions, and student achievement trends across time in the HSD.  The 

documents are representative of many sources including the media, legislation, community 

postings, district and DOE documents, university studies, student statistical achievement data, 

case studies conducted at some point during the 10 year era and explorations of the literature 

related to individuals that had some involvement in the capacity of governance of the district.  All 

documents are presently public documents. 

 11 media acquired documents were obtained from the Patriot News and PennLive, the 

capitol city’s newspaper.  Those selected were related to the passage of the EEA, BOC 

appointees, parent concerns, legal action, student assessment results and a special 

chronological report of the HSD from 1926-2008.  This report as well as the EEA long range 

statistical reports across the era served as the skeleton of this study’s later pairing of all 

documents and participant comments providing a pre 1998 – 2009 view. 
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 Five documents related to legislation and/or legal actions were obtained and were directly 

tied to the passage of the EEA, progress of the EEA, legislative sessions pre passage of the 

EEA, and the impact of NCLB on the EEA.  These documents came from the Legislative Journal 

and all PDE EEA reporting documents that included annual reports and statistical reports from 

98-2008.  While many legal documents about the HSD are public and range from personal 

employee situations to other types of court or contractual involvement, the ones related to the 

EEA were selected; as the EEA was passed in 2000 allowing the state to give mayoral control of 

the HSD through June of 2010.  This legislation was the backdrop for all that occurred during the 

era being investigated.   

 Three student achievement documents were reviewed related to graduation rates and 

test scores.  While a vast amount of student statistical data was retrieved in the PDE EEA 

information, district, and in the media section. Three documents were key in my analysis, 

although all of the documents were considered and contributed to the analysis. Two of these 

came directly from the desk of Dr. Gerald L. Zahorchak, the then, PA Secretary of Education, and 

his team who had collated state retrieved statistical data from 2001-2009, specifically on HSD, at 

his request on the targeted topics of student achievement gains and finance. The other entry was 

the PSSA results of 2009, launched by PDE for all PA school districts in January of 2010. HSD 

was included in these results of many.   

 Five case studies about HSD were located. Two were mini studies sponsored by 

universities, at the request of the 2001-2010 superintendent: one on early intervention 

(Pennsylvania State University) and one to demonstrate that student progress was occurring 

(Oklahoma University) which was conducted following media and legislative reporting that such 

was not the case.  Specific corporations elicited for ventures instituted by the then superintendent 

sponsored two case studies: 1) FastForWard, specific reading intervention applied to students to 

increase achievement, and 2) HpProCurve Networking, an introduction of wireless connectivity to 

district operations. Goodrich-Small (2009) completed the most recent case study for her Temple 

University dissertation. I reviewed all of the documents that could be located on any of these five 

case studies in order to gain further insight into district events, statistics of interventions 
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attempted, and perceptions. Those studies initiated by those in governance positions were 

closely examined for timing, sponsorship, and motivation. 

 Two documents related to district finance were obtained, one from Dr. Gerald L. 

Zahorchak and one from the Auditor General’s office.  Financial information was located in other 

documents. These two were additionally selected because of their timing and the content 

similarities to other documents retained.  The Auditor General’s report was from 2008, a short 

time after accusations had been made about inappropriate district spending by the media and 

legislators, and the November to December 2010 timing of the Gerald L. Zahorchak staff request 

referenced above.  Financial highlights located in any of the 40 documents will be considered 

when related to participant information during the research analysis phase. 

 Seven entries were listed as produced by the district. Six, now public documents, were 

productions released by the superintendent and included an 8-year review of reforms in the HSD, 

student achievement data over an 11-year period and graduation rates. The seventh entry was 

the district website which was utilized to access the results of BOC action via legislative meeting 

minutes and curriculum introductions, interventions, and training during the era.  Each of these 

documents and information accessed via the “website vehicle” were matched with all other 

documents and participant responses, as warranted. 

 The final documents category was composed of further research about the people who 

were referenced in interviews, the media or public documents. Seven such documents were 

reviewed and included the website of Senator Piccola, a book by the founder of Edison, Chris 

Whittle, and information collected on other political figures who had come up numerous times in 

the HSD media or in participant responses:  Secretary of Education Eugene W. Hickok, Mayor 

Stephen Reed, and Governor Tom Ridge (see Appendix E).  Each of these documents will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 4, with citations, and are also listed in the reference table following 

Chapter 5. 

 Within the 7 categories of documents collected for this case study, the majority of 

information appeared to be obtained from the media; however, when counting separate entries 

located in Appendix E, the reader must go deeper and consider that the media documents were 
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very short in comparison to the other documents and “10 year running” websites that are only 

cited as single entries.  The 40 entries reviewed, cited and compared to participant information 

were rich in nature. As such, they were used to collaborate information gleaned from the 

interviewees and across public documents. 

 

Interviews 

 

 Each of the 25 interviewees completed two consent forms, one to participate and one to 

be audiotaped with transcription. The original IRB approved “A protocol” was not used.  After 

completing the pilot study, I realized that the E and C protocols were identical; while the A 

protocol had a one-question difference.  I decided to give all groups the same protocol located in 

Appendix B as I realized that the difference in not asking the missing specific question of the 

administrative group would have created a gap in information essential to the study.  I also 

determined that the question they had instead, would produce an answer in their natural 

responses if it were of importance.  Specifically, question 7 in the E and C protocol asked, “In 

your opinion what didn’t work, and how, in what way? What did work, and how, in what way?”  

This question was not asked in the A protocol; rather the question that was asked was “Have you 

continued to keep in contact with members of the district who stayed, or left? Or on any political 

information and if so what are your perceptions, thoughts or ideas?”  I decided to interview all 

participants using the same protocol, originally designed for the E and C group. 

 Interviews were conducted in an active listening mode, summarizing what was said, 

probing for elaboration, and permitting some digression or storytelling at the participant’s 

direction.  While completing the interviews, I postured myself across from the respondent leaning 

toward them, nodding and smiling as they did or frowning as they did, etc.  In the protocol margin, 

I noted nonverbal observational data such as tonal changes, speed of voice changes, gestures, 

or comments of things to probe later. At times, I had to clarify who was /we/ or /they/ and other 

pronouns in order to ascertain which group the interviewee was self-identifying with.   
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 All interviews were transcribed, except the one who reviewed the protocol and typed it on 

their own. The transcripts were reviewed, coded and analyzed looking for convergence of 

themes, dates, patterns, ideas and spoken word versus nonverbal discrepancies, etc.  Field notes 

were completed of my own thoughts about the interview, with additional notes of events that 

required further investigation. Dates, timelines, and implications of eras were charted to assist 

with analysis and convergence of data. 

 

Field notes 

 

 Field notes were completed following each interview.  The field notes contained 

impressions and themes produced by the respondent and my reflections as I integrated all 

research and timelines, including Chapter 2 information, with their comments.  Field notes were 

used to summarize their concepts and to assist in the determination of their pronoun usage and 

real versus stated words.  I did this so as to ensure that responses were genuine and not just 

what subjects thought was the “right thing to say”. Field notes assisted me with gaining a more 

reflective and empathetic conception and understanding of each subject and the insight that they 

wished to convey.  

 Field notes were completed following several events in which I was a participant with 

community members, as a community member:  summer 2009 picnics, stopping by campaign 

headquarters, attendance at two BOC meetings and two community council meetings, 

participation in the mayor elect’s educational transition team and phone calls and conversations 

with non-interviewed individuals.  For these notes, my personal diary, names and roles or titles 

were not used and coding did not occur. These were my observations and impressions of 

activities that were either public meetings or events that I attended as an everyday normal part of 

my life. 
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Additional Research 

 

 Additional research was completed when themes or topics emerged that I was either not 

familiar with or believed I needed more in-depth information on.  These topics arose on several 

occasions during the interview process and were produced by the respondents; regime, 

plantation theory, police controlled state, politicians and governance figures, ties to the White 

House and generational poverty.  This research was formatted into mini reports for personal 

conceptualization purposes only - a form of reflexive journaling (Marshall, 2011). 

 

Data Analysis 

 

 The data collected was deconstructed via a multi-dimensional analysis a constant 

comparative method combined with my own insights, to “tear it apart” and then reconstruct the 

truth.  Key information from all venues collected was delineated into a chronology that 

represented the historical, political and societal convergence of data and included activities, 

perceptions and events. I created a concise and sequential chart, a visual presentation of some 

of the findings to further determine context, perceptions and happenings.  This chart included 

EEA results, governance changes, media and PDE reports per year, student statistical results, 

employee and governance hirings, terminations, elections, participant observations per year, etc. 

Convergence and verification of data was obtained via this charting method. 

 Documents were reviewed for consistency of facts across timelines and from one 

document to another. When incongruence in facts occurred, the matter was researched further; 

what was the source and possible motivation of the document.  This then was paired with some 

of the interview information and additional documents.  For Chapter 4, reporting out purposes, I 

went with the majority of conclusive data, or what I perceived as objective reporting on behalf of 

the publisher. Documents were reviewed, paired with each other and interviewer data, integrated 

into my reflexive reports, and facts were entered into the timeline created.  Documents were 

stored in binders and labeled by topics.  For student statistical achievement data, the “trusted 
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source” or “a majority rule” of like reports was utilized to create Table 2 in Chapter 4.  The 

majority of discrepancies discovered in the public documents occurred on the topics of finance 

and student achievement test scores when comparing district documents with that of PDE, EEA, 

the media, and Secretary of Education Gerald L. Zahorchak's office. When such discrepancies 

were noted and the HSD reported data did not match all the other sources, the district data was 

discounted. 

 The 25 interviews were analyzed via a multi-dimensional approach. Not only were the 

interviews transcribed, they were integrated into field notes, observational data, chronology of 

document timelines, and across each other. Interviews were also analyzed by response to 

protocol questions, in a binder entitled, Protocol Answers.  Responses to each of the protocol 

questions and sub-questions were organized via the following labels and coded: 1) perceptions 

prior to involvement; 2) conditions, (a) staff/families, (b) politics and climate, (c) order of events, 

and (d) cause/effect; 3) attempts to assist by others or self; 4) decision making, dark green (a) 

changes in organization or initiatives, (b) personal involvement, (c) other; 5) what worked/ what 

didn’t work; 6) why stop/stay; and 6) last impressions.  For each of these topics, transcripts were 

highlighted and responses by respondent code were entered per question/sub-question in into 

binder charts.  

 Data from the interviews, entered with respondent code per topic, was also paired with 

themes and patterns that emerged in their answers or storytelling. This information was contained 

in a binder labeled, Topical Themes, and included participant direct responses per topic. Later, 

tallies were obtained for how many times each of these ideas or themes were introduced per 

person, which enabled a total per person count per theme as well as percentages per subgroup. 

The themes most frequently occurring were assigned a number from 1-31, initially. However, after 

coding and analyzing the first 10 transcripts across the answers to questions, tallies, timelines 

and themes, I decided to collapse some of the categories, since respondents were naturally 

combining a few of these categories in their conversation. Of the 31 themes initially charted, I 

reduced the charting to 25 threads that did not occur specific to any one group of participants; 

but, in fact, that these occurred a majority of the time across all “role of the participant” 
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categories. The words “power” and “top down” were stated so often, that I stopped scribing in my 

binder for these two topics, per individual, and started to tally per individual how many times 

either word was mentioned.  I ran out of colors and used some colors twice; so, while coding, I 

also I attached the topic title in the margin of the transcript, next to the color code.  

 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) methods were used on the transcriptions.  This method 

was selected in order to provide researcher understanding to the interviewee’s meaning of whom 

they were referring to when they used the pronoun derivatives for  /we/ and /they/, which occurred 

frequently. Forms of we and they were circled in every transcript, then tallied and recorded per 

coded respondent under categories of who these pronouns represented.  For example, in some 

transcripts /they/ were the politicians and the mayor’s office, in others /they/ was the district or 

students.  /We/ was in some cases family, district, students, etc.  This process assisted me with 

developing a true understanding of the contexts and impressions presented to me; as I became 

keenly aware of what group(s) the individual believed they were part of or belonging to versus 

whom they viewed was on the “other side”.  This group pronoun usage, used so consistently, 

indicated to me that many individuals and societal groups or constituents were polarized in this 

district, as opposed to working together. 

 Interesting metaphors were recorded and tallied as they were brought to life by the 

interviewees. A few examples of these metaphors included:  1) reference to the upper 

administration directly under the Superintendent and Mayor as “Bobble heads” – the things in a 

car. The yes man or yes woman”; 2) “teachers are like waiters with too many plates trying to 

serve everyone”; 3) “the corpse analogy" 4) the “coffee analogy”; 5) Hollywoodizing”; and 6) 

“flavor of the day”.  While they were humorous terms, they were carefully selected and defined by 

the individuals describing their impressions, feelings and ideas while providing a clear picture of 

what they were attempting to illustrate. 

 Theories of HSD failure were recorded and tallied, as volunteered by some participants 

who themselves deemed the past 10 -25 years an educational failure for HSD, and with such, 

proceeded to state reasons why.  A few examples included:  1) “accountability,” 2) “loss of the 

kids first view,” 3) “no trust,” 4) “fear,” 5) “oppression” and 6) “the money cycle”.   
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 The data collection section, field notes, additional research and journaling were also 

utilized as a part of the analysis, deconstruction and reconstruction. Piantanida, M. and Garman, 

N. (1999) assert that  

Those working in a critical mode tend to unpack [data collected] by using lenses of 
economics, social class, [and] politics to reveal issues of power…injustices (p. 135) via a 
cycle of deliberation and pacing…puzzling over the connections … fit pieces 
together…each time…[a] deeper cycle”(p. 7). 
 

This deliberate unpacking of the data collected, provided for rich conclusions and a thoroughly 

triangulated analysis, which is essential to this study’s validity. 

 

Methods of Verification 

 

 The assurance of internal validity is essential to a good qualitative case study and “is 

generally acknowledged to be a key issue in research design” (Maxwell, 2005, p. 105). While I 

have discussed methods of triangulation, validity, constant comparative analysis and verification 

throughout the last two sections as integrated with Chapter 2, I will describe such further at this 

point. 

 Maxwell suggests nine strategies that will, in all likelihood, protect from potential validity 

threats to qualitative case studies.  I originally proposed to use 3 of the 9, but in actuality utilized 7 

of the 9. The 7 utilized are listed with a brief reminder of its evidence within this study:  

1) Long term intensive involvement permits the testing of possible alternative theories 

and leads to solidified theory development. I was and still am immersed within this 

community. My active involvement with the school district and the City’s people has been 

ongoing for 12 years.  I also conducted theoretical literature reviews four times across a 

6-year period, from 2004-2010. 

 2) Rich data will provide a detailed grounding for and test of the conclusions. All data 

collected and described in the past section demonstrates that this study has rich 

responses, inter and intra analysis and document supports. 

3) Respondent validation serves as a system of checks and balances between the 

interviewee’s impressions and the researcher’s account. A Rogerian and summarization 
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type of technique was used when conducting interviews. All participants validated my 

summations with demonstrated verbal and non-verbal cohesion. 

 4) Searching for discrepant evidence and negative cases that will permit a “testing” of 

discrepant data by the research to effectuate increased validity to the study.  This was 

discussed in the previous chapter. 

 5) Triangulation as a means of multiple data sources and perspectives permits 

verification of data collected and serves to validate new evidence or causalities 

discovered.  As discussed in prior sections, a constant comparative method was used not 

only along the continuum of time but also in a cyclical manner of inquiry.  

6) Simple descriptive statistics, previously obtained, can add additional support to the 

present study’s qualitative data gathered, and, thereby, increase the verification and 

validity of the study. 10 years of student achievement statistics, budget data and 

documented historical timelines were retrieved via the documents described above 

across the 10-year period.  Each of these was compared with respondent provided 

information. 

7) Member checks with research committee members and colleagues should be used to 

rule out any issues or circumstances may have been missed. I have been working with 

TU faculty and other colleagues. 

All in all, for a study of this type, based on the multiple means of verification conducted both 

internally and externally, validity is verified.   

 

Ethical Issues and Considerations 

  

 Potential ethical issues were considered in this study. While most single school district 

qualitative case studies retain the name of the school district in order to meet confidentiality 

requirements, this was not possible due to the voluminous amount of national and statewide 

publicity surrounding the HSD and the influences of high power that were present. The mere 

demographic description of the district will alert readers immediately to the district’s identity. It is 
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for this reason that I protected document confidentiality utilizing only those records that were of 

public domain.  

This study does uncover serious ethical impressions related to political corruption, 

gamesmanship, governmental betrayal, leadership ineffectiveness, etc. I was very careful and 

conscientious in exerting extreme caution in the reporting of events so as not to incite potential 

litigation by or public disgrace of any political officials; nor any form of retribution against the 

participants.  I purposefully coded governance and political officials amongst the administrative 

group so as to protect their identity.  Respondents remained nameless throughout this document 

and specific job titles have not been applied to participant responses in order to prevent others 

from being able to determine who certain individuals are.  In addition, subject confidentiality was 

maintained when reporting the clustering and chronological timeline discoveries, use of quotes, 

and sociological themes and patterns.   

 I complied with all IRB requirements, including participant confidentiality, consents, the 

opportunity to adjust, review, and or retract statements or impressions, and the access to each 

person’s own transcript. Rejection of participation was also respected and accepted.  I ensured 

the protection of all participants in this case study via the utilization of separate identification 

numbers and reported out in a manner that could not be traced to any individual’s identification. 

 

Outcome of the Study and its Relation to Theory and Literature  

 

 The purpose of this study was to examine the socio-political context surrounding the 

state-to mayoral control decade of the HSD, 1999-2009. This examination included an 

interdisciplinary analysis of the organization across political events and constituent impressions. 

The study used a multi-method format of data collection and a multidimensional analysis that 

included document supports for participant accounts, timeline comparisons, deconstruction of 

data across topics, timelines, and analysis for overarching themes and era's. As noted in the 

literature section, to date, no research had been found on the use of a critical theory framework to 

analyze the reform efforts of any public school district.  
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 This type of district wide critical analysis and empirical study is recommended by those 

discussed in Chapter 2; however, qualitative contextual analysis case studies on district wide 

PSER efforts, utilizing a balanced framework of positivistic data collection and social inquiry as to 

the “peoples’” perceptions of events as they unfolded or in retrospect, has not been located in the 

literature.  

 Literature on HSD and on the national front related to PSER initiatives, including 

legislated government control by states or mayors, for urban poor minority schools has not 

demonstrated increased student achievement, of any nationally significant proportions. Those 

individual systems in the literature review that demonstrated significant student achievement 

gains had community involvement in the decision making process.  Yet, under the NCLB, the 

prescribed assistance for "failing" school districts is state takeover, which can include 

reconstitution and/or privatization, or as is the case for HSD, mayoral control.  These also have 

not produced significant positive results.  As indicated in Chapter 2, the engagement of 

community in the restructuring process becomes difficult and unlikely when governmental 

takeover and or privatization occurs. Analysis of the works in Chapter 2, indicated that failure may 

be the result of lack community involvement in the decision making process (when all other 

requirements of the NCLB are in place). Further, the act of governmental takeover resulted in a 

“power play” perceived negatively and associated with the sociological indicators of domination of 

the marginalized and the drama of cultural resistance.  The literature indicated that when power is 

not shared school reform is not likely to succeed.  

At the time of initiation, I saw several potential outcomes that could occur as a result of 

this study:   

1) This study could provide the groundwork for PSER initiatives, including government 

takeovers, to require the integration of community decision making into the interdisciplinary 

analysis of and future formulation of educational reform initiatives for each given school district.  

2) The construct design of this study is a balanced framework pairing documents that are 

government required and positivistic in nature with voices representing all constituency groups. 
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This contemporary critical educator recommended methodological process could be used to 

conduct future studies. 

3) This methodological approach may be a means by which critical research will become 

palatable to those in authority, as their voices and their research are included.  Not only were 

those in high power elected governance positions interviewed, as listed in the Administration role 

column of Table 1, but also the administration interviews completed demonstrated a higher 

percentage participation rate than the other groups. 

4) This study could discover the possible causes for weak outcomes of PSER in poor 

urban minority school districts.  If so, it would lend itself as a foundation to further study to 

replicate and delineate the key elements that will effectuate successful district wide PSER in the 

majority of America’s urban schools. 

In closing, Torres (1998) says it all when he quotes Freire of 1998: ‘One of the tasks of 

the progressive educator, through a serious, correct political analysis is to unveil opportunities for 

hope no matter what the obstacles may be.  After all, without hope there is little we can do’ (p.1).  

Continued circulatory access and application of information, will create awareness and bridge the 

educational research and sociological gap that might breed action for lasting change in our 

nation’s public schools. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

RESEARCH FINDNGS 
 
 

 This study was designed to examine the political context of a single phenomenon in a 

decade of the life of the Harrisburg School District through the perceptions and retrospective 

impressions of 25 constituent participants. The first step was the review of public documents 

permitting the construction of a chronology of actions and political events, external environmental 

conditions that converged and took place over the decade providing the context for the 

participants' responses. The second, interviews, yielded both the current and retrospective 

impressions of the participants.  Findings included a chronology of events across the period as 

well as a thematically organized catalogue of the respondents' perceptions, attitudes and beliefs. 

 

Documents 

 

 The documents located in Appendix E were retrieved and reviewed.  They were 

compared to each other, sorted for accuracy and utilized to serve as the skeleton of a 

chronological timeline from which to chart and analyze the interviewee comments to depict a valid 

and verified picture of the socio-historic and political context that surrounded the HSD 10 years of 

reform, from 2 years pre takeover through the final year of mayoral control (1999-2009).  The 

findings of the 40 documents are discussed in 7 subsections below:  media, legislative, student 

achievement, case studies, finance, and people. 

 

Media Sources 

 

The Patriot News, PennLive and PRNewswire represented 28% of the matters of public 

records reviewed in this case study.  Highlights of each of the 11 media documents will be 

discussed and inserted, according to time of publication, in Table 2. Prior to inserting highlights of 

the 10 media documents within this one highlighted chronology, mention needs to be made 

regarding the media sources reviewed. The Patriot News is the capitol city’s newspaper, PennLive 
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is the internet version and PRNeswire is a social media response outlet to news items.  Highlights 

of each of these documents will be discussed below in the chronological order of publication, 

within the skeletal chronology originally provided by Mills (2008) for the time period being critiqued.  

The articles that were selected focused primarily on:  the EEA passage, BOC appointees, parent 

concerns, legal action and student test scores. 

Table 2.  HSD Media Chronology of Events and Highlights From 1999-2009 

 

Era Event/Highlight Source  	   	  
Pre-‐1998	    

1995 Architect study - all HSD school buildings in need of major repair 
 

Mills (2008) 
 	   	  

	   1995 Superintendent Poteat hired as superintendent Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Spring - 1997 HSD secondary attendance plunges to 68.8% Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Dec. 1997 - Superintendent Poteat fired by new school board Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   August 1998 - Superintendent Yates hired Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Spring 1999 - decline in school violence Mills (2008)  	   	  

Years	      	   	  
1999-‐2000	    

State Legislature passes the EEA 
 

Mills (2008) 
 	   	  

	   Governor Tom Ridge hails passage EEA -bill most dramatic change yet 
to help kids in low performing schools 

PRNewswire (5/2008)  	   	  
	   Harrisburg Waits - Judge Pellegrini to rule on an injunction of tomorrow's 

mayor takeover  
Luciew (6/30/00)  	   	  

	   Provision in EEA - filed by elected school board as unconstitutional citing 
an Article  

continued  	   	  
	   III Section 32 violation "no local or special law" …regulating the 

affairs…of single district 
continued  	   	  

	   Description and chart on how EEA would work in HSD:  BOC, 
Empowerment Team (120 days) 

Murphy (6/30/00)  	   	  
	  
	  
	  

   	   	  

2000-‐2001	    
Judge Pellegrini Blocks mayor control, injunction upheld, finding 

unconstitutional -"special rule " - must follow EEA  

 
Luciew/Sherzer (7/1/00) 

 	   	  

	   Governor Tom Ridge moves ruling - appeal to State Supreme Court Luciew (7/4/00)  	   	  
	   Mayor Stephen Reed and Senator Jeffrey Piccola team up, new bill 

introduced for mayor take over, "pilot plan" for PA. 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	   October 2000 - Superintendent Yates is fired Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Dec. 2000 - Mayor Stephen Reed takes over, appoints BOC, changes 

locks and sends police - secured administration building 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	   Jan. 2001 - PA Secretary of Education, Eugene Hickok approves York 
Empowerment plan - first approval under EEA 

PRNewswire (1/01)  	   	  
	   April 2001 - District unveils plans to create university Mills (2008)  	   	  	  

	   June - 2001 BOC hires Gerald Kohn as Superintendent Mills (2008)  	   	  
2001-‐2002	      	   	  

	   400 students per day absent without excuse - city cops and truancy do 
regular truancy sweeps 

Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   1 elementary school makes AYP - Riverside Elementary Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   June 2002 - 220 out of 750 cohort graduate Mills (2008)  	   	  
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2002-‐2003	  

Table 2, continued   	   	  

	   Fall 2002 - district starts new preschool plan - REACH  - 180 students Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Dec. 2002 - district - all buildings placed on NCLB watch list Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   2 elementary schools make AYP - Riverside praised for continued gains - 

HSD has lowest scores in state 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	      	   	  
2003-‐2004	    

Spring 2003- state grants $12 million for Politech. Institute - includes prep 
high school - opens January 

 
Mills (2008) 

 	   	  

	   PSSA's - lowest scores in state   	   	  
	   7 of 12 elementary schools make AYP  Mills (2008)  	   	  
	      	   	  

2004-‐2005	    
SciTEch Hi opens on Market Street.  Harrisburg University beings 

offering classes in 2005 

 
Mills (2008) 

 	   	  

	   Building project complete, except high school Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Increased incidences of violence reported Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   PSSA scores drop from last year - only one school meets target - lowest 

scores in state 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	   Graduation rate increase and reduction in drop out rate.  Enrollment 
increase first time in 25 yrs. 

Mills (2008)  	   	  
	      	   	  

2005-‐2006	    
Harrisburg University starts classes 

 
Mills (2008) 

 	   	  
	   Senator Jeffrey Piccola challenges district to raise test scores in order to 

win $20 million in funding 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	   Superintendent Gerald Kohn references district scores in 98-99 and 
compares to present - little gain  - still lowest in state 

Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   PSSA scores drop from last year's - lowest scores in the state for last 4 

years - 4 made target 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	      	   	  
2006-‐2007	      	   	  

	   Senator Jeffrey Piccola accuses Superintendent Gerald Kohn of devising 
alternate ranking system to show HSD as PA's 25th most improved 

Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Math drops, nowhere near target in reading or math.  Only 25% students 

at grade level. 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	      	   	  
2007-‐2008	      	   	  

	   Overall students' state test failure rate dipped below 50% - first time since 
2000, per Superintendent Gerald Kohn 

Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   18% of Juniors at grade level - increase in math, decrease in reading Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Dropouts are down form 8.4% in 2000 to 4.8%. Mills (2008)  	   	  
	   Auditor general reports Harrisburg over-reporting senior sessions for 

2002-2003, 2003-2004 and 2004-2005 
Mills (2008)  	   	  

	   Auditor general criticizes budgeting process of over estimating revenue 
and creating deficits 

Mills (2008) 
 
 

 	   	  

2008-‐2009	      	   	  
	   Local education attorney implies OK University study  - tainted/conflict of 

interest - study indicates progress - done at request of Superintendent 
Luciew (8/08)  	   	  

	   Community member comment about not needing study, continued failure 
and waste of money 

PennLive (8/08)  	   	  
	   Timeline of HSD used throughout this table Mills (2008)  	   	  
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2009-‐2010	  

Table 2, continued   	   	  
	   May 2009 - reviews Senator Jeffrey Piccola’s sponsoring of 2000 EEA 

and mayor/BOC control to sunset in 2010. 
PennLive (8/16/09)  	   	  

	   Interviews 6 candidates for elected board and what their top priority 
would be:  community voice, 

PennLive (8/16/09)  	   	  
	                NCLB changes, voice of the youth, parent involvement, parent 

involvement, and community voice. 
continued  	   	  

	   3 articles on new mayor elect, education processes and announcement 
of school transition team 

Patriot News  (11/2009)  	   	  

	      	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  
	   	   	   	   	   	  

Table 2 accurately reflects the primary events that occurred pre-1998 through December of 2009 

in HSD:  renovations and buildings, 3 superintendent departures and hirings, financial concerns, 

mayoral control, school violence, and student attendance, scores, graduation and drop out rates, 

and continued failure rates across the 10+ year period.  In addition it portrays, passage of the 

EEA with political key participants: Governor Thomas Ridge, Secretary of Education, Eugene 

Hickok, Senator and Education Committee Chair, Jeffrey Piccola, and Mayor Stephen Reed. It 

provides a visual depiction of the changes that occurred, what was most publicized and 

discussed, and the struggles the district faced on the political and internal organizational fronts 

while attempting to increase the student achievement scores of the lowest performing students in 

the state.  All other forms of data collection and analysis substantiated the information in the 

media reports, including participant perceptions. 

 

Legislative 

 

 Sources selected included EEA publications, PDE publications and two Legislative 

Journals, Governor Tom Ridge’s February 1999 budget proposal to the 183rd General Assembly 

with request to pass EEA and the 184th General Assembly passage of the EEA (May, 1999).  

EEA publications from 2000-2009 were reviewed to determine the context of the legislation and 

changes over time, student statistics, and financial reports. These documents served to verify 

timelines and constituent impressions and determined the historico-politico underpinnings of the 
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district during this period, 1999-2009.  The impact and events that surrounded the development, 

passage, and 10-year implementation of the 2000 EEA permeated HSD for the entire decade.  

In an attempt to get at the origination of the EEA, I reviewed the transcript of the 

Legislative Journal’s 183rd General Assembly  (February, 1999), the Fiscal Year 1999-2000 

Budget Address of Governor Tom Ridge. In his speech, he supported the following initiatives and 

elaborated on each:  tax cuts, jobs, environment going green, SciTech scholars, technology, 

school choice/vouchers (Education Opportunity Act), and asked for passage of the  ”School 

District Empowerment Act … to empower parents” (p. 103 – 105).  In two paragraphs, he urged 

Congress to pass the EEA:  

 “Allegiance to our children requires us to be willing to cast aside State control 
and mandates.  When elected school district leaders embrace new and creative 
ways to provide public education and when they are willing to be held 
accountable for the results, then the State should just get out of the way. And so I 
ask you to pass the School District Empowerment Act.  Free entire school 
districts from the tentacles of State control, just as charter schools are today. 
     Allegiance to our children also requires that we no longer sit idly by while a 
school district steadfastly fails to educate its children.  Tragically, there are a few 
districts in our Commonwealth where this failure is both chronic and pervasive.  
In these districts, I believe we need the authority to declare academic bankruptcy 
to give communities a new set of tools – not tools just to tinker around the edges, 
but powerful new tools to enable communities, parent and teachers to make 
dramatic change.  I ask you to pass academic bankruptcy legislation (another 
word for the EEA) before another graduating class of our young people is 
squandered” (p.104-105). 

 The Republican majority leader, Representative Perzel, spoke after Governor  

Ridge and praised the Governor for speaking about the improvement of education of our 

students, and made reference to inmates, prison and low education levels.  Representative 

Perzel discussed the passage of legislation in 1998 to make Philadelphia schools more 

accountable and the need to produce similar legislation statewide.  He discussed two educational 

areas that needed to be improved in the Commonwealth during the 1999-2000 fiscal year, 

alternative schools for disruptive youth in private and public partnerships like the ones they had 

visited in Houston in 1998 and the placement of schools  

“on the academic watch list [where they would receive] special help and given 
opportunity to improve.  School boards will be freed from most of the State rules 
and regulations.   They would have permission to use nontraditional means to 
improve academic performance, Mr. Speaker, such as working with nonprofit and 
for-profit organizations, to provide educational services. If these alternatives do 
not work, then the district would be certified, as the Governor said, academically 
bankrupt.  It would be given a year to show improvement.  The ramifications 
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would be serious, but if we are serious about ensuring a good education for all 
our children in the Commonwealth, then we need to make sure that the students 
in these districts have a chance to succeed.  Please join me in ending the war in 
education so that we can get to work building a better future for all the children of 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Please join me in ending the war in 
education so another graduating class of our young people is squandered” 
(p.107).  

 The Democratic minority leader, Representative Deweese, emphasized the constitutional 

mandate to provide a thorough and efficient system of education in our public schools.  He 

referenced George Bush, Jr. in TX and the accountability of public schools.  The democrats 

appeared to support the passage.  No member of Congress spoke in opposition on the day of the 

budget address.  

  Evidenced in the session above, a lot of work on PA’s EEA had been done prior to the 

Governor’s budget address of 1999. It appeared to be in the final stages before passage.  It’s 

inception and the originator in PA was unknown based on information obtained from the General 

Assembly; however, links to President George W. Bush in TX, alternative education for disruptive 

youth out of Houston, privatization and school takeovers for districts who continued to show low 

performing test scores had already been in the works much before this 183rd Congressional 

assembly. The groundwork had been laid and Congress was aware of it. 

 During the 184th General Assembly, the EEA of 2000 was passed (Legislative Journal, 

May 3, 2000).  SB 652 of 2000 amended the Public School Code of 1949.  It required reports and 

funding for the following areas:  management information auxiliary services to nonpublic schools, 

reports on exceptional students, continuing professional development, school lunch and breakfast 

reimbursement, basic education grants, higher education funding, community college 

reimbursements, small district assistance, basic education funding, payment to intermediate 

units, special education payments, vocational education funding and payments, extraordinary 

special education payments, school performance incentives and, [at the very end] “adding a 

definition and provisions relating to education empowerment and providing for an education 

empowerment list and education empowerment school district and for their operation” (p. 940 ). 

While this bill paid a lot of bills, and has many good things in it, agreed to and wanted by most 

constituents, the last clause, later coined the EEA of 2000, was slipped in there and was great 
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cause for debate.  The next several paragraphs will provide a summary of confirmed findings and 

a few quotes from the 32-page transcript linked to the EEA. 

The Act had not followed the procedure of going through the Education Committees of 

the House or Senate. Public hearings had not been held.  It achieved its final form in the Senate. 

It was placed before the House on 5/3/2000, 4 hours before the General Assembly met.  It arrived 

to the House in a form that could not be amended.  Throughout the session, debates and 

comments ensued.  There were four separate motions to add amendments, one to refer it to the 

Education Committee for review and adjustment, and one to defer or table for 6 days, until May 9, 

2000 which would give representatives time to read the volumes, digest it and get feedback from 

their regional school personnel. For each of these motions, a no majority vote was obtained, 

notably Republican.  

In the discussions back and forth, Republicans argued that now is the time, it’s the last 

chance, it’s better than nothing, we need to do something to help the kids, etc.; while Democrats 

argued that it was rushed, removed congressional oversight giving sole state educational 

authority to the Secretary of Education, Eugene Hickok, an appointee of Governor Tom Ridge, 

funds attached were unevenly distributed, the largest chunk to Philadelphia seconded by 

Harrisburg and little for the remaining 10, and permitted law to take effect based on the 1998 

scores without consideration of more recent scores that showed that many of the 11 districts 

labeled by this legislation as distressed had increased scores significantly in the past two years. 

Despite objections and requests for amendments or delays, every vote received a no response.  

SB 652 was passed with a 53% majority vote on 5/3/2000. 

While the majority of the debate swirled around the topics and themes above, some were 

specifically targeted at political individuals in Harrisburg, CUSD or HSD and have direct links to 

other aspects of this study: 

Representative Cohen:  “this is a really bad bill.  There are problems in the Philadelphia 

School District and there are problems in all the other 11 districts, but this bill does not deal with 

any solution other than giving the administrators and the school boards the power to arbitrarily… 
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[Discussed charter schools with innovations to deal wit parental involvement]. There is nothing in 

this bill dealing with parental involvement…improved curriculum…” (p. 941). 

          Representative Colafella:   “What we are doing today is we are saying to 
every legislator in the house, you no longer have any authority anymore in 
education. We are going to give all of our authority to the Secretary of Education. 
You all know why we are giving it up.  Because one man wants to be Vice 
President of the United States and he wants to appeal to the conservative element 
…This secretary will not be around a year and a half from now our top leader 
should be worried about the education in this State and not just about his own 
pursuits, and we know that.  That is why this legislation is being passed.  Any 
school superintendent in this state will tell you this is a lousy bill….It is ridiculous 
to have a mayor of a city [referring to HSD and Mayor Reed] set up a school 
board.  Why do we not have the mayor of the other cities that are in these 11 
districts… their school board?  What is so special about Mayor Reed that he can 
run a school board that he can run a school district, but the mayor of Duquesne 
cannot?  That is not right.  That makes no sense.  This whole bill makes no sense.  
They did not elect us to have a mayor of a city run the schools.  We are doing it 
today though (p.  942).   
 

Representative Kirkland:  “It is important “that the community would have 
an opportunity to have input… This bill allows for corporations to come in and 
take over school districts…A corporation’s bottom-line is not educating our kids… 
their bottom-line is trying to find out how much money they can walk away with 
without spending a lot of money.  The CUSD …is already under a board of 
control… and now today we are talking about a complete dissolving of the CUSD 
and bringing in the so-called corporations…I have the data [which is 
reviewed]…that indicates that CUSD is on the rise…Allow my kids to have at 
least 31/2 years to get their act together, and I guarantee you they will because 
they are doing it right now…It seems to me that everybody else knows what is 
needed in CUSD.  This is kind of funny…none of them have come to CUSD and 
walked the hallways.  Today I am ashamed because some folks [here] have sold 
their soul” (p. 943).  

 
Representative Sturla:  “If we really want to do something about 

education and helping children in the State of PA, we will not do $20m, we will do 
$100m, and we will not strap a school district with additional mandates as 
required in this Senate bill…My district and the other districts [the 11] do not have 
the money to do it; they are impoverished…You look at the list of districts, the 11 
districts, and look at the poverty rates in those districts. …64.6%, 92.4%.... and 
the list goes on.  The bill says that we ought to have a plan.  My school district 
does have a plan… [And it is working.]… We are going to have to jump through 
more hoops because somebody over in the administration thinks it would be nice 
to label us distressed?...This is supposed to help improve community 
participation…We are dong those things [cites tremendous statistics], and yet we 
are going to get whopped up the side of the head and told, you just are not doing 
the job…This bill unfairly stigmatizes those schools …that are already 
performing…there are many schools…that are on this empowerment list that are 
performing above the statewide average, well above…but they all get lumped in 
the empowerment zone” (p. 945-946). 

 
Representative Surra:  “The Republican majority of this House and the 

Republican leadership [Ridge] are forcing upon the members a major change 
with no public hearing, no input from the Education Chairmen on both sides of 
the aisle, no input from the members of the Education Committee who…have 
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expertise…in those issues.  So here we are, this is it; take it or leave it. It comes 
out of the Rules Committee in a form that we can not amend…It is a terrible way 
for the Republican majority to do the people’s business…The children of 
Pennsylvania deserve better…[the amount of money per child] equates to $75 
per child…with the surpluses that we have had in this Commonwealth, if there 
was a commitment from this Governor and this Secretary of Education to public 
schools, we could have done much better, and now that we are at this point, we 
should be doing much better, and we are not…The administration and the 
Secretary of Education have turned their backs on public schools” (p. 946 – 947).  

   
Representatives Roebuck:  stated "this is a bad piece of 

legislation...Those districts that are in the greatest distress, we have somehow 
…targeted those districts that have a large minority population.  We have been 
told that this is the only opportunity we are going to have; that somehow if we do 
not pass this bill today, the world is going to end for kids.  That is nonsense, and 
we know that is nonsense.  If it is a good bill, it can go to committee; it could be 
made better. …But let us not be railroaded by some kind of hysterical statement 
that this is the only chance we are going to have; that if we do not do this, all kids 
in 11 districts are never going to have another opportunity to improve.  That 
simply is wrong” (p. 953).    

 
Representative Ronald Buxton:  “It is with a very heavy heart that I stand 

before my colleagues today to discuss this legislation which is before us, for you 
see, the Secretary of Education in Pennsylvania has placed two schools within 
my legislative district on his academic distressed list.  I believe the legislation 
before us…does not address the mistakes of the past and offers very little hope 
for the future to the children in Pennsylvania’s urban school districts. Studies 
conducted in Baltimore, Milwaukee, and Chicago have systematically shown that 
privatizing public schools failed to increase any scores.  It fails to save dollars, it 
fails in test scores, and it fails to reduce education bureaucracy.  If we do not 
learn from the mistakes, we will cost taxpayers of this State millions of 
dollars…The legislation will stigmatize students and schools for problems directly 
related to poverty, not education… This bill is little more than a legislative 
placebo that has been proven to be embarrassingly ineffective in raising test 
scores.  Urban New Jersey schools have been under State control for the past 
10 years and still have not seen an improvement in a number of State and local 
benchmarks.  There is already enough bureaucracy in education.  Adding 
another layer will not improve the education of our children…Urban schools have 
a higher percentage of families at or below the Federal poverty level.  This in 
itself creates and atmosphere not conducive to learning…Children cannot and 
will not learn if they are hungry, if they are tired, if they have disruptive home 
environments.  They must be given the individual attention necessary to address 
the social issues that affect their learning ability and this must be addressed the 
first day that they enter our public school system.  This legislation is deficient in 
providing those necessary resources, and I would respectfully request a negative 
vote.” (p. 956). 

 
Representative Trello:  “Active parental participation is a major 

component…I do not care how much money you spend on these 11 school 
districts, I do not care how many people you send from Harrisburg down to try to 
correct…This program is not going to work…there is nothing in this legislation 
dealing with parental participation” (p. 961). 

 
The 184th General Assembly did not end on agreeable terms; yet the bill passed and was sent to 

the Senate for final authorization.  In the quotes selected above, key opposition to the legislation 
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included:  lack of parental participation, rushing legislation for political gain, inappropriate 

designation of monies with a proven plan, placing districts on the Empowerment list, specifically 

HSD and CUSD, without looking at the recent trends and accomplishments of these two districts 

deemed the most distressed that takeover was required, inaccurate provisions for the urban poor 

and further stigmatization of minority students.  

 

Student Achievement 

 

       A decade of HSD student achievement on the Pennsylvania's State System of Assessment 

(PSSA) was obtained in order to analyze student success across the decade, determine trends 

and examine convergence of data. The test was given in grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 11, yearly; 

however, grade 3 testing did not begin until partway through the decade. Data was retrieved from 

three Commonwealth sources:  EEA Annual Reports, PDE PSSA reports, and the Secretary of 

Education, Gerald Zahorchak files, discussed in Chapter 3.  Table 3 signifies PSSA district wide 

student averages, 1998 - 2008, using the EEA criteria of quartiles:  below basic, basic, proficient 

and advanced. The HSD, an empowerment district from 2000-2010, never got out from under 

state takeover/ mayoral control, as their scores did not meet criteria to be taken off the list.  

During the decade reviewed, they never demonstrated two straight years of less than 50% of 

students tested scoring in the overall below basic range. 

“Under the EEA, the criteria for removal from the education empowerment list is for a 
district to both complete its goals in the EEA School District Improvement Plan and to 
show that the district has achieved a combined average of less than 50.0% of its students 
scoring in the bottom measured group, as originally defined, on the PSSA in reading and 
mathematics in the two most recent school years” (EEA annual report 07-08, p. 3).  “Low 
test performance is defined as a combined average of 50% or more students scoring in 
the bottom quartile for math and reading in the most recent two school years for which 
scores were available” (EEA annual report 07-08, p. 1).   
 

 EEA improvement was measured by decreasing the percentage of the number of 

children scoring in the below basic range.  Demonstrated by Table 3, HSD's PSSA results for the 

2007-2008 school year showed that they had not met the EEA criteria for success since the law's 

passage; i.e. more than 50% of the students tested scored in the bottom quartile or below basic 
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range, the lowest quartile, indicating significant below grade level student achievement. HSD 

continued on the Empowerment list for the 2009-2010 school year. 

Table 3. Percentage of Students Scoring in the Below Basic Group on the  
              Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA)  
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Case Studies 

 

Five studies were identified as case studies and were conducted on the HSD. 4 of the 5 

studies were sponsored by HSD:  1) a PSU study on HSD’s first year or two of the 3 and 4 year 

old preschool program – no results were located but it is listed as having been an outreach 

program on the PSU website and mentioned as having occurred in the HSD documents of 

November 2009; 2) the HpProCurve Networking study which provided each classroom with 4-6 

computers, distance learning carts, and wireless connectivity for website or streaming videos on 

TV (HpProCurve Networking) – no results were located other than listed on the business website; 
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3) FastForWord, a study that ”investigated the effects of the FastForWord Language product on 

the language and reading skills of students who used the product within the curriculum of a 

school setting”; where 41 second-grade students were followed for 10 weeks leading to a 

demonstrated improvement in spoken language of “over one standard deviation” (Scientific 

Learning Corporation, 2004, p.1); and 4) the Oklahoma University study.  The first three studies 

were initiatives of HSD during the 2002-2009 school years, and were intervention specific.   

The Oklahoma University (OKU) study was BOC approved in September of 2007 (BOC 

Legislative Meeting Minutes and Agendas) and provided  “an external education evaluation [via a 

review of] the district’s school improvement plans, evaluation of curriculum and professional 

development, analysis of assessment data and administrators to provide a comprehensive 

assessment”.  Results of this study were never personally obtained; however, Dr. Goodrich-Small 

(2009) obtained such on the “QT”, interviewees mentioned it being done and the Table 2 

chronology lists it in conjunction with attorney doubt and community agitation. The OKU website 

does not discuss the study’s results, but does state that the “Mayor of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

requested the services of the University of OK Center for Effective Schools for the performance of 

an external educational evaluation, conducted July16, 2007, but BOC approved two months after 

it took place.  When the General Assembly passed the initial Education Empowerment Act (Act 

16 of 2000) in May 2000, it provided for the mayor to assume control of the school district”. The 

site identified team members that conducted “ten on-site days in order to develop a 

comprehensive performance report with action steps for raising student achievement”. The report 

was given to the Mayor on the 31st of October 2007 (OKU website, 2009).  This study began on 

July 16, 2007, two months prior to board authorization of the expenditure and contractual 

obligations; approval came after the fact. Conclusions of the study were never shared with the 

media or published. The results had elucidated no significantly positive findings; as no information 

leaked out anywhere. Positive findings would have provided a good defense for Kohn and Reed. 

The timing of such defense would have been logical given that, in the Spring of 2007, Kohn was 

accused of falsifying statements about student score progress by Piccola, Chair of the Senate 

Education Committee (Mills, 2008), the very individual who takes ownership for handing state 
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control of the district over to the Mayor. The Mayor and Kohn initiated the study in response to 

political accusations that HSD had not demonstrated progress during their tenure. Further, school 

code procedures requiring board authorization expenditures exceeding $9999 exemplified that 

the BOC served as a rubber stamp for the Mayor or Kohn; i.e. whatever they wanted, they 

pushed through and if you did not say yes you were sent a Dear John letter from the Mayor, and 

you were off the BOC (A5).    

The fifth case study was completed by Dr. Gemry Goodrich – Small, a dissertation for 

Temple University entitled, The Impact of the Mayoral Takeover on the Attitudes of Administrators 

in the Harrisburg School District (May 2009). During Fall 2009, several of my respondents 

indicated participation in her study. Small’s study was retrieved following completion of my data 

collection and analysis. The focus of Small’s study was administrative stress and job satisfaction 

in takeover school districts. Dr. Small’s study included a few meetings with Kohn who encouraged 

administrators to participate. Her analysis included 25 administrator-completed surveys on 18 

questions dealing with demographics, job satisfaction and stress levels. Of the 25, she selected 6 

administrators to be interviewed and later, 7 stakeholder interviews. 80% of survey respondents 

were central office administrators; 20% building administrators. 67% of administrators interviewed 

were central office administrators; 33% building. Overall, conclusions of the study indicated that 

administrators saw a reduction in stress over the past few years, expressed job satisfaction, 

viewed Kohn as protecting them from the outside the district politics and that they would rate their 

stress levels or district turbulence as moderate to severe over the year, but definitely decreasing 

for the past 3 years.   

 

Finance Reports 

 

Two finance reports were reviewed in an effort to compare revenue and financial 

management activities with those expressed in the media, with other documents and by 

respondents. In a news release by the PA Department of the Auditor General on April 30, 2008, 

Jack Wagner found the “HSD facing nearly $7 million budget deficit” during an audit covering 
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three fiscal years, 2002-2003, 2003-2004 and 2004-2005.  These years were the second, third 

and fourth school years of the Superintendent Gerald Kohn administration. Wagner made “28 

recommendations to the school district” in an effort to correct the deficiencies noted in the audit, 

of which there were nine related to operations in budgeting and internal controls.  Wagner stated, 

“The school district’s failure to address our prior audit recommendations resulted in the failure to 

provide for reduction of the general fund deficit and the continued use of unrealistic budgets, 

which resulted in increased debt obligations, and borrowing to finance current district operations.  

The district must also strengthen its internal control procedures to improve school district 

operations”.  Audit findings of interest included: general fund deficit of $2.9 million, early 

childhood fund deficit of $3 million and administrative wage errors.  Two recommendations were 

made: 1) “the BOC should prepare realistic budgets based on historical data and verifiable 

revenue projections”, and 2) the BOC should “evaluate the early childhood program to determine 

if and how the program will continue to operate given the fact that the program has not been self- 

funded since the 2003-2004 school year”  (Halvonik, 2008, p. 1).  Under the Superintendent 

Gerald Kohn administration, budget deficits had risen at a rate of about 2 million dollars per year, 

despite the additional empowerment monies which were received at a higher percentage of the 

total pot than was given to other EEA districts with the exception of Philadelphia (Legislative 

Journal, May 2000; EEA annual reports 2007, 2008 and 2009), new state grants and awards, and 

other financial assistance offered through the legislature and private donors.  

       The Secretary of Education provided a copy of a report his office compiled entitled, HSD 

“State Revenue Detail 2003-04 through 2008-09” (Zahorchak, December 12, 2009).  30 state 

revenue line items were listed across a 6-year time frame.  Most were typical of all school 

districts, like basic education, charter schools, special education, homebound instruction, state 

share of social security and retirement, etc. which demonstrated normal fluctuations from year to 

year.  4 areas that demonstrated significant fluctuations over time and were not typical in most 

school district budgets included:  alternative education which jumped on two occasions, 2003 at 

$58K - 2004 at $8.6M, and again between 2005 and 2006 to $13.6 M, after which it decreased for 

both 2007 and 2008 to $3M; PreK Counts from $0 in 2003-2006 to nearly $3.4M beginning in 
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2007, yearly thereafter; and “Program Revenues not listed previously”, and not identified as to 

source or location of allocation, from $0 in 2003 - $1.6M in 2004 with steady increments 

thereafter.  Overall, total state revenues steadily increased during the 6 years from $49.3K to 

$73.9K, a 67% increase, averaging 6.7% per year; while basic subsidy only increased at a rate of 

1.2 % across the six year period, averaging .2% per year, the rate at which most districts in the 

Commonwealth received. State monies poured into HSD at a yearly rate substantially higher 

when compared to other districts. Yet, deficits grew.  

 

 People - Politicians and Privateers Connected to HSD’s EEA Reform Efforts 

 

The final documents category was that of people suggested by participants and media as 

having significant influences in HSD governance, with possible connections aimed at getting to 

Washington (Legislative Journal, May 2000).  These individuals included:  Senator Jeffrey 

Piccola, the Chair of the Senate Education Committee during the pre and post takeover era; Chris 

Whittle, founder of Edison, a for profit education privatization business; Eugene Hickok, PA’s 

Secretary of Education during the pre-takeover and initial takeover era; Stephen Reed, the Mayor 

of Harrisburg given charge of the HSD from December 2000-2010; and Governor Tom Ridge, the 

presiding governor during pre takeover and post takeover. A brief review of the literature was 

conducted to further verify themes, events and impressions. 

Two website entries about Senator Jeffrey Piccola were reviewed, updates on the Senate 

Education Committee and his biography (September, 2009). The biography indicates that he 

served on the PA House of Representatives from 1977-1995 for Dauphin County.  From 1996 to 

present he served as Senator.  Beginning in January 2001, he served as “Majority Whip, the third 

ranking member of the Senate Republican Leadership Team” (p.1).  The senator served on the 

“Governor’s Advisory Commission on Academic Standard in 1996”.  He was the “author who 

secured passage of the EEA, landmark legislation of poorly performing school districts in the 

state including the Harrisburg City School District, which was placed under control of the Mayor of 
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Harrisburg.”  He was an “advocate for the creation of the Harrisburg University of Science and 

Technology” (p. 2).  

Senator Jeffrey Piccola was the author and promoter of the EEA and served on Governor 

Ridge’s Education Advisory Committee, beginning one year after Governor Tom Ridge arrived in 

Harrisburg and serving through the EEA passage. There was a strong connection between he 

and Governor Tom Ridge, and Eugene Hickok, Governor Tom Ridge’s appointed PA Secretary of 

Education to whom all educational power over PA school districts was bestowed during that same 

General Assembly and who shortly after EEA authorization was appointed Deputy Secretary of 

Education in Washington.  Of course, Governor Tom Ridge went on to Washington as well, prior 

to his term completion, as the Head of Homeland Security. While Governor Tom Ridge and 

Secretary of Education for PA Eugene Hickok were being accused in the May 2000 General 

Assembly of rushing passage and doing things out of protocol for political gain, ties to the 

President George W. Bush campaign and a possible run for vice president, Senator Jeffrey 

Piccola was also behind it and in the ring as well. Eight months later, the senator became Majority 

Whip, a position of even greater power within PA’s Republican Congress.  

 Senator Jeffrey Piccola teamed up with Mayor Stephen Reed to get the PA Supreme 

Court to approve the HSD as a special class onto itself and thereby permitted the mayoral 

takeover.  In the budget address, Governor Tom Ridge mentions SciTech scholars. Senator 

Jeffrey Piccola supported a Harrisburg University of Science and Technology.  Then, in April of 

2001, four months after the Mayor took control, and prior to the hiring of district Superintendent 

Gerald Kohn, the district announced plans to start Harrisburg University. By spring of 2003, $12 

million dollars in state revenue was awarded the district to open SciTEch High in January of 2004.  

By Fall 2005, the Harrisburg University began offering classes. The Senator was onboard with 

this when he served on the Governor’s Advisory Committee and he found a way to do it.  He 

continued to funnel money to HSD and in 2006 offered another $20M if test scores would rise.  

On the other side of the coin, he likely withdrew subsidy if he did not have his objectives met. 

Members of the 184th General Assembly spoke about Edison, the President George Bush 

Administration, visits by the Governor Tom Ridge Administration and members of Congress to 
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schools in TX that were privatized, under accountability legislation and alternative education 

schools for disruptive youth.  These visits occurred prior to the EEA vote and occurred while 

President George W. Bush was the Governor of TX. There was a connection underlying the 

moves to Washington, passage of EEA, Edison (founder Chris Whittle), Governor Tom Ridge, 

Presidents George Bush and George W. Bush, privatization, Senator Jeffrey Piccola and Mayor 

Stephen Reed. 

 In the book, Crash Course, by Chris Whittle (2005), founder and CEO of Edison Schools, 

Whittle discussed his first lunch meeting with President George Bush in 1990 (p.17). By 1991, 

public with private educational partnerships were a President George Bush initiative (p. 97).  

Edison Schools was a company created “in the early 1990’s” (p.37).  I was shocked to discover 

that Governor Tom Ridge wrote the forward to Whittle’s book, A Larger Threat.  Governor Tom 

Ridge discussed the challenge of transforming public education (p. xii), and stated that what 

occurred in PA was a “notable exception that began while [he] served as governor of PA” (p. xiv).  

He discussed the bankruptcy and state takeover of Philadelphia schools and his belief in local 

control. Governor Tom Ridge claims he met with Chris Whittle because Whittle had had a positive 

history of making impressive results.  “When Whittle introduced the idea of building a large 

national system of public schools at the Washington Press Club in 1991, the boldness and 

originality of his ideas caught the attention of many” (p. xvi). Both Chris Whittle and Governor 

Tom Ridge knew that to have Edison go into the eighth largest school district in the country, also 

the largest state takeover of a school system in U.S. history, was an unmatched forum to show 

how well their [Edison’s] ideas worked (p. xv).  Governor Rom Ridge suggested that all 

concerned about public education should read this book as it shows the way (p. xvii).  Copies of 

2005 letters that Chris Whittle sent to President George W. Bush, Senator Ted Kennedy and then 

Senator Barack Obama are in the back of the book.   

Whittle met with President George Bush in 1990, and Governor Tom Ridge in 1991. 

Legislation supporting private ventures in education created an atmosphere for a highly 

productive business, Edison Schools.  President George W. Bush was Governor of TX when 

Edison came in, to control Dallas Schools. By the late 90’s, PA’s Governor Tom Ridge 
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Administration and congressional team had visited TX schools and considered privatization for 

the low performing schools in PA. These findings support the pre-HSD-takeover context that 

Chris Whittle and Governor Ridge had met some years prior to his becoming Governor of PA and 

that both President George Bush and George W. Bush and the politics of Washington was 

concentrically part of the mix here in PA, creating a strong driving force leading to the passage of 

the EEA and the consequential awards thereafter.  

 Dr. Eugene W Hickok “is a leading advocate for public education reform and an expert in 

constitutional law” (Wikipedia, 2009, p.1).  He has published articles and books on government 

and public policy and served as “a consultant to the governments of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia 

regarding…reform” (p. 2).  During the President Ronald Reagan years, Hickok served as a 

“special assistant in the Office of Legal Counsel at the U.S. Department of Justice” (p.2). For 15 

years he was a professor of political science and law at Dickinson College in PA.  In 1995, he 

was appointed by Governor Tom Ridge as PA’s Secretary of Education, where he “was an 

advocate for parental choice and accountability…and introduced standards for students and 

teachers” (p.1).  President George W. Bush appointed “Hickok as his Deputy Secretary of 

Education on March 30,2001…[where he] oversaw and managed the development of policies… 

that helped define the broad, coherent vision for achieving the President’s education priorities, 

including the NCLB (p.1).   

 According to Clowes (March, 2005), the then national, Deputy Education Eugene Hickok 

resigned effective the  

“end of January after four years of efforts to bring historic changes to the culture of 
American K-12 education.  In his resignation letter to President George W. Bush, Hickok 
said it was rare in public life to get the opportunity to work on an issue that ‘could change 
everything, forever… ‘I have had that chance for the past few years.  I will be forever 
grateful that you asked me to contribute to this noble cause…I have come to know 
hundreds of students whose lives will be changed forever because of your determination 
to put the interests of the children above those of the system, but today we talk about 
accountability and results. We confront the achievement gap instead of closing our eyes 
to it.  We talk about making promise of America real for all of America’s children’ (p.1)…  
[Secretary of Education, Rod Paige], credited Eugene Hickok’s earlier service as PA’s 
education secretary, as having been ‘enormously valuable’ in helping take NCLB from 
idea to law’ …Hickok served as under secretary of education from the beginning of the 
Bush administration…before…[he] served as secretary of education in PA for six years 
under then-governor Tom Ridge” (p.2). 
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 PA's Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok, later national Deputy Secretary of 

Education, served under the Reagan-Bush Administration as a consultant to other governments 

in areas of reform.  He was named Secretary of Education for PA when the Governor Tom Ridge 

Administration arrived. He worked hand in hand with then Governor of PA, Tom Ridge and 

Senator Jeffrey Piccola for 6 years in that capacity pushing the President George Bush and TX 

reforms toward increased accountability, privatization and charters.   After passing the EEA, and 

after George W. Bush was elected president, Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok was 

appointed as the Deputy Secretary of Education in Washington where he worked on the 

development, passage and implementation of the NCLB of 2001. These findings further 

confirmed the enmeshment of PA politics with Texas and education in the Commonwealth with 

the oval office in Washington D.C.  It also further demonstrated Edison’s ties to: the White House, 

the leadership in the Republican Party in PA, the NCLB and to profit making education entities.  

 Mayor Stephen Reed was the mayor placed in control of the HSD following state 

takeover (Wikipedia, p.1).  He attended Dickinson College from 1967-1970, served in the House 

of Representatives from 1975-1980, and was the Mayor of Harrisburg from 1982-2010 (p.1).  

“Reed is credited with conceiving and developing… the Harrisburg University of Science and 

Technology…  In 2000, the Commonwealth…placed Reed in charge of the failing HSD, for which 

he imposed massive reform and a rehabilitation project.” (p. 2).  Findings indicate that Mayo 

Stephen Reed and Senator Jeffrey Piccola served in the House with and for the same region 

together, for 3 years, 1977-1980.  Both continued in political paths in the same city through 2010. 

Senator Jeffrey Piccola and Mayor Stephen Reed had a long-standing relationship, which began 

a quarter of a century prior to the EEA passage.   

Tom Ridge was Governor of PA for five years prior to the passage of the EEA. He 

attended Dickinson School of Law from 1967-72 and served in the U.S. House of 

Representatives during the President Ronald Reagan and President George Bush years, 1983-

1995 (Answers, 2010; Wikipedia 2010). He volunteered for President George Bush’s 1980 

election campaign, and “served as a close advisor to GOP presidential nominee George W. 

Bush, a close friend from their simultaneous tenures as governors, during the 2000 presidential 
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campaign. In return, George W. Bush named Governor Tom Ridge to his short list for possible 

vice president running mates” (Wikipedia, p. 3).  As PA’s Governor, 1995-2001, Tom Ridge 

“enacted the EEA to benefit some 250,000 in Pennsylvania’s poorest-performing schools” 

(Answers, p. 2).  Governor Tom Ridge left his second term as Governor of PA early to become 

the Head of Homeland Security, an appointed position under President George W. Bush.  “When 

Bush announced his appointment…[he] commended him…as a military veteran, and effective 

governor [and] a true and trusted friend…[Governor Tom Ridge] had the added benefit of strong 

friendships with Vice President Dick Cheney and former President George Bush” (Answers, pp. 

2-3) and Colin Powell (Wikipedia, p. 4).  Both PA's Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok and 

Governor Tom Ridge were in Washington simultaneously and served under President Ronald 

Reagan and both, the President George Bush and President George W. Bush Administrations. 

Mayor Stephen Reed attended Dickinson College during the same period of time as did Ridge; in 

fact, they were freshman together.   

 

Interviews 

 

 The majority of participants, 18 out of 25, engaged in district reform activities in one form 

or another throughout the decade and in each instance prior to the decade reviewed. The others 

served in an administrative, employee or community roles for shorter periods of time.  Each 

presented their story moving in and out of present and past tense, illustrating their own personal 

synthesis of developments across the decade. Their stories moved in and out of the present and 

the retrospective, weaving together their later point of view with their memories of their feelings 

and thoughts during the actual events. 

 The convergence and reconstruction of findings are reported via a chronology of events 

across the period, capturing key events noted in the documents section and Table 3 paired with 

the experience recounted by the respondent groups and subgroups. Each era presented 

predominant themes and counter themes, of hope and despair, depending upon the context of 

their specific situation. 
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 As the emergence of the three predominant thematic eras within the decade unfolded, 

they were titled and dated:  Great Expectations (1998-2001), Rough Terrain (2002 - 2006) and 

Rising Hope (2007-2009). The analysis for the remainder of this chapter is based on these three 

periods that emerged from the analysis of the data as it was juxtaposed against the chronology:  

1. 1998-2001           The period prior to and during the early takeover 

2. 2002-2006          The disillusion and desolation of the takeover 

3. 2007-2009          The metamorphosing of the takeover 

 Within each period two or more themes emerged among the respondents’ perceptions of 

the events at that time.  Some of the respondents were active participants and others who did not 

actually have an active role, based their perceptions largely on their understanding of events as 

they unfolded around them or even prior to their actual involvement. Respondents told their 

stories as they moved in and out of the present and the retrospective, weaving together their later 

point of view with their memories of their feelings and thoughts across the era(s). 

 I will begin each section with a vignette – an amalgam of the dominant perspectives of 

each of the groups of participants. For example, in the first period two principal perspectives 

emerged. First, those of the people actually involved in the district who understood the desperate 

situation of the district and especially the plight of the children.  And second, a group, largely 

composed of legislators or other politically influential or involved respondents, equally distressed 

by the district’s performance, but actively taking steps to create change.  This group believed that 

the power of the Commonwealth government should be mobilized on behalf of the district and its 

students.  

 After the vignettes, I shall document and support the thematic analysis by bringing in the 

voices of the wide range of respondents who lived through this event or participated in the 

aftermath. For example, in this first period most of the respondents talked about hope and 

promise although a few worried about their own personal futures in the face of the impending 

takeover. I shall clearly represent both groups and illustrate continuums within each theme. 

 The structure of the analysis for each period follows the same format. 
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1998-2001 

 

 The period prior to and during the early takeover appeared to be an era of active 

community and political involvement aimed at the betterment of the school district - an era that 

appeared to be filled with great expectations and hope. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Vignette 1 - Changing the Course 
 

 Scott was part of the political camp believing that only through state takeover could the 
district improve.  Scott described a district history replete with hardship, favoritism and poor 
conditions.  "Historically, going back to the 70's, the city school district was viewed politically as a 
patronage dumping ground by both parties.  In fact, there was usually an agreement in the city 
between Democrats and Republicans to elect certain people to the school board so that they 
could control the patronage.  It wasn't the most efficient school district by far, because it was 
always viewed that you could get somebody a job at the school district through certain play of 
people...There were several points in time where the issue of the school district came up...It 
wasn't performing. "  Scott continued to describe conditions related to low test scores, politics and 
favoritism. 
 "There was a lot of turmoil in the mid to late 90's - issues dealing with school board 
members acting in inappropriate manners in the school buildings...There were all kinds of 
questions about whether there were sufficient supplies, textbooks, low test scores...The school 
district was starting to become a major issue in the city.  I would encounter parents at doors 
[while campaigning] who would say, 'what can you do about the school district? ' There were 
several points in time when the issue of the school district came up.  It was viewed as an 
economic drag on the city...It wasn't a place that attracted middle class families, white or black.  I 
was hearing from constituents [as he cited several forums and examples] how they viewed the 
city school district as deficient in many respects".  It appeared that Scott had had it.  For twenty 
plus years, he had been hearing about the inefficiencies and low performance. 
 Scott began to have much hope, great expectations, "When Governor Ridge brought to 
me the proposed Empowerment legislation - accountability - assessments - it would have 
triggered state takeover."  At the time, Scott appeared to wholeheartedly believe that this would 
help the district, while pondering who might be able to lead the district if the legislation were 
passed.  "It immediately popped into my head that this would be an opportunity to turn the city 
schools over to the Mayor.  I went to see the Mayor.  He took a couple of months to think about it, 
as we were developing language into legislation. "  Scott and other politically involved members 
devoted much time to what they believed to be an opportunity to change the course of the district 
under the EEA and under the Mayor's leadership. “ We wrote it Harrisburg specific, because we 
had to define it in a way that only applied to Harrisburg - to treat Harrisburg differently.  It passed 
muster, and the Mayor took over in December of 2000."  Scott believed that the Mayor could turn 
it around. "I told the Mayor I would be supportive of his efforts...I thought it was terrific at the 
beginning of his operation".  Scott emerged from this era hopeful. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 As can be drawn from Scott's story, people at the time believed that things could 

improve.  The political camp believed it could be done through legislation with mayoral takeover.  
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Ted "was an advocate for the EEA and was involved in the effort to try to get that legislation to 

give Mayor Reed control of the district...It was the only thing that had a chance to 

succeed...There was nobody else that could have done it - power, political skill, and regular folks 

in the community said, 'O.K., we'll let the Mayor run this,' and embraced the idea."  Kate also 

shared that she was hopeful with the Mayor's takeover, and that "the Mayor promised that this 

would be an independent board, the BOC, [as she referenced the patronage and elected board 

turmoil similar to that described in Vignette 1 above].  I always respected Mayor Reed.  He was a 

go- getter.  He dared to dream and he didn't mind going out of his way to do it. " Scott reported on 

the teachers view of the takeover.  "Initially, teachers were very excited about the Mayor’s 

takeover, because, [quotes a teacher's response] to the announcement in the newspaper,  'Oh, 

thank God, the Mayor's going to takeover the city schools.' She was so happy about it.  That was 

the kind of attitude from the schoolteachers because they thought, 'finally they were going to 

teach.'  The teachers were excited about it".  Ted goes on to imply that the media appeared to 

support it as well, "the paper was very positive"; and to them it appeared, so were their 

constituents.  

 Members of the employee and community group appeared to be hopeful during this era. 

Many were pleased with the takeover as indicated above and in the quotes to follow.  What stood 

out from the analysis of their reflections was two sub eras, pre-takeover and early takeover, and 

an emphasis on community involvement and district educational improvement. 

 This group as a whole discussed an educational vision and /or school-sponsored 

activities that they believed produced promising results during the period prior to the takeover. 

They also referenced community frequently.  In regard to pre-takeover community involvement, 

Paula shared that, "In the late 90's-2000 there was a lot of parent involvement.  Prior to the Mayor 

takeover, there was a lot of training going on for parents - a parent's guide for the whole district." 

Of this time, Tom also stated, " There was a lot of harmony, a much more community based 

effort."  Pre-takeover, Sherry found that "The community was involved with the schools. At school 

board meetings you saw parents."   Similarly, Sara indicated, "Committees were strong.  Our 

PTO was strong.  I was involved with the parents. We would do activities together.  It felt like it 
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was a family".  Ruth's responses also supported the notion of community, contentment and 

progress, "Pre-takeover, we held meetings for the parents all the time, [and in reference to the 

elected board] " the Mayor's dream team."   

 It appeared that respondents believed that the pre-takeover shared education vision was 

producing promising results. Paula indicated, "In 99-2000, we were doing assessments, a 

curriculum was in place and it was working - test scores went up the first year."  From an 

administrative leader perspective, Ruth stated, “Professional development and team building 

activities were occurring.  Dr. Yates wanted you to produce...Within six months of our new 

curriculum our scores rocketed.  We had curriculum that matched national standards.  We had 

standards based curriculum."  Leah and Mark also referenced this sub era demonstrating their 

belief that the educational activities were producing positive results and were viewed positively.  

Leah stated, "The superintendent that I worked for believed in SBDM, so that gave me the 

opportunity to speak my opinion and to advocate for what was right for my students, teachers, 

schools and community."  Mark remembered, "Prior to the takeover I watched Dr. Yates with his 

administrators.  He was very hands-on.  His focus was always on educating the kids.  He 

connected with the people - always visiting schools and working on outreach.  He would sit in 

classrooms and talk with teachers about instruction.  We had a real bunch of parent involvement.  

He had a partnership between him and the board."  Tom supported this notion,  "There was much 

more community based effort. We were getting things done.  About the kids, we were able to 

work with them."   

 Responses as a whole of the employee and community groups appeared positive and 

hopeful when referring to the actual takeover. Tom found that, "The intentions of the 

Empowerment Act were genuine.  With the EEA, it allowed some flexibility with public school law 

and a district under mayoral control could do whatever they wanted to do.  It was a golden time 

period.  Everything looked good."  Paula continued, " Then, the official takeover.  Once the Mayor 

took over you could see politics and the money coming in to play.  It was still half way decent. We 

could go where we wanted to go." Janie thought, “At first, there were some good things 

happening - open communication worked.  We had a voice and worked collaboratively together".  
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Sandi remembers, "A newly renovated building with math books.  There were materials."   Celia 

indicated, "Once the takeover, they definitely had more structure as far as reading and certain 

areas were better managed". While Jeff said, "I gave them very much credit, when they first came 

in, it was a triage, an emergency room, where they had to stop the bleeding."  Brad was pleased 

that a program he had been fighting for, for 5 or more years, was going to change, "The Mayor 

told me I was a good teacher and wrote to me and said it was coming.  The Mayor came 

through."  Donna "had confidence that he and some of the things that were happening were 

leading things in a direction that I could feel comfortable with." Don referenced the new 

administration, "Harrisburg had hired new leadership - what appeared to be a pretty well defined 

vision." John was hopeful, "There were changes going on.  Whoever's idea it was for the Mayor 

to takeover, it was a good idea."  And Yvette described the entry of the new Superintendent, 

under the Mayor's leadership, " He did this whole parade around the city - how many changes 

he's going to make. Hope that the man coming - he can change it." 

 A few respondents were not so hopeful at the time of the takeover.   Ed "did not support 

the passage of the EEA.  I was here on the ground floor of the arguments over the EEA under 

Governor Tom Ridge; the EEA specifically changing the governance of the Harrisburg School 

District was opposed in the legislature by me for the matter of eliminating the elected school 

board as the governing body of the Harrisburg School District.  I felt strongly that the governing 

body should not lose their ability to run the school district." Ruth, who spoke positively of the pre-

takeover efforts of this era, did not view the takeover as positive and responded, "You just can't 

takeover something that's improving.  The Mayor’s takeover wasn't about improving academics.  

It was all about politics and money.  They would work to get rid of me and tried to ruin my 

reputation."  Mark also spoke positively of the early part of this era, but not of the takeover; "Then 

EEA, Yates was fired.  I didn't think the Mayor would survive trying to run that district." 

 It was difficult to tell with two individuals whether they viewed the takeover as positive or 

negative.  Their references appeared to be more about process of how things were done versus 

the actual takeover itself.  Helen appeared somewhat indifferent and stated, "The political 

machine will never stop it's been there since the 1700's, 1800's.  It will always be there.  The 
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school's a vehicle with millions of dollars.  Politics will never be kept out of it."  Sara spoke 

positively of the pre-takeover sub era but appeared uncomfortable with how the actual takeover 

was represented the day after its passage;  "You were coming in to empower the school district - 

but when you came in, you came in with a big stick.  You fight people.  You came in and changed 

locks.  You threaten people.  It should have been done differently."  Helen's response appears 

almost indifferent - it is the way it is; while Sara appears to intimate that the spirit of 

empowerment, in her perspective, was dismantled by the process that occurred immediately after 

passage. 

 Out of this era of Great Expectations, 1998--2001, participants as a whole generated a 

perspective of optimism out of two camps, those attempting political resolution to better the 

district and those who were engaged in district activities pre-takeover or during the early 

takeover.   

2002-2006 
 
 

 The takeover and new management were in full swing during this era.  Many who were 

hopeful during the prior era found this time period to be filled with disillusion and desolation.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Vignette 2 - Rough Terrain 

 
 Mark was intimately aware of the school district's dealings pre and post takeover. A 
lawyer associated with the HSD from "1997 ...until ...the end of 1999"..., he indicated that he had 
known the Mayor for sometime.  "My impression was that the Mayor was an extremely powerful 
public leader...I got my updates as transpirings occurred from Mayor Reed.... From 2000, I served 
as general counsel to the school district until 2005.  I resigned; it was a matter of ethics.  They 
made decisions that weren’t necessarily in the best interest of the kids.  I talked to the Mayor 
about that several times."  
 Mark detailed his "outrage by the actions of Jerry" as tied to politics, money, favoritism 
and the failure of the Mayor to stop the Superintendent.  "Politicians.  The shenanigans of Jerry 
were very much like the shenanigans that supposedly was the reason for the takeover to begin 
with - like nepotism and those kinds of things.  Jerry was doing all this crap and the Mayor was 
letting him.  Favoritism, able to handpick the people, forcing people out, and to get certain 
contracts." Not only had Mark discussed this with the Mayor, "I actually had a conversation with 
Piccola about it."   
  When Mark could not stop what he believed to be unethical on his own, with the Mayor 
nor with Piccola, he spoke of yet another angle, through the BOC, and launched into further 
discussions and outrage related to "power and insulation".  "Jerry bypassed the BOC altogether.  
He actually lied to folks." Mark cited several examples of the lies and the inability of the BOC to 
have any influence on the goings on in the district.  "I know the BOC did not make the 
decisions...He (Jerry) and the Mayor make the decisions by themselves".  Mark provided 
examples of how BOC members came and talked to the Mayor, "'Jerry's doing this, Jerry's doing 
that', ... and the Mayor took them off the board. "  
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 Mark described the atmosphere as "now sterile" while he expressed concerns for the 
children and the community.  "We were played on and so were the parents... It just seemed that 
most of the attention was on putting consultants in place and making sure all of these contractors 
had contracts... So we're using our resources to help contractors and other capital agencies....In 
the meantime, our kids aren’t learning...and test scores were down the toilet."  Mark emerged 
from this era "disgusted", feeling helpless, alienated and without hope.  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 As can be drawn from Mark's story, people during this time period were disappointed in 

the direction of the district and lost hope that district improvement would occur. Many were 

discouraged by fiscal expenditures/ indebtedness, and paired such within their responses with the 

lack of progress noted in the test scores. Scott indicated, "By 2004, things were deteriorating.  

You weren’t seeing the kind of progress and academic improvement that we were hoping to see.  

Fiscal issues were starting to mount.....The PSSA scores, they’re not where they need to be. .. 

They (upper administration) piled one program on, on top of another... The debt they incurred is 

taking away from the educational programs." Ed stated, " Numerous curriculum changes...that 

cost the district money every time it changed. ...The latest fanciest curriculum...contributed to the 

large spending...We've got major financial trouble in addition to the concern about test scores.  

It's obvious it hasn't produced advancement in making AYP. We spend a lot of money in the 

district and I believe we should be seeing better results for the amount of money." Ruth 

concurred, "The current administration introduced so many programs....For all the money that 

was expended there was nothing accomplished as measured by the PSSA or any other 

standardized test. I've watched the test scores with all the programs and the glitz.  The scores 

have gotten worse.  When you see 80% of your kids in the lowest categories, something’s wrong 

with all the dollars that have been spent."  Sandi’s discussion was similar, referencing grants, " It 

seemed like grants would bring in programs.  You would start to see some success; right when it 

gets rolling, the money would be cut or there would be no money to continue it.  A lot of money 

has been dumped into the school system.  A lot of funding, and why?  It still seems broken.  And 

will it ever be able to be fixed as far as student achievement?"  Sara indicated, "Our school 

district is always running after cash flow.  I don't think it's about the students.  It's about money 

streams - driven by the dollar...always willing to stick out their hand and take it, but the money 

runs out." Paula discussed grants and low test scores as well, "Two or three years into the 
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takeover everything started to go down.  Actually, test scores went down with in the first year and 

a half.  ...Grants were written that were never talked about, to get the money.  And, none of the 

programs implemented." Janie implied that the money was there, but " I think money is being 

used inadequately...Nobody's allowed to order stuff, so we can't teach adequately.  I have to 

search for my own materials - like it was back in '97."  Tom also compared this era to the past, 

"The kids are not any better off than they were 10 years ago.  They're still not learning anything, 

not able to become employed, not able to get a degree.  We're in a worse situation now than we 

were 10 years ago, by leaps and bounds."  Don, from the "business office" verified, "There was 

tons of money...test scores aren't going anywhere. "  Sherry concurred, "Millions and millions of 

dollars coming through...Yet, there's been no improvement as far as student test scores - 

performance."  "Sadly," Ted stated, "We didn't get the test scores we should have...some quiet 

desperation.  We never got the test scores; the improvements that all the other towns got." 

 The perceptions held by the respondents noted above lead many to believe there was a 

misuse of funds and power, which they attempted to substantiate via their own actions or 

observations as events unfolded. Respondents intertwined the high cost of top administration and 

their expenditures/consultants, and the control of Superintendent Gerald Kohn and the Mayor 

Stephen Reed with the misuse of power and money.   Thus, furthering their feelings of 

hopelessness, powerlessness and disillusionment with the takeover's impact on the district. 

 Many believed that money was used for personal gain and not for the children. Ruth 

adamantly stated, "The Mayor's takeover wasn’t about improving academics.  It was about 

politics and money - an opportunity for bankers, lawyers, everybody to make money.  That's what 

happened.  It became a bed for consultants, attorneys, and bankers.  Kohn just thinks this is an 

opportunity to make money and pay back all his favors, or that he's gonna get paid back." Paula 

asserted, "The Superintendent role changed to a figurehead role, and money and politics majorly 

entered into the picture by 2002 or 2003. The CEO says you’re gonna do what I tell you is going 

to be done, and you’re (referring to the BOC) going to approve it.  From there it was down hill. 

HSD is a breeding ground for money and politics.  Too much politics, too much money." Brad 

indicated, "This administration (upper) is playing games in all facets.  Kohn, as the 
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superintendent, he overloaded his administration - assistant superintendents, assistant 

superintendents...We spend $34,000 a month just to house all those people the Superintendent 

brought in," referencing the new district office rental obtained in 2002 or 2003, "now we're in a 

bind with all the money he's spending." Mark discussed the top administration, "All these 

contracts. We don't have just one special assistant to the Superintendent. We have 8 or 9 

assistant superintendents, and Jerry had done this in Vineland as well.  It was clear they just 

created positions...hundreds of thousands of dollars... and all these consultants were hired...It just 

seemed like most of the attention was on putting all these consultants in place."  Paula 

commented, "How much we've paid to consultants, never reported, contractors that are buddies, 

favors to return." Others referred to favoritism, nepotism and getting buddies a job, doing favors.  

Brad said, "they bring in people that are uncertified...nepotism again as to who they wanted to 

hire" as he launched into numerous stories about who was brought in and who was related to 

whom.  Sherry expressed, "My concern is the nepotism.  It's all about friends getting money in 

their pockets - the consultants (and lists several consultants tied by prior arrangement to either 

the Superintendent or the Mayor - others also listed these), making like a $1000 a day, hotel 

expense paid and the Superintendent taking them out to dinner.... The political piece has gotten 

out of hand."  Of those that he brought in, Kate stated, " The superintendent only cares about 

what it looks like for him and his friends that he has brought in... If you look at a lot of the 

contracts, they're friends, family members of Dr. Kohn.  Money spent on contractors where we 

have not gotten any tangible rewards." Scott indicated, "They're indebted up to their eyeballs.  

They're also top heavy in the area of administration.  It's an excessively expensive school district.  

A lot of money has been wasted." Sherry described the money also. "I look at Harrisburg as a 

high poverty area and your talking millions and millions of dollars the district has received.  You 

have a Superintendent who makes over $250,000 a year.  You have a deputy superintendent 

who is one of the highest paid superintendents in the country...nothing has changed.  I see 

opportunities that have benefited a lot of people...money wasted, and the consultants he brought 

that came from other states are paid a nice bit of money...There's a lot of money that is coming 

into the district that is being wasted."  Ed also contended, "There's so much repetition in the HSD 
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to the point where we have somebody over seeing whoever is overseeing something.  I hear from 

other educational directors [in his constituency] and they don't understand why it's necessary for 

HSD to be so top heavy in administration ...4 deputy superintendents, I guess."  Ted voiced, 

when referencing the upper administration, " I was on the BOC for 4 years to the day.  I think 

there was a combination of drive for power, with this administration, and a fair amount of greed.  

The school district has access to lots of resources - an opportunity for lots of people to make 

money...[In regard to the BOC], we didn't ask enough questions.  We didn't insist on enough 

evidence."  

 Many appeared to be desolate and unable to see a way out of the situation.  It appeared 

that they felt alienated and devalued, frequently referencing no participation in decision-making, 

top down management and retaliatory/controlling terminations. Don laughed, "Input?  It was 

between the Superintendent and the Mayor.  The Superintendent didn't even have to listen to the 

BOC.  If the BOC disagrees with things ... he would go to the Mayor and the Mayor would dismiss 

that person... All of this was controlled by basically two people".  Donna, head of a department 

indicated that by 2004,  "I didn't have the authority to make those decisions."  Jeff reported, when 

listing all the programmatic changes that had occurred, "There is no teacher involvement - none.  

It is a top down district.  We were told differently when they first came in.  By 2002, it didn't turn 

out that way."  Tom discussed, “A lot of teachers feel oppressed." Referring to the upper 

administration, "'If you’re not in line with how we want things done, we're gonna find a way to get 

you out of here'...Everyone is just trying to save their ass.  Everyone's working as hard as they 

can, just running in circles.  Everyone is just frightened all the time."  Celia, Janie, Sandi, Brad, 

Sara, and Sherry and others discussed people being targeted for voicing any disagreement to 

what was occurring.  Celia talked about, "Politics.  Why they go after some principals and not 

others, when the one they go after is doing their job and is well liked by the staff and parents." 

Janie cited many examples of staff who were "targeted for no reason because they [upper 

administration] didn't like what was said...that's what happens when someone has a voice or 

wants to help the district...people were lying...everyone's a backstabber.  It's hard to work with 

people who you know are trying to knife you in the back.  You can't talk to anybody because 
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you’re afraid. People are getting fired before retirement by giving them unsatisfactory ratings.  

Teachers are frightened, scared and morale is down.  It's a very negative atmosphere...like your 

walking on eggshells.  They conspire against whomever...a stomping ground.  People look over 

their shoulders...I feel like my voice doesn't count...positive things?  I just can't seem to find 

them."  Sandi also shared stories of people targeted and said, "it just seemed like that person 

wasn’t liked by upper administration, so they were targeted for no reason...pushed out."  She 

gives another example, "pushed out".  Brad confirmed, "There's so much political adversity going 

on and people are scared to do what they feel is right or do this or say that...They [upper 

administration] were in charge and you dare not confront about anything.” Sara described the 

treatment of employees by the upper administration as "the controlling factor".  "You might 

criticize something and sometimes it's done [retaliation] in a way you're not prepared for and 

shuts you down.  Politics plays a big part in how things are done."  She goes on to discuss stories 

of dirt spread on employees "who opened their mouth or retaliation on their family members."   

Helen also shared a story of the Mayor showing "family retaliation" on a school board member 

who did not do what he wanted.  Tom, Kate, Don, Scott and Mark all described situations where 

the "BOC was a rubber stamp for the Mayor" where, if anyone disagreed, they received, "a Dear 

John letter". Mark indicated that "Jerry bypassed the BOC...[and] as far as the Mayor is 

concerned, 'I'm the guy that runs the district, so do what I tell you to do.'"   Scott stated, of the 

BOC, "If you look at the record, any time you get somebody on there that has a brain and a voice 

and happens to speak independently there gone...The Mayor is a very controlling person."  

Sherry mourned, "The environment changed to where you were unsure what you could say and 

couldn't say.  A lot of people are afraid to speak out.  You don't know who would retaliate.  

There's been a lot of retaliation for people who speak out...[Now], there's just fear there.  

Targeted because you might have said something.  I’ve seen the atmosphere change a lot.  

You're afraid to come to work.  If you open your mouth, your gone...there's a back lash.  People 

are afraid.  That threat is there."  Sandi described internal operations, "It seemed like people, and 

administrators were targeted, weeded out."  Tom said that those that left "felt forced out of the 

situation.  What a horrible feeling.  They would try to humiliate you, try to embarrass you, demote 
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you.  Do anything they could just to make you feel less than what your value is." Jeff further went 

on to say, "There is a target list.  One of the principals showed me...I've seen people pushed out 

that were top notch and were great.  Really good people were pushed out because ... one thing 

I've seen, if you make any disagreements, you’re out.  You’re out of the team.  You don't cross 

the - the real tight team, the top 3" and according to Kate, "the Mayor".  Tom added, "I've seen 

how quickly they wiped out 10 or 11 principals just like that. In the course of 18 months they 

wiped them right off the map."  Kate shared her thoughts about arbitrary terminations that she 

witnessed while on the BOC, " Dr. Kohn is one of the most vindictive educators that I've ever 

experienced.  He doesn't respect people and their ability to know more than he may know in their 

areas of expertise.  I don't believe he respected staff - no appreciation.   I have sat through many 

executive sessions where I know he has gone after people because they have stood up or 

spoken out.  I would not just arbitrarily let him get rid of people.  I know I prevented the firing of 

several people in the district." Similar tactics of the Mayor were described above.  Referencing 

the Mayor, Helen stated, "The Mayor had some judges in his pocket, the business people, and 

the attorneys, and the finance guys supported his agenda. " She cites specific examples of 

favoritism and control and summarizes,  "Mayor Reed's tactics...under control by the Mayor.  

Everything was connected; Channel 21, 27, the Patriot News - they're all connected.  Put in place 

simply for the control factor.  You know, it’s who you know not what you know.  Certain positions 

are placed for political favors...political games and finances are moved about and redirected" 

Tom stated, " The Mayor structured a unilateral system.  He controlled everything, the city and 

the school district. If I was adverse to what the Mayor wanted, you can best believe that the next 

day...there was going to be a price to pay for the lack of allegiance." Kate reported on the BOC, 

"If you didn't approve, you were off.  It wasn't an independent board.  It was yea-sayers.  It got 

increasingly worse.  It's even worse now than before.  As soon as you start saying no to Dr. Kohn 

you’re on the hit list.  If you have any morals and values and ethics at all, you're not going to last 

long.  Since Kohn had the Mayor's ear, whatever Kohn wanted was rubberstamped through. 

That's still the business now." Brad further described in great detail "arbitrary and capricious 
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terminations" and the "union being bought and sold."  Later, he queried, "If the people who are 

supposed to be in your court aren't in your court, what can you do? Who can you go to?" 

 The perceived misuse of power and funds was equated by many of the respondents to 

stealing from the children whom they believed were suffering as a result. Sherry said, "New 

programs that came out with money involved in it, Harrisburg tried it.  Kids were guinea pigs or 

'you're pimping our kids?' That's one of the phrases we use a lot in the district.  Our kids are 

being pimped!  In the community that is how we feel....The question is, 'Are the kids really getting 

educated?' I would say, no they're not."  Mark stated, "If you're paying all these assistant 

superintendents, you can't buy books for these kids?  It was incredible the lack of attention placed 

on the kids!"  Brad responded while discussing the costs of upper administration and their offices, 

"These kids are being discriminated in the worst possible way."  Celia quipped, "Politically, our 

kids have been held hostage because of the budget.  We need more teachers, more classes 

open, supports, materials."  Janie, while discussing the top heavy upper administration stated, 

"There' nothing that’s kids first...Things that should be used for the kids, are not being used for 

the kids."  Kate, after relaying a story in which she confronted the Superintendent about "lying 

about student test scores and the numbers graduating are fudged" for which she received a 

"Dear John letter from the Mayor " placing her off of the BOC, stated, " I believe he has sent 

education in Harrisburg back 20 years. They have lied.  They have perpetrated a fraud on the 

backs of our children.  There are hundreds of children suffering, travesty.  Look at the children 

we've lost already.   That’s not correctible."  Helen alluded to, "Nepotism.  The level of business 

dealings has taken the focus away from the kids [and] finances away from the children."   Later 

Sherry said, "For it to be such a small area and for it to be an impoverished area...there's a lot of 

money coming into the district and its not going to books.  If you have top level officials being paid 

top level money, but yet some classrooms still have old computers, or the teacher doesn't have 

enough books for every student to take home, that's a problem." While referring to the 

Superintendent, Don stated, "I was questioning these kinds of expenditures of his expenses to 

high quality restaurants in town, when our kids were suffering like they were.  I just couldn't be a 

part of that.  We wasted a lot of money...It's lost time for the kids in the classroom...With this 
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current administration, there's no indication that they're much further along, despite the years they 

have been here."   

 The community appeared to be disenfranchised during this time period and a few 

believed it to be purposeful.  Don "always felt that this administration didn't want the parents 

involved.  There was no attempt to go out to buildings to encourage the PTO's to get involved or 

to get parent groups involved or to even those who wanted to be involved.  I am sure that the 

administration never encouraged them to help and never pushed it." Sandi also noted, "There's 

no parent involvement".  Brad argued, "As a taxpayer I don’t know why they wouldn’t be irate.  

That's another part of the problem.  The taxpayers don't step up enough.   I know the 

Superintendent and the Mayor...sold them a bag of goods without addressing the major 

problems."   Looking back, Mark reflected, "When Yates was here we had a real bunch of parent 

involvement.  That changed with Jerry in reverse.  The climate changed.  Jerry acted and stayed 

in isolation".  Sherry asserted, "The community is disenfranchised.  They rarely come to school 

board meetings now." Paula was direct in regard to the original intent of community and the EEA, 

"Our empowerment laws were not followed.  Involvement?  None from the parents."  While, Tom, 

believes omission of the community was purposeful;  "It is a powerless residential population.  

The new administration had absolutely no connection to the community. They didn't want to 

bridge the gap.  They wanted to increase the gap; because when you increase the gap in politics 

that means you are able to do whatever you want to do unbeknownst to the neighborhood and 

maintain power, because there is none challenging you.  Once you take off a couple of heads of 

people who are publicly recognized, who is going to challenge you?  Then nothing gets done.  It's 

just status quo.... Under the new administration, no one is accountable to the community.  People 

are like, 'it doesn’t matter if I scream and yell or pitch a fit, they're gonna do whatever the Mayor 

wants them to do'.   From 2002, we moved fast forward without very much public input. Decisions 

were not made by community being a part of. 'We're gonna bring up what we want.  We don't 

care what you, the community want.'"  

 Within the continuum of responses, only two differed from that of disillusion and 

disappointment for this era.  Leah made no comments about this time period and Joan described 
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a tough population with a school district that has always been riddled with politics, but of this 

particular era she remarked, "There's been consistency with the Superintendent.  He has stayed 

longer than any others and with that there's been a stability that is good for the kids.  I am 

pleased with that." 

 Out of this era, Rough Terrain, 2002-2006, disenchantment with the takeover had taken 

hold to the point of despair and desolation. The people at the time had grown disgruntled, 

discouraged and disenfranchised.  Many had lost hope and believed that the children were 

suffering.  This period was a difficult time as members in the two camps above watched their 

dreams crumble and their beliefs eroded. 

 

2007-2009 
 
 

 During this era it appeared that hope was beginning to arise out of the bitterness and 

disillusion that was shared by most during in the prior era, as the takeover was beginning to 

metamorphose. A continuum of responses arose from this era, ranging from thoughts of hope, 

renewed community and political action to fear and desolation; however, as a whole, the 

predominant theme that participants demonstrated was that hope was beginning to rise as the 

era unfolded. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Vignette 3 - Opportunity 

 Tom had been working in "city governance" arenas and "in the school district" since the 
"mid 1990's".  He had "grown up in the City" and set his life plan on the "City of Harrisburg", "the 
schools", city "economic development" and the "community". " I just knew that this is what I 
wanted to do." Tom appeared to rise quickly within the ranks of both.  "Starting out as a teacher 
and a young businessman right out of college." He seemed to have been a rising star and 
"moved up really fast," "internally and politically."  He was elected to City Council in 2002.  He 
was a "teacher", then an "assistant principal" and then a "grant writer" for the district. The 
takeover he had "supported". But, as time went on, his stories of era 2002-2006 indicated that he 
was disillusioned and disappointed.  "The Mayor had total control of everything going on - media, 
judges, commissioners", etc.  "What the Mayor wanted was what he got." "The children were 
suffering" and "the upper administration and their contractors had gotten rich."  It appeared to him 
that "the plan was not working ...there had been no increase in scores."  "The politicians on the 
hill were screaming." 
 Internally, Tom's stories showed that he had watched things happen and knew that "if 
any one spoke up" there had been "retaliation". He had "had it by 2007", but "continued to try to 
change things internally" in the district.  He "couldn't give up, not on the kids." "Talk about 
Empowerment, what it was, was disempowerment."   
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 By 2006, he recalled one or two "community leaders" catching on to the "gamesmanship" 
and started to "try to get to the Mayor." When this did not appear to work, "They took it upon 
themselves to start to change things." "Friends had been working this political thing," "warning the 
Mayor" and "prepping a new mayor elect," and the 2009 campaign was "going well."  It seemed 
that his hope was renewed with the promised "win in November." He just knew that "control would 
return to the community," "a new mayor," an "elected school board" and that this would lead to 
restoration of "community and parental involvement."  He indicated that now, the kids would have 
a "better chance to succeed."  Tom emerged from this era with renewed hope for his district, city 
and the community. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 As is indicated in Vignette 3, a renewed sense of purpose unfolded during this era. 

Respondents indicated, that through it all they were resilient and tied to the cause of the 

betterment of the children. There appeared to be energy and hope amongst them. Donna stated, 

"Teachers gave at HSD more than anywhere - of themselves, their time, their resources, because 

they cared a lot.  People are resilient and they're doing it because of the kids."  Jeff supported this 

when discussing the teacher trainings and instructional emphasis of 2007 and 2008, "There's 

really been a focus on instruction and accountability. It's all about instruction, and there are great 

things going on in the way of instruction in the class room."  Brad supported some of the 2007 

and 2008 initiatives, "Great things are happening in the classrooms...massive trainings with the 

teachers. I'll give them that.  They’ve had great professional development." Sara demonstrated, 

"No matter what, there are teachers who will make it work.  I believe in the district.  I believe this 

district could be a shining star."  While referring to the new professional development, Janie 

stated, "I am hoping that there is light at the end of this tunnel.  I'm hoping it’s going to open up to 

brighter days."   

 Politically, a sense of hope was also emerging.  Ed shared that early in the era, as he 

cited several political turnovers, "The politics in the community became polarized.  Polarization 

seemed to be coming from the African American community believing that they should have more 

representation than they currently have."  Tom discussed 2007 stating, "These people [referring 

to area local and state politicians who had involvement in the HSD] have been doing these things 

for the past 20-30 years, but now with all this transparency it’s all being exposed.  People just 

want to start with a clean slate."  By 2009, Sherry observed, "The political arena has changed a 

lot.  I see opportunities for the elected board because of the election coming up [referring to the 
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Mayoral election - and Mayor Reed did not get the nomination] and we're looking at possibly a 

new mayor, a fighter, a product of Harrisburg." 

 The climate in the community appeared to be changing as well.  In 2009, at the school 

level, Joan reported, "We are really starting to build a community.  The growth is coming very 

slowly.  I do believe our kids are beginning to grow.  I have a friend who's been here for nearly 30 

years.  She says this is the best it’s ever been."  Ed demonstrated support for the community 

schools politically, “ The government should be retuned to the local school board.  We’ve had 10 

years of failed experiments because of the lack of accountability to the community. There should 

be a return to the elected school board members.  There's more transparency today and more 

scrutiny by citizens.  Today, people in the community are very active trying to get more parental 

involvement in the school district.  I'm encouraged by some of the new faces.  I know there are 

people in the community that are going to try to change that situation." Yvette, a community 

member, inferred, "I don't think it's completely lost at the HSD.  One hopes.  It's our future of our 

city." Sherry said, "Some are hoping things are going to change as far as the on top 

administration...with the new mayor coming in."   

 By the fall of 2009, with the upcoming Mayoral election and indications that Linda 

Thompson would be elected as the new mayor of Harrisburg City, many were supportive and 

hopeful for the future of the district and the city.  Some were implied above, but there were others. 

Brad discussed the new election and supported, "I think education in Harrisburg needs to be 

brought in by people who have been at the ground level.  People who have gone to school here, 

to set a bar so they can reach the bar and give them the tools, and the love, and the knowledge 

to reach that bar.  We have to throw out nepotism, politics or appointees - because they're 

buddies or friends.  We have to make everyone accountable for their jobs and make sure our 

spending fiscal accountability is right, and that children’s needs are met with out any nepotism, 

without any waste of money.  Everyone has to be accountable”, while referencing, "It Takes a 

Village".  Kate anticipated, "I am on the New Mayor Elect Transition Team for Education.  My 

desire was to be on that team.  Most of this travesty is correctible."  Tom asserted, "Now, with 

Mayor Elect Thompson coming in, everything's fair game.  She identifies with the broader 
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populations.  Starting with a clean slate - wipe it clean and do what we need to do.  I believe 

Mayor Elect Thompson's point to see a better school district. I believe is genuine.  She 

understands.  It is my hope that in the future the HSD can get to the business of educating our 

students and apply scholarly programmatic initiatives founded in research that will benefit our 

students - initiatives toward the betterment of our students, as well as their families. "  

 Neutrality appeared to be present in 3 of the respondents. Changes were acknowledged 

but with some reservation by Helen, Jeff and Ruth.   Helen stated, "The leadership will change.  

The dynamics will change," making her appear somewhat indifferent.  Ruth empathized, 

"Whoever comes in has such an uphill battle. The district is not only educationally depressed, it is 

financially depressed, and the debt money is gone."   Jeff wondered,  "With the new election, 

there's a lot of questions.  There's a new boss in town and how are things going to roll down?  

What's going to happen? There's a lot of tension, a lot of stress." 

 A few expressed hopelessness or despair.  Ted stated, "I think it is essentially over.  The 

EEA is scheduled to expire in 8-9 months.  I'm not feeling terribly hopeful.  This experiment 

[Mayoral takeover] hasn't changed the culture of the community.  I don't know if it’s possible to 

change.  Most everybody is still where they were.  I wouldn't be surprised if things go back to 

where they used to be.  They’re gonna win. They're gonna get their schools back.  They're going 

to hurt the kids."  Don concurred, while discussing the specifics of the upcoming election and his 

earlier pre-election meeting with Linda Thompson, "It's not going to get any better."   Celia was 

uncomfortable, "It’s horrible, speculating on who's going to control the schools and not the best 

things for the kids. "   Paula asserted, "I think it's too late.  It's been 10 years and it's done a lot of 

damage." 

 Out of this era, Rising Hope, 2007-2009, many participants generated a perspective of 

anticipation of change for the betterment of the district.    
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 
 This qualitative case study targeted a single phenomenon that of HSD state to mayoral 

control takeover and reform efforts across a decade, 1999-2009. Data collection included 

documents and interviews of those who witnessed or participated in the events.  It paired and 

contrasted documents and perceptions of the decade beginning with pre-taker through the EEA 

"special case" legislated mayoral control. The study was completed through the lens of critical 

theory searching for understanding of the realities of the time through a contextual review of 

social and political factors with the hope of illuminating any injustices that might exist. Documents 

and impressions were analyzed through both a circulatory and constant comparative method.  

Timelines, chronologies and perceptions were merged, converged, deconstructed and 

reconstructed producing themes on a continuum of hope and despair and back again.   

 Conclusions of this study will be presented in four parts below:  1) a review of the 

research questions and answers, 2) reflections based on the literature review in Chapter 2 related 

to the findings, 3) implications for practice, and 4) suggestions for further research.  

 

Research Questions 

 

 The research questions posed in Chapter 1 and the answers follow below. 

 1) How did constituents, including community members, employees and politicians, 

perceive the impact of state takeover and mayoral control of the HSD? 

 Respondents indicated that the Mayoral takeover of the city schools failed to improve 

student performance, despite state involvement in governance and streams of money "pouring 

in," for reasons related to lack of employee and community participation, lack of vision and 

student focus, constant curriculum changes and organizational inconsistency, and decisions that 

appeared to be made "top down" based on power, money, and favoritism.  The protocol 

questions that most acquired these answers were questions 7 and 9, what worked and what 
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didn't work and any last impressions.  In the minds of the participants, and based on the 

documents and student achievement analysis, this reform takeover failed.    

 2) What was community involvement like in the HSD over the past decade? 

       Overall, community involvement did not exist from 2002-2008; brief reference to its 

beginning in 2009 was made.  Protocol questions 5 and 6 - How were decisions made? And are 

you aware of other's attempts to assist? - were most productive in producing answers to this 

question. Responses to these questions over the 3 eras described in Chapter 4 presented a 

distinct difference in community involvement over time. 

 During the pre and early takeover, from 1998-2001, participants referenced frequent 

community and constituent involvement.  An all stakeholder type of process was described 

wherein teachers, principals, parents, business partnerships and upper administration worked 

collaboratively with a collective vision in decision making and the implementation of reform 

initiatives.  A few examples included:  "Frequent meetings with parents were held"- "community 

and school harmony;" "Administration was very hands on with a Superintendent who connected 

with the people - always visiting schools and working on outreach;" and  "There was a much more 

community based effort and things were getting done." As this era neared its close, the Mayor 

controlled the school district along with a newly hired Superintendent, and a beginning sense of 

top down decision making, involving less community, school administrators, and parents’ input 

was beginning to be seen. 

 From 2002-2008 the Mayoral takeover and new administration were in full swing.  During 

this period, none of the community members, teachers, principals, middle managers, or parents 

reported involvement in decision-making nor experienced any effort made for collaboration. A few 

examples included:  "Input?  It was between the Superintendent and the Mayor"; "I didn't have the 

authority to make decisions"; "There is no teacher involvement - none";  "It is a top down district"; 

"The community was disenfranchised"; "No parent involvement"; "Teachers felt oppressed"; 

"Omission of the community was purposeful;" and "the BOC was a rubber stamp for the Mayor 

and the Superintendent - if an appointed member disagreed- they were taken off the BOC by the 

Mayor."   
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 By 2009, outside of the school district and motivated by the hope of helping the HSD, 

respondents reported community involvement in the politics of ousting the more than 2-decade 

incumbent Mayor. At the school level, a few schools were "really starting to build a community".  

Hope for community involvement and improved schools was on the rise.  "Some are hoping 

things are going to change as far as the on top administration with the new Mayor coming in." 

 3) What were the perceptions of the constituents as to the status of conditions within the 

HSD over the past 10 years?  

 Overall respondent’s perceptions and reflections of the conditions paralleled the eras 

described in Chapter 4, including their satisfaction with community or personal engagement in 

decision-making. The protocol questions that were most useful in eliciting these answers were 

questions 4 and 8: What were conditions like? And why did you leave or stay with the district?  

 During the pre and early takeover, conditions as a whole were described as favorable. 

References were made to participant involvement in the events and planning that was occurring 

in the district and to their satisfaction.  Others who expressed satisfactory conditions pre-taker 

made the following comments:  " A curriculum was in place and it was working-test scores went 

up the first year;" "Our scores rocketed;"  "We had standards based curriculum;"  "The 

superintendent believed in SBDM, so that gave opportunity to speak and to advocate for my 

students, teachers, schools and community".  There was belief that conditions were continuing to 

improve in the early takeover: "It was a golden time period. Everything looked good;"  "Newly 

renovated building and materials;” and "There were changes gong on with a fairly well defined 

vision".  As this era faded, concerns about politics, power, and money began to surface. "The 

political machine will never stop."  "The takeover wasn't about helping the schools it was about 

making money and power". 

 During the period of Rough Terrain, 2002-2006, the participants viewed conditions 

negatively:  "Things were deteriorating, you didn't see academic improvement;" "The atmosphere 

was now sterile;" and "We were played on".  These comments were intertwined with discussion of 

top down management, declining test scores, and lack of community/staff participation. 

Suggestions of "dirty politics" intertwined with allegations of things being done for power or 
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money were described.  A few included:  "Favoritism, handpicking people, forcing people out to 

get certain contracts;" "The money was there, but used inadequately - no materials, like back in 

'97;"  "An opportunity for bankers, lawyers, everybody to make money;" and  "A bed for 

consultants; an opportunity to pay back favors".  Throughout this period participants felt desolate, 

hopeless, powerless, and were fearful for their livelihoods and the children.  Many were angered 

at the perceived misuse of funds, while they perceived that those "in favor" or power got rich at 

the expense of the children. Conditions did not change during the next era, but some participants 

found them more tolerable due to hope of governance change on the horizon. 

 Results of this case study indicated that the construct and design enabled the 

determination of answers to questions and provided a rich detailed analysis, resulting in the 

illumination of situations, actions, and events that prevented the success of urban school reform 

under this government takeover. 

 

Literature Predictions of Findings Through the Critical Theory Framework 

 

 It appeared that "conditions were ripe" in this specific situation for the realities of the 

interconnectedness of money, power, politics and education policy to be shown.  Not only was 

state control and intervention observed, but total control was further solidified by a Mayor who 

had optimal connections with businesses, judges, politicians and, then under the takeover, the 

HSD.  This study situated schooling "sufficiently in its social and political context" (Apple, 2010, 

pp. 7-8) and it illuminated the ties between politics, government, business leaders and social 

factors, as described as potential actualities by Apple, Elmore, Fowler, Freire, McGuinn, Warren 

and Young, to name a few. Apple (2010) asserted "interrelationship of politics, economic factors 

and the realities of life would increase "understanding of educational systems" (p. 7), as was the 

case in this study.  This interrelationship permeated the data and analysis and illuminated the 

respondents’ perceptions of the causes for the failure of this PSER.  

  The literature review, describing the tenets critical education, required an intense 

analysis in order to:  1) understand and delineate the historical and political aspects of the 
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situation and 2) understand the sociological factors surrounding the phenomenon from the voices 

of those who participated in the experience (Darder, et al., Freire, Giroux, Mayo, McLaren, 

Peters, et. al., Young and others). Critical educators held that contemporary public education had 

a positivistic framework riddled with power and politics; where the dominant class or those of high 

culture were manipulating for personal gain (power and or economics) and that public schooling 

is and of itself a political act  (Darder, et al., Freire, Mayo, Giroux, Young, and others).  This 

prediction was a reality evidenced throughout the data collection via documents analysis and the 

responses of the participants.  

 The takeover of the HSD was legislated.  Those involved in the idea were politicians, 

Governor Tom Ridge, Senator Jeffrey Piccola, and Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok.  The 

document analysis in Chapter 4 demonstrated that these individuals had ties to Washington D.C., 

ties with each other, and appeared to be motivated by personal gain, power/ political promotion. 

Companies for profit were also involved - motivated by money/economics.  McGuinn (2003) and 

Ladson-Billings & Donnor (2005) referenced "policy monopolies" in education permitting the 

"power elite" to control government, particularly in the area of education policy.   Other critical 

educators asserted many times over that traditional educational systems have a market or 

capitalist core dominated by those in high culture (Apple, Darder et al., Freire, Mayo, McLaren, 

Peters et al., and Young).  Giroux (1998) predicted an educational market and warned of the 

dangers of models of schooling that will make maximum profits.  Darder et al., (2003) warned that 

education policies could be used as political vehicles encouraging capitalism. This market-

dominated core was predicted in Stone's (2002) conclusions that a market ideology of politics 

was based on self-interest where monopolies are created and government regulation are 

decisions of the powerful made for personal reward (power, money, exchange of goods, etc.).  

Based on data reconstructed, this did occur.  The respondents consistently reported that 

contractors, lawyers, bankers, and politicians benefitted as a result of the EEA passage and the 

addition of Mayor control in the HSD.  

 Regulation is policy. According to Taylor, et al., (2002) policies begin after political 

decisions are made, and are sold as an imperative solution to a particular situation (pp. 23-25, 
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55). The EEA decision was a political decision that was made by Governor Ridge, Senator Jeffrey 

Piccola and Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok, prior to the 183rd Assembly, where the 

concept was introduced.  Discussion in the 183rd and 184th General Assemblies demonstrated 

inception prior to legislation, “to help our poorest performing schools" and further evidenced the 

marginalization of teachers and educational specialists in the process as stated by Congressional 

members present at the assembly.  Fowler (2004), McGuinn (2003) and Taylor et al., (2002), also 

described the marginalization of teachers and educators in the development of educational policy. 

The giving of the city school district over to Mayoral control was an idea of Senator Jeffrey 

Piccola.  In both enactments, the political decision was made and then the policy was created.  In 

the specific case of HSD, this legislation had to be crafted on several occasions, to create a 

"special case" or "class" which, through the courts, ultimately gained approval by the State 

Supreme Court, giving the district over to Mayor Stephen Reed's control.   

 At the time of passage, conditions in PA were right to create the phenomenon that 

occurred.  Not only were actors, who conceived the policy, on the road to Washington, D.C. and 

connected to three presidential administrations, President Ronald Reagan, President George 

Bush and President George W. Bush, but the political culture of PA enabled this situation - an 

individualistic political culture (Fowler, 2004, p. 98). Fowler, summarizing the works of Lowi, 

Gingsby, McDonnell, and Elmore, described this culture as one based on an exchange of favors 

that exists within a system of mutual obligation (p. 98).  Over and over, participants spoke 

negatively about the misuse of funds, favoritism and nepotism, and political or monetary gain 

made by those outside the district, and by the new upper management who gained immediately, 

by becoming amongst the highest paid superintendents in the country.   Participants who 

expressed anger about this paired their concern about the high compensation rates with what 

they perceived as a lack of focus on the students of the school district.  They used words of 

despair, hopelessness and alienation - "disenfranchised", "no voice", "no authority", and 

"oppression". 

 Parallels were found between Fowler's description of the power structure used in moving 

educational policy in individualistic political cultures (p. 142), and the events of passage of the 
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EEA and HSD named "special class" legislations:  1) "a particular legislator" - in this case, 

Senator Jeffrey Piccola; 2) "the legislature as a whole" - in this case, a Republican majority where 

Senator Jeffery Piccola was the head of the Education Committee and soon after the Republican 

Majority Whip, 3) "a governor" - in this case, Governor Tom Ridge; 4) "a state Secretary of 

Education"  - in this case, Eugene Hickok; and 5) "special interest groups" -  in this case, Edison 

was involved, campaigning on the way to Washington, and there was a Harrisburg City Mayor 

Stephen Reed with "judges, business leaders and contractors in his pocket".  Fowler contended 

that in this type of political arena citizens are definitely not equal and the powerful have more 

influence than the disempowered (p. 185).  It is this type of political culture that is "most 

susceptible to corruption" (p. 98).  Allegations of corruption and political favors predominated 

participant responses, as did elements of powerlessness. 

 Fowler (2004) and Apple (2010) connect education policy with a politics of economic and 

power distribution.  While describing the four types of education policies, Fowler (2004, pp. 239-

254) specifically referred to:  contracts, focus of attention on the educational grant agency 

resulting in lack of attention on other things, fund seeking where actors compete and seek to find 

allies, shifting of resources or power from one social group to another, government control 

manipulating the environment, and economic goals that shift resources to a new group. Of the 

four described, redistributive polices are the most controversial and generate a political arena 

marked with conflict and cut closer than others across class lines.  While evidence of all four 

types of policies was present in this case, Fowler's descriptions were also found in the 

perceptions of events shared by the participants - "the rich getting richer off the backs of our 

kids".  A few findings of specific interest showed: the BOC was a rubber stamp, manipulated by 

Mayor Stephen Reed and Superintendent Gerald Kohn to maintain control; Senator Jeffrey 

Piccola worked with the upper administration offering additional funding tied to specific 

obligations; constant curricular / program changes tied to grants without a plan for sustainability 

permeated the schools; and there was knowledge that money was there, but not seen as 

benefiting the children. Political play was inherent throughout the decade of reform at HSD. The 
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interconnectedness of politics, power and money influencing their schools, and believed to be the 

demise of PSER progress, pervaded the comments of the respondents. 

 Themes of alienation, isolation, oppression, disenfranchisement, powerlessness, 

hopelessness and despair of the respondents as well as a lack of community and employee 

participation were described in earlier discussions.  Some of the literature in the above section 

implied that these feelings were to be expected, given the conditions riddled with politics, power 

and economics that were unearthed.  These specific HSD phenomena, from law passage through 

Mayoral control, produced an environment of voicelessness and disparity between those of high 

dominance/power and others who were part of the events.  Other literature in Chapter 2 predicted 

these themes, particularly the critical education section. Negative outcomes for PSER success 

intertwined with the political scene described above were also anticipated. 

 Freire described two differing language systems and differing access to knowledge and 

power between low SES and power elite participants.  He theorized that these factors become 

integrated with the self-identity of the marginalized and resulted in a perpetuating cycle of 

domination and oppression.  This concept was also supported by Apple, McLaren, Peters, et al., 

Giroux, Young and others who described education as politics of the elite, creating a continued 

pattern of disenfranchisement when dialogue and/or shared governance with the community did 

not occur. In this case study, not only were themes of disenfranchisement, domination and 

oppression obtained, participants used the words in their descriptions of events and activities 

without solicitation. Critical educators referenced observations of the resistant attitudes of the 

disenfranchised when those in power were viewed as cultural invaders.  While no one in this case 

study described their own resistance, they did describe elements of resignation, and for some, 

apathy or passive resistance.  Some did view the takeover as an invasion.  Critical educators 

assert that this subordinate resistance prevents real change.  

 This condition of political domination in education and subordination was depicted in 

Chapter 2 as "the empire", the " iron triangle" and the "law of the master".  Apple (2010) tied 

these earlier works of critical educators to the interconnected flows of capital, knowledge and 

differential power (p. 2), indicating that under these conditions institutional transformation could 
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not occur. Fowler described the conditions displayed in the section above as fragmentation of 

governance (p. 84) that leads to stagnation.  Apple (2010) implied interconnectedness between 

power, policy and economic gain, at the expense of those 'below". Warren 2005 predicted that 

this type of phenomenon would produce isolation and alienation within the school itself for 

teachers, parents and the community, and implied that this lack of power lies at the core of 

community decline and school failure.  Predictions of school reform failure under the conditions 

unearthed in this case study were realized.  

 

Implications for Practice 

 

 Results of this case study and elements of the literature review demonstrate imperatives 

for educational leaders, and those legislating education policies, to incorporate elements of 

community and/or constituent participation in schools and school district organization.  For PSER 

to increase student achievement, leaders must be prepared for this form of dialogue and 

planning.  Freire prepared school leadership for this by practicing mutual respect and sharing of 

decision-making strategies.  He encouraged leaders to know the language and syntax of the 

community they serve.  McLaren translated this into a leader's ability to see the locale they serve 

clearly and to maintain a balance between district authority and parameters while actively 

engaging the participation of the population.  Higher education certification programs for school 

leaders should encourage and model these facilitation practices and provide future educational 

leaders with examples and models of how they might be able to organize for community 

engagement while balancing district-set parameters.   

 Chapter 2 indicated that regardless of who was in control, community involvement was 

the pivotal key to increased student achievement and reform sustainability when all other NCLB 

type best practices were in place:  standards, curriculum, assessments tied to standards, staff 

development, accountability and regular state to federal progress reporting, etc. (Castagneto, 

2004; Cole-Henderson, 2000; ECS, 2001; Mayo, 2004; Gold, et al, 2002, and others).  Brown 

(2001) found that SBDM types of governance provided benefits in relation to politics, parent 
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support and improved positive school climate. Critical educators found this dialectical relationship 

to be the key to improved educational systems and sustainability of reform efforts. 

 Successes of an all stakeholder approach to PSER in school reorganization was 

described in Chapter 2 in the works of Senge, Schlechty, Freire, Mayo and others, and produced 

promising results in student achievement in a short time. Critical educators recommend an all 

stakeholders type of participation in school governance/ decision-making. Jones (1997) and 

Shapiro & Gross (2008) also suggested that community and teacher participation in decision-

making demonstrates a positive link between teacher morale and student learning versus 

educational administrators making solo managerial decisions.  Examples of a few models were 

described in Chapter 2, Schlechty’s Figure 1 diagram, Senge's cultural circles, Mayo's parent 

empowerment project, Freire’s educational plenaries, and KY and TX SBDM 2010 guidelines. 

Without community participation, including staff within the district, constituents become 

dislocated/detached.  Predications of PSER failure are relevant when the added element of 

community participation is omitted. 

 

Suggestions for Further Research 

 

 This case study was conducted via a balanced critical framework approach procuring 

information from government and public documents and a range of voices from those of high 

power/school district governance to those of the disenfranchised. This multi-dimensional data 

collection and analysis was intertwined with the political, social and ideological conditions of a 

single school district across a decade of state takeover, mayoral control and reform efforts. 

Critical relational connections of the realities of the social, ideological and political conditions were 

illuminated and demonstrated intricate interconnections of power, policy, economics, and 

sociological factors that lead to reform failure.  

 Similar studies of similar school districts in poor urban areas should be conducted. Most 

studies on urban school districts reveal positivistic interventions and correlates that have 

produced inconclusive evidence of increased student achievement for our Nation's most at risk 
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youth.  Existing studies do not pair government data collection /reform interventions or state to 

mayoral control takeovers with impressions of both sides, those of governance and those of the 

community.   A full critique of similar situations needs to occur to fully understand 

interconnections and derivations that may exist that could be hindering progress for our urban 

schools. This same type of study should be replicated many times to determine which patterns, 

connections and/or disconnections have created success or reform failure and limited student 

progress. Further studies of this type could provide a clear understanding of the determinants of 

success or failure and, I hope, lead to the key for alleviation. 

 Follow up research should be conducted on the HSD to check on current conditions.  

Since the completion of this study's data collection, the school district takeover ended and the 

district has been returned to local school board governance.  The priority goal of the elected 

board was to give parents and community a voice (PennLive, 2009, August 16).  It would be 

interesting to review the data collection on student achievement and constituent impressions over 

the last two years of returned local authority to compare and contrast similarities or differences. 

 In summary, this case study examined contextual aspects associated with a specific 

phenomenon, the legislated takeover of an urban poor minority school district, HSD.  HSD is 

amongst the poorest and highest minority school districts in the country.  The legislated state 

takeover was given over to Mayoral control.  Interconnectedness of policy, political ambition with 

ties to Washington, and economics were illuminated that limited PSER progress and 

disenfranchised constituents. No substantial increase in student achievement across this decade 

of PSER occurred despite state legislative and increased financial support.  The analysis showed 

no promising results over the period studied. 
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Appendix B 

Interview Protocol 

 

Interview Protocols were the same for the three groups interviewed 

Student Investigator: Ellen J. Castagneto ID # (A, E or C, 1-10):  _____ 

Interview Date:  _________  

Interview Protocol – A, E, C 

Introduction 

Thank you so much for agreeing to be interviewed.  I really appreciate your 
willingness to spend this time with me.  It will be a great help to me.  I have explained all 
of the confidentiality safeguards and you have signed the consent form.  Do you have 
any questions about that before we start? 

This interview will be used as part of my data collection for my dissertation, part of my 
doctoral program in Educational Administration at Temple University.  I am focusing on 
the restructuring or reform efforts of public school systems, and in this case, the HSD.   I 
am particularly interested in your perceptions and observations as related to this issue 
during the time of your employ and or professional involvement with the school district.  I 
look forward to us having a conversation, as much as an interview, about this important 
subject to both of us. 

1. Just before we really begin, I have told you a little bit about my research.  Do you have 
any questions at this point? 

2. I would like to hear about your professional involvement with the school district, from your 
point of view.  Perhaps you could start out by telling me about yourself, your career, your 
education/background, years of service in the school district and anything that you think 
would be helpful in understanding you. 

3. Could you fill me in as to what your perceptions were of the status of the school district 
prior to your decision to become employed or involved there, and why you decided to do 
such?  

4. In your opinion, what were conditions like related to staff, administration, students, family 
and politically while your were there?  Was there an order to anything as your recall?  Did 
you see any cause/effect relationships or correlations? 

5. What attempts were made by yourself or others to assist the district?   
6. How were decisions made related to new initiatives for organizational restructuring or 

instructional programs and strategies?  What was your involvement in these decisions, 
changes, and the implementation of such?  What do you recall as the involvement of 
other constituents and your impressions of such?   

7. In your opinion what didn’t work, and how, in what way?  What did work, and how, in 
what way? 

8. Why did you leave the district and what thoughts entered into this decision? Or why have 
you continued to stay with the district and what thoughts entered into this decision? 

9. Is there anything else that you would like to say that would assist me in this research?  
Any last impressions that you would like to share? 
 
I will be transcribing this interview.  Would you like a copy?  If you think of anything else 
that you would like to add please let me know.  Thank you so much.  It has been a 
pleasure learning more about you and school district during this period of time. 
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Appendix C 
 

Consent to Interview 
(On Temple University Letterhead) 

 
Informed Consent 

 
Title:  Impressions of Educational Reform Initiatives in the HSD 

Principal Investigator:  Corrinne A. Caldwell 
Student Investigator:  Ellen J. Castagneto 

Educational Leadership and Policy Studies 
(717) 623-4491 

 
 
We are currently engaged in a study of interest related in some capacity to the Harrisburg School 
District (HSD) during the period of 1999-2009.  To help gain insight into this topic, we are asking 
you to participate in one or more interviews in which you will be asked to describe your perceptions 
and impressionable events related to the governance, culture, climate, etc. of the school district. 
 
The data that you provide will be audio recorded and your participation as well as anything you say 
during the interview(s) will be held in the strictest confidence.  The data will be stored in a secure 
cabinet for 5 years following the completion of the study, and then destroyed. All identities in the 
final report will be disguised. 
 
You have been selected due to your previous involvement as a governing member, administrator, 
employee or community member of the HSD during the time period stated above. Your 
participation will include an interview, audiotape and a transcript of our session together.  There are 
no inherent risks or benefits to your participation.  No identifiable information will be used in this 
study, unless you are contacted with an additional consent form permitting such to be included in 
the final report.  All information collected about you will remain strictly confidential. 
 
We welcome questions about the research at any time.  Your participation in the study is on a 
voluntary basis.  You may discontinue participating at any time with no consequence or penalty.   
 
Questions about your rights as a research subject may be directed to the Office of the Vice 
President for Research, Institutional Review Board, Temple University, 3400 N. Broad Street, 
Philadelphia, PA.19140, (215) 707-8757. 
 
Signing your name below indicates that you have read and understood the contents of the consent 
form and that you agree to take part in this study. 
 
________________________________          _____________ 
Participant’s Signature      Date 
 
________________________________   _____________ 
Student Investigator’s Signature     Date 
 
 For Further Information 
If I want more information about my participation in this study, or if I have any questions at any 
time, including questions directed to the researcher’s statement, I can contact:  Student 
Investigator, Ellen J. Castagneto @ ellenc@temple.edu  or (717) 623-4491; or Principal 
Investigator, Corrinne Caldwell at corrinne.caldwell@temple.edu or (215) 204-2743. 
 
 Subject Rights 
“I understand that if I wish further information regarding my rights as a research subject I may 
contact Richard Throm, Program Manager & Coordinator at Office of the Vise President for 
Research of Temple University by phoning (215) 707-8757. 
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Appendix D 
 

Permission to Audiotape 
 

(On Temple University Letterhead) 
 

Permission to Audiotape 
Principal Investigator:  Corrinne A. Caldwell 
Student Investigator:  Ellen J. Castagneto 

Department:  Educational Leadership and Policy Studies, Temple University 
Title:  Impressions of Educational Reform Initiatives in the HSD 

 
 
 
Participant:  ________________________       Log#:  ______     Date:     __________ 
 
Address:  __________________________           Phone:  __________ 
 
 

I hereby give Student Investigator, Ellen J. Castagneto and Corrinne Caldwell, Principal 
Investigator, permission to audiotape me.  This audiotape will be used for the purposes of research, 
as a part of doctoral requirements at Temple University.  I have already given written consent for 
my participation in the research project “with no consequence or penalty to Temple University and 
the investigators”.  At no time, will my name be used.  I understand that the interview will take 
approximately 45 minutes.  

 
 I understand that the tapes will be used during the period of August 2009 through August 

2010.  I agree to be audio taped during the time period of August 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 
and understand that the data will be stored for five years after the project is completed, and then be 
destroyed.  If it is to be stored longer, additional approval from the Institutional Review Board must 
be sought.  

 
 I also understand that I can withdraw my permission at any time, that I will not be paid for 

being audio taped or for the use of the audiotapes, and that upon my request, the audiotape(s) will 
no longer be used.  This will not affect my relationship with Temple University, or Ellen J. 
Castagneto or Corrinne Caldwell .  

 
 
___________________________   ___________ 
Participant’s Signature     Date 
 
___________________________   ___________ 
Student Investigator’s Signature    Date 
 
 
For Further Information 

If I want more information about the audiotape(s), or have any questions/concerns at any time, 
including questing directed to the researcher’s statement, I can contact:  Student Investigator, Ellen 
J. Castagneto at ellenc@temple.edu or (717)623-4491 or Principal Investigator, Corrinne Caldwell 
at (215) 204-806  or  at corrinne.caldwell@temple.edu. 
 
 Subject Rights 
“I understand that if I wish further information regarding my rights as a research subject I may 
contact Richard Throm, Program Manager & coordinator at Office of the Vice President for 
Research of Temple University by phoning (215) 707- 8757. 
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Appendix E 
 

Documents 
 
 

The following documents and resources were reviewed in order to access verification of 

timelines and events discussed by participants and to assist with the development of a 

historical chronology of community and political actions, and student achievement trends 

across time in the HSD.  The documents are listed in chronological order:  

 2/99 – Legislative Journal – Ridge’s 1999 budget / request to pass EEA. 

 5/99 – Legislative Journal – 184th general assembly– EEA /SB652 passed. 

3/00 – PRNewswire – Ridge Hails House Passage of EEA 

 6/00 – Patriot News – Ruling on schools takeover expected today. 

 6/00 - Patriot News – BOC nature baffles many. 

 7/00 – Patriot News – Parents weigh in on district leadership. 

 7/00 – Patriot News – Takeover halt stands for now-injunction. 

 1/01 – PRNewswire – PA Secretary …approves York improvement plan. 

 2004 - Scientific Learning Corporation. HSD  - FastForWord Language.   

3/05 – School Reform News – Hickok resigns Washington, D.C. 

 2005 –Crash Course – Whittle, head of Edison, book is published. 

 1/07 – Education Empowerment Annual Report –statistics 98-2006. 

9/07 – BOC Legislative Meeting Minutes– Oklahoma study permission. 

1/08 – Education Empowerment Annual Report – statistics 98-2007. 

 4/08 – Auditor General Reports – HSD budget audit. 

 8/08 – Patriot News – Attorney casts doubt -study of Harrisburg Schools. 

 8/08 – PennLive – community posting. 

9/08 – Penn State Website – PSU and HSD on EI program -2002  

9/08 – PennLive – Special Report Chronology of HSD (1926-2008) 

 1/09 – Education Empowerment Annual Report – statistics 98-2008. 

 5/09 – PennLive – City School Board – role change in ’10. 

 5/09 – Wireless connectivity – HpProCurve Networking (a case study). 
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5/09 - Goodrich-Small – HSD – TU case study (dissertation) 

 9/09 – Senator Jeff Piccola – Website. Education Committee/Biography 

 10/09 - HSD Website. 

 11/09 – Patriot News.  3 articles on new mayor elect plans for HSD. 

 11/09 – District produced documents: 

  Review of Reforms in the HSD, 2001-2009 

  Harrisburg City School District PSSA (chart 98-09) 

   Federal NCLB Definition of Passing (chart 98-09) 

  HSD 1999 vs. 2009 Number of Students – Advanced or Proficient 

  Harrisburg School District Graduation Rates 

 12/09 – Oklahoma University website – Study request Mayor of HSD. 

 12/09 – Dr. Zahorchak, Secretary of Education, PDE provided documents: 

  HSD State Revenue Detail 03-09 

  HSD Student Achievement – Graduation and SAT scores 01-09. 

  HSD Progress in Student Achievement – PSSA results, 02-09. 

 1/10 – PDE 08-09 PSSA and AYP results for HSD. 

 2/10 – Wikipedia –E.W. Hickok, Stephen Russell Reed, Tom Ridge. 

 3/10 – Answers.com – Tom Ridge, Biography. 

   

    

  

 

 
 


